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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

TU88clay, 6th MaTch, 1923. 

The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber at Eleven of the Clock. 
Mr. President was in the Chair. . 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

POLIOE DuTIES Dr LBOISLATUBBs. 
467. -Jlr. B. A. SpeDce: (a) Is it a fact that since the creation over 

two years ago of: . 
(i) The Imperial Legislative Assembly; 

(ii) The Council of Stat.e; 
(iii) The Chamber of Princes; 

1!0 -extra Police have been el!tertained for duty at these Chambers? 
(b) In consequence is it a fact that the local Police both in Simla 

and Delhi have to perform this extra work at the expense of their sanc-
tioned duties with the result that all have to" work long hours overtime 
throughout the entire Session of 2i months twice a year? 

(0) If the facts· are substantially as stated, is Government prepared to 
take the matter into consideration ? 

JIr. lI. Barclon: (a) No extra palice force has been entertained solely 
on account of the creation of thf.se Chambers, but one of the factors which 
influenced the Government of India in determining the strength of the 
Delhi police force has heen work in connection with the Sessions of the 
Legislature and other special duties during the Delhi Winter season. Last 
year the total strength of the force was increased with a view inleT alia 
toO strengthen the reserve. In Simla also the strength of the police force 
ill the summer is based partly on the ceremonial and other duties required 
to be performed. A small guard is provided from the local force ",ith the 
exception of a. few sergeants who have been drafted in from outside for 
the purpose. 

(b) During the Delhi SessIons a proportion of the men have to be 
withdrawn from their normal executive duties, and no doubt sofne of 
them are on duty for longer houri! than usual but the duty at the Chambers 
is not continuous or arduous. though responsible, and compensation is 
rfforded by lighter duties in the summer at Delhi and in the winter lit 
Simla. . 

(0) Government are not aWLre of any preseDt necessity of changing 
the e;sting arrangements but will ~ further enquiries. 

HEn.JAz PILGlUIiS. 
468. -aaJI WaJlhllddln: Are the Government aware of the su1ferings and 

hardships tbat Hedjaz pilgrims generally 1!Dderwent last Raj S88son on 
• tbeir journey from Mecca to Medina? 

( 8019 ) • 
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lIr. Denys Bray: Government are not aware that Hedjaz pilgrims gen-
erally underwent sufferings and hardships, but have heard with grave con-
cern that in certain cases IndiaL pilgrims had legitimate cause for com-
plaint. -

GOVERNMENT Ot INDIA SECRJ!lTARIATS. 

469. *Baba 'Ujagar Singh Bedi: (a) Is it a fact that aU proposals for 
additional staff required in the various Departments of the Government 01 
India are placed by the Departments concerned before the Finance Depart-
ment, for scrutiny and sanction, and that similar proposals emanating from 
the Finance Department are sanctioned by the Department itself? 

(b) If so, do the Government propose to lay down that such proposals 
emanating from the Finance Department, should be scrutinized by the 
Home Department or some othe::, Department before they are finally sanc-
tioned. 

The Honourable Sir Basil Blackett: (a) Yes. 
(b) Such proposals are considered in that branch of the Finance Depart-

ment . the business of which is to scrutinize proposals for new expendi-
ture. I have no reason to think that this branch scrutinises proposals 
emanating from other branches of the Finance Department with any 
less 'care than in the case of prcposals emanating from other departments. 
I do not consider that the course suggested by the Honourable Membp-r 
would be likely to result in any economy. 

HIGH COURT JUDGES. 

470. *Xhan Bahadur 8aiyid KuJmmmad Ismall: (a) Will the Govern-
ment bt pleased to state the number of Judges permanent and additional 
sanctioned in -" the High Courts of India including Burma? 

(b) Will the Government be pleased to specify thErlr names and nation-
alities with the date of their appointments? 

(c) Will the Government be pleased to state in how many High Courts 
of. India there are Muhammadan Judges already appeinted with their dates of 
appointment? . 

(d) If, in case, there is no Mussalman Judge appointed in any of the 
High Courts of India to state the reason why none has been appointed 
since 1921? 

Kr. E. Burdon: (a) The total number of Judges in all the High Courts 
in India, including Burma, is 75. 

(b) and (c) The Honourable Member will find all the information he 
l'equires in the vari?us civil liatE.. 

(d) The Honourable Member is referred to the answer which will be 
given to part (a) of his next question. 

JUDGES IN PATNA HIGH COURT. 

471. *Xhan Bahadur Saiyid Muhammad Ismall: (a) Will the Govern-
ment. be pleased to state the reason ,,:hy no Muhammadan Judg<t was 
appolDted to the Bench of the Patna Hlgh Court since the year 1921 per-
manently, also to ~ the reason and the circumstanceA under whif'h 

ll~ ~ll ~  Bamster wh,o was ~  to officiate after Mr. ~  
Atkinson s dea.h Y'.88 not conf\nned lD 1920-21 and instead of his bcin 
~  an Englishman was brought from Straits Settlements? g • 
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(b) Is the Government aware that in the Patna High Court 2 Additionaj 
Judgeships have been created after Puja vacation and that out of the 2 
appointments made, the claims of really qualified Muhammadan Members 
of the Legal Profession have been completely ignored? If the reply be 
in the affirmative, will the Government be l ~  to give full reasons 
for ignoring the claim of qualified Mussalman from selection? 

(c) Is it a fact that one Mr. Abdur Quadir, Bar-at-law, who had already 
acted as officiating Judge of Punjab High Court for several years had beell 
made to resign? If the- facts bf! true will the Government be pleased t-o 
tltate the real circumstanceS of such a contingency? 

(d) Will the Government be further pleased to state who has been 
appointed in the vacancy thus cr..used "/ 

1Ir. B. Bardon: (a) Permanent appointments to the High Courts are 
made by His Majesty under section 101 of the Government of India Act. 
Courts of Justice 'are not representative institutions, and the main con-. 
6ideration in filling up vacancies in high judicial appointments must always 
be that of efficiency: subject to this the claims of Muhammadans no less 
than those of members of other communities receive due consideration. 

(b) The reply to the first part. of the question is in the affirmative. As 
to the second part of his question the Honourable Member is referred to 
the answer given to (a) above. 

(c) No. He left the Court on the tennination of his appointment. 
(d) Does not arise. 

WORKING OF BENGAL ANn NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY. 

472. *Khan Bahadur SalJid Knhmmad IsmaU: (a) Will the Govem-
ment be pleased to state the control which they exercise over the Company-
managed and the Company's own Railway called the Bengal and North-
Western Railway? . 

(b) Will the Government state if they are aware of the circumstances 
under which this Company is causing serious inconvenience to the 
pRssengers, by the unpunctual running ot the trains without any 
arrangement for the foodstuffs O'ger the line b"een Katihar and Cawnpore 
and its several other branches? 

(c) Do Government propose to take any step to impress upon the Com-
pany the necessity, (1) of improving the Rolling Stock, (2) of making suit-
able arrangements for water supply and foodstutls at every Railway 
Station? 

(d) Is the Government aware of the very serious inconvenience caused 
to the passengers when crossing the river between Digha and Pahleza Ghats 
owing to the absence of a platform and a passenger-shed at the newly con-
structed station at Digha Ghat which have been shifted from its original 
position I~  a very serious inconvenience to the frequent travellers 
crossing the Ganges between Digha and Pahleza Ghats starting from Patna .. 
J unction Railway Station? 

(6) I! the reply to the above be in the affinnative, will the Government 
be pleased· to state why the Railway Station Digha has been shifted from 
its old situation? 

(f) Is the Government aware of the fact that while in Mokamah and 
Semaria Ghats, Bengal and North-Western Railway ferry stations suffi-
cient autolux lamps are provided for convenience of passengers,- ~  is 

Ai 
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provided at Pahleza Ghat and Digha Ghat although. ~ are plying 
not less than 3 times between the two latter Ghats dunng the rught and ~  
the absence of brilliant light causes serious danger to the passengers 1D 
getting in and out of the Steamer? 

JIr. C. D. 1[. Hindley: (a) The Honourable Member's ~ D  is in-
vited to Appendix A of the Administration Report on Indian Railways. 
1921.22, Volume I, copies of which are available in the library. 

(b) and (0) The working of ~ ~ and North-W:estern Railway 
was recently the subject of a s}leclal enqwry by. the ~  ~  
Inspector of Railways Circle No.3, Lucknow, 1D conJunction Wlth the 
Agent, Bengal and NOrlh-Western Railway, and certain representatives of 
the Bihar and Orissa and Unit.ed Provinces Governments. 'rhe result 
of this enquiry showed that the Railway Administration was paying 
careful attention to the convecience of the public and was willing to 
meet all reasonable demands. The grievances which exist are chiefly 
due to the fact that d11ring ~ war period it was extremely difficult to 
obtain materials, and Government are satisfied that the Administration is 
doing its best to bring the line Ul' to a high standard.' 

(d), (6) and (f). Government have no information but enquiry will be 
made. 

TIRBOOT STATE RAILWAY. 

473. *][han Bahadur Saiyid Kubammad, Ismail: (a) Will the Govern-
ment be pleased to state the method and the system under which' the 
'l'irhoot State Railway is being managed? 

(b) Is the section under the direct management of the Government? 
If so, what was its income between 1920 and 1922, and the consequent 
expenditure in the upkeep and maintenance? H the section is not directly 
managed how is it managed and what guarantee the Government pro-
vides? . 

(0) Will the Government be pleased to state the total number of high-
paid employees, with their nationalities, employed over the Tirhoot State 
Railway; also to state how far and how long the management of the Bengal 
and North-Western Railw. overlaps that of the Tirhoot State Railway 
Section? '. 

JIr. C. D. 1[. HiDcIle1: (a) and (b). The Tirhut State Railway is managed 
and worked by the Bengal and North-Western Railway Company. For 
the terms of working the Honourable Member is referred to the History 
of Indian Railways, a copy of which is available in the Library . 
. . (0) The ~ l ~  NQrlh-\yestern R~ l  Company employ con-
)omtly the higher p81d staff reqUlred for thiS section and their own main 
line. In regard to the concluding portion of the question the Honourable 
Member will find full information in the History of Indian Railways already 
referred to. 

RoLLING STOCK ON TIRaOOT STATE RAILWAY. 

474. *lDum ~  ~  I ~  Ismail: Will the Government 
be p,leased to state if the Tirhoot State RaIlway maintains any independent 
Rollmg stock or the Bengal and North-Western Railway stock is running 
over the section? H the fact of the Bengal and North-Western Railway 
stock running ~  the section is true, will the Government be pleased 
to state, the conditions under which they are utilised, 
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Jlr. O. D. K. JDndley: The Bengal and North-Western and the Tirhut 
State Railways are worked as one system and rolling stock is provided and 
worked in accordance with ~ requirements of the whole system. The 
<lapital cost of the stock is allocated to the two railways in proportion to 
their respective  average gross earnings. . 

CONCESSION TICKETS ON RAILWAYS. 

475. *Khan Bahadur SaiJid Jlnhmmad IsmaIl: (a) Will the Govern-
ment be pleased to state the reason and the circumstances under which the 
concession tickets for 'the 1st and 2nd classes that used to be issued during 
Poojah and Christmas vacations have been discontinued by the authorities 
of the East Indian Railway? 

(b) Will the GQvernment state if such dmcontinuance of practices 
requires sanction -~  the Railway Board in case of Company-managed Rail-
ways or the Company-managed Railways are themselves competent to 

~  such authorjties? . 

(e) If the reply to the first part of (b) is in the affirmative, will the 
Government be pleased to state the reason as to why such sanction has 
been accorded? 

\ 

(d) Do Government propose to take immediate step to direct the East 
Indian Company to adhere to the old system of issuing return 1st and 
2nd. class tickets at reduced rates according to' the practice that was in 
vogue a few years before and also to issue concession return tickets during 
the Poojah and the Christmas Qolidays? 

Jlr. O. D. K. JDndley: (a) In ',consequence of the abnormal condi-
tions caused by the War the concessions allowed during the Poojah and 
Christmas holidays to 1st and 2nd class passengers had to be withdrawn. 
The East Indian Railway Administration, however, granted this conces-
sion Guring the last Christmu-holidays. 

(b) and (e) The grant and withdrawal of concessions of this kind are 
within the oompetence of Company-managed railways. 

(d) The Houourable Member is referred to the ariswers given to ~ 
tions Nos. 145 and 292, on the 17th and 29th January, 1923, respectively. 

RESERVED ACCQIOIODATION ON EAST INDIAN RAILWAY. 

476. *lDwl Bahadur Saiyld KulJammad Ismail: (a) Will the Govern-
ment be pleased to state if they are. aware that the practice prevalent a 
few years before in the East Indian Rsilway of resening 1st class com-
partments by paying 3 fares and 2nd class compartments by paying 4 
fares respectively.has been supplanted by charging actual fares of 4 tickets 
in case of 1st class and 5 tickets in case of 2nd claSs compartments, res-
pectively? • 

(b) If the reply be in the affirmative will the Go.ernment be pleased to 
'State the circumstances under which this change in practice has taken 
place and --also whether such a ,change had been contemplated after taking 
the approval of the Railway Board? 

(0) Do Government propose to issue instructions to the East Indian 
Railway to continue reserving 1st class compartments by paying ~ fares and 
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2nd class compartments by paying 4 fares for the period of their contract' 
which will expire in December, 1924? 

Mr. 0. D. II. Bindley: (a) The reply is in the affirmative. 
(b) The change was introduced with the approval of the R l ~  Board. 

not only on the East Indian Railway but on all. the other. unportant 
railways, and was one of the measurej; adopted to ~  ~  earn-
inas and to ensure the best use of the accommodation avallable 10 th& 
interests of the general travelling public. 

(c) 'rhe reply is in the negative. 

ACWORTH COMMITTEE'S RECOmmNDATIONS. 

477. -Khan Babadur Saiyid lIahammad IamaU: Will the Government. 
be pleased to state how far effect has been given to the unanimous 
t-ecommendations of the Acworth Committee contained in Volume 1 of 
their Report, also to state specifically if their recommendations, ."ide para-
graphs 156 to 172 of the Report T6: the constitution of the Rate Tribunal 
have been given effect to? If not, why? 

1If. 0. D. II. B1ndley: It is impossible to give a comprehensive reply 
to the Honourable Member's question. The Acworth Committee dealt 
with the whole subject of Railway Administration and management and 
their suggestions have been sYEtematically considered and given effect to 
wherever possible at once. A good many of their proposals involved.. 
however, lar.ge changes in policy and there are some cases, including the 
recommendation regarding the constitution of a Rates Tribunal, still under 
the consideration of Government. This question of establishing a Rates. 
Tribunal involves matters of very great financial and administrative import-
ance and it is not in the general interest should be hurriedly decided. 

R I ~  PORTS ~ HAns. .', 
478. -Khan Babadur Saiyid lIuhammad &mail: Will the Government 

be pleased to state as to what steps have been taken by them to 
give effect to the promise made by Sir Henry Sharp last year during the 
courSe of the debate over Haji Wajihuddin Saheb's Resolution T6: making 
Calcutta the port of embarkation for the Hajis intending to go on pilgri-
mage to Hejaz? If no steps have been taken as yet in the matter, do 
Government propose to expedite opening Calcutta as the port of embarka-
tion for the pilgrims going to Erak and to Hejaz? 

The Honourable Mr. A. 0. Chat.t.erjee: The Honourable Member is 
referred to the answer given yesterday to a siplliar question put by Haji 
Wajihuddin. 

Mr. E. Ahmed: Is there any likelihood of opening ~ Chittagong port 
for the embarkation of pilgrims and other passengers who want to go 
to Hedjaz and other places? 

~  Honourable Mr. A. 0 •. Ohatterjee: I said yesterday, Sir, in reply to 
a !'Imular supplementary questIOn that the supplementary question did not 
anse. 

I 

Mr. E. Ahmed: The question contained, Sir, the wording: .. do th& 
~  ~ ~  to. expedite opening Calcutta as the port of embarka-
tion for the JnIgnms gOIng to El'aq and to Hedjaz "? 
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. Itr. President: lithe Honourabie Member wants infonnation regarding 
th.e port of Chlttagong, he should put his question on the paper and then 
he will get an answer. 

PILGT!1MS FOB JEDDA. 

479. *Khan Bahadar Saiyid Muhammad IImaIl: Will the Government 
be pleased to state if it is a fact that· at the port of embarkation at Bombay 
the pilgrims proceeding to J edda have been compelled to buy return 
tickets? If it is so, to explain the reason and the circumstances? 

• The Honourable JIr. A. o. OhaHerjee: So far as the Government of 
India are aware uo such compulsion is being exercised. 

lNFECTI(\US DISEASES HOSPITAL ON KUTAB ROAD. 

480. *Itr. W. K. H1I88&Ilally: (a) Is it a fact that the building at Delhi 
on the Kutab Road, now used as Municipal Infectious Diseases Hospital 
and through the compound of which the new road passes, was originally 
a mosque? 

(b) If so, when, under what circumstances and with whose permission 
was it handed over to the MunIcipality to ~  as a hospital? 

(c) Do Government propose to hand it back to Muhammadans to be 
used as a mosque? 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm BaIley: (a) The building in question has 
.ame times been described as a tomb, but is generally believed to be a 
disused mosque dating from the time of Feroz Shah. 

(b) This derelict Nazul building was transferred by Government to the 
Municipality in 1873, and put into order by that body for use as a Hospital 
for patients suffering from Infectious Diseases. It has therefore been 
used for this purpose for the last 50 years. 

(c) The Infectious Diseases Hospital can no longer be located on this site 
hecause the new alignment of the Kutab road passes through the compound. 
When the road works are completed it is proposed by the looal authorities 
to hand over this building, as well as another mosque and tomb in the 
same compound, to a responsible local Muhammadan Association which 
already administers several mosques, if the Association will accept the 
charge. 

INFECTIOUS DISEASB HOSPITAL, DELHI .. 

481. *Khan Bahadar SalyId Kubammad Ismail: Is the Government 
aware that there exists in the town of Delhi on the Pahargunj road a Hos-
pital for the infectious diseases owned by the Municipality which is situated 
in a building resembling an old mosque, an Imambara or a shrine 
and is surrounded by a graveyard? Will ~ Government be pleased 
to make a statement after necessary enquiry as to the origin of this build· 
ing and also as to how it was used before its present occupation by tht.' 
Delhi Municipal Infectious Dieeases Hospital? 

• 
The Honourable Sir Malcolm BaIley: The ·Honourable Member is 

~  to the answer just given to Mr. Hussanally's question . 

• 



UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICE OF CONTROLLER, I I ~  ACCOUNTS, MEERUT. 

222. Mr. Mohammad Yamin lDwl: Will the Government be pleased 
to give infonnation as to the following matters-

(a) How many candidates did pass in the departmental examination 
held on 5th November, 1921, for appointments as clerks in 
the Controller's Military Account. Office, District Meerut? 

~  When and at how much salary was the person who stood first 
appointed? , 

(0) When and at how much salary were the persons who stood 2nd, 
3d, 4th and 5th appointed respectively? 

2. Is there any difference in pay of European and Indian clerks in the 
Department mentioned in the preceding question? 

3. Up to whBt time have the clerks to work in the Oontroller's Military 
Account Office, District Meerut? 

The Honourable Sir Basil Blackett: (a) 186. 
_ (b) On Rs. 50 per mensem from 3rd December 1921. 

(0) The indivi,duals who stood 2nd and 5th at the examination were 
. e.]resdy in Governr;nent employ as temporary clerks and were confirmed 
from 1st March and 1st April 1922 on pay at Rs. 00 and Rs. 70 per mensem 
respectively. Those who stood 3rd and 4th are employed as temporary 
clerks on Rs. 50 each per mensem. 

2. The reply is in the negative. 
3. Working hours have recently been changed from 10-30 A.M. to 6 P.M. 

to 10-30 A.M. to 5 P.M. 

BURMA MEAT TRADE. 

223. Lala Girdharilal Aganrala: (a) Is the Government aware that the 
United Provinces Legislative Council and the Central Provinces Legislative 
Council ·have passed Resolutions to stop the Burma Meat Trade? 

(b) Whether the Government of India have approved of those Resolu-
tions and from what date effect has been or will be given to either of them l' 

Mr. I. Bullah: (a) Yes. 
(b) It is not known what action, if any, was taken by the Government of 

the United Provinces on the Resolution passed by the United Provinces 
I.egislative Council. The Government of India did not take any setion 

. 1D the matter.· AH regards the Resolution passed by the Central Provinces 
I,egislative Council, the Government of India suggested to the local Govern-
ment that action might be taken under the Central Provinces Slaughter of 
,\nimals Act, if they cpnsidered it desirable or necessary to do so. The 
Central Province·i Governlnent have taken the requisite action under that 
Act-vide the Rules published on pages 565 to 568 of the Central Provinces 
~  Part J, <J.ated the 3rd June 1922. These Rules probably· took 

effect from..the date of their publication viz., the 31st May 1922 but the 
G-overnment of India ha'Ve no definite information on the subject. 
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INDIAN CATTLB WEALTH. 

224. Lala Glrdharilal Aganrala: Have the Government taken any steps 
(lr do they propose to take any in the near future to protect and improve 
the cattle ~ l  of India? ' 

Ilr. 1. Bullah' The matter is primarily one for the local Governments, 
whose atteiltion has been drawn to the importance of the matter. 

IMPROVEMENT OF CATTLB. 

225. Lala G1rdharI1al Agarwala: Do the Government propose to under-
take any legislation for protectioll and improvement of cattle in India? - , 

Ilr. 1. Bullah. The answer is in the negative. 
" 

SLAUGHTBB OF CATTLB. 

226. LaIa Girdharilal Agarwala: What safeguards if any are at present 
provi4ed in India by any law or rule against indiscriminate slaughter of 
<lattle, especially pr.egnant animals, animals in milk, and prime' cattle? 

Ilr. 1. Bullah: The Honourable Member is referred to the. Central 
l'rovinces Government's Notification No. 1236-955-XIII, dated the 31st 
May 1922, which appeared in the Central Provinces Gazette of the 3rd June 
1922. The Governmen't of India have no information of any other regula-
tions on the subject but they shall try to secure all available information in 
regard to it, 

CATTLE IMPROVBJlENT BILL. 

227. 'Laia Girdharilal Aganrala': Will the Government. be pleased to 
lay on the table for the inform&tion of the House my last Cattle Improve-
ment Bill and the letter of the Government as a result of which I was 
prevented from asking leave of the House for its introduction? 

Sir Benry KODcrle!! Smith: The Honourable Member is referred to the 
answer given on the 1st February last t-o Babu Ambica Prasad Sinha's 
unstarred question No. 132. 

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S ASSENT TO BILLS. 

- Ilr. PrealdeDt: I have to acquaint the Assembly that His Excellency 
the Governor General has been pleased to give his assent to the following 
Bills passed by both Chambers of the Indian Legislature: 

The Malabar (Completion of Trials) Supplementing Act, 1923. 
The Cotton Transport Act, 1923. 
The Indian l\fines Act, 1923. 
The Indian Boilers Act, 1923. 
The Indian Factories (Amendment) Act, 1923. 
The Indian Naval Armaments Act, "1923. 
The Indian Paper Currency Act, 1923. 
The Repealing and Amending Act, 1923. 
The Cantonments House Accommodat.ion Act, 1928, al\ll 
The Workmen's Compensation Act, 1928. 



MESSAGE FROM THE COUNCIL OF STATE.' 

Secretary of the ABsembly: Sir, the follQwing Message has been· re-
oeived from the Secretary .of the CQuncil .of State: 

, .. I am directed to inform you that the lJouncil of State has at ii8 meet-
ing held on Monday, the 5th Ma.rch, 1923, agreed without any amendment8' 
to the Bill further to amend the Mamed Women;'8 Properly Act, 1874, 
u'hich was pa88cil by the Legislative Assembly on the 15th of FebruarY' 
1923." , 

JIr. D~  I apPQint fQr the purposes .of to-day's debate a periQd 
Qt 15 minutes fQr each speech. 

• 
GENERAL DISCUSSION ON THE BUDGET. • 

FIRST STAGE-Contd. 

Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyer' (TanjQre cum TrichinQPQly: NQn-Muham-
madan Rural): Sir, last year I presumed UPQn yQur fQrbearance and the 
l!indness .of the HQuse and wearied the HQuse with some detailed criticism 
of the Military expenditure. I do not propose to repeat that course this 
year. I have n') intention of .occupying the attention of the House for-
more than a very few minutes, and it is due f.or two r.easons. In the first 
ph.ce, ill-health has prevented me from examinin" the Budget with any 
care. In the second place, the Inchcape Committee has done its work 
so well and so thoroughly that it would be a work of supererogation tQ go 
ever the same ground. I desire to associate myself with the tribute of 
praise that has been so deservedly paid to Lord Inchcape and his collea-
gues for the splendid work they have done on the Retrenchment 
Committee, for the thoroughness and promptitude with which they have-
done their work. But whatever the intrinsic merits of their recommenda-
tions might have been, they would have lost very greatly in value but 
for the concurrence of His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief. I con-
gratulate Lord Inchcape and his' colleagues and I congratulate the House 
un the fact that the ('A)mmittee have been able to secure the whole-
haarted co-operation of His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief in the-
work which they have done on the Retrenchment Committee and in the 
recQmmendations which they have made. Sir, last year I did nQt refer t.o 
CIne or two !.hlDgs to\Wiich I might have referred. One is the question 
of the IndianisatiQn .of the auxiliary services as a PQssible avenue .of 
retrenchment I did nQt dwell UPQn it for the reason that I thQugh't 
that the fruits .of that PQlicy in the way .of retrp.nchment would be rather 
gtadual and eJow. But I think It high time that that question shQuld be 
examined. It iii a matter .of regret that the question ~ the admission of 
Indians to ih,,) auxiliary services-a question upon which this House 
passed a ResQlutiQn when cQnsidering the report of the Esher CQmmittee-
should be still under the consideratiOn of the Imperial Government. 1 
remember reading in the papers an answer given by Mr. Burdon' to a 
question put to him a" to what had been done upon. the ResQlutiQns 
passed by ~  HQuse in 1921 on the Esher Committee's report. The 
net result of the answer, as I galhered it from the papers, 'was that upon 
those Resoluthns which did not count, this Government had been able to-
secure the orrlers of the Government at Home, but .on anything that 
really did matter, lit was said to be still under correspondence. I must 
<:Apre98 m! very great regret at the delay which has taken place in this 
~  We all recognise the great difficulty there is in breaking the-
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ice-I would tiay the huge ice barrier of War Office conservatism-but I 
do hope that Hi's E.itcellenoy the Commander-in-Chief will use every 
means in his lower to press this question again and again upon the-
dtention of the Imperial Government and not desist until he obtains-. 
favourable <trders. It is one of those matters-upon which our Resolutions. 
were passed with the entire concurrence of His Excellency the Command-

l~  and with the approval of the Government of India, and. 
H. is a matter of great disappointment to me-:md I am sure to the whole 
Assembly-that upon 8 matter like this there should have occurred this. 
unconscionable delay of over two years in coming to Q decision. I hope it, 
may be possible for His Excellency to signalise his term of office by 
oDDouncing the decision to give effect to these Resolutions and by making: 
clU effort to carry them into effect. Some of these recommendations which 
the Inchcape Committee have made may possibly have caused His Excel-
lency the Commander-in-Chief some searchings of the heart, but I ventured . 
ou the last occasion to appeal to His Excellency os a statesman and 1. 
am glad to fin-i that His Excellency has not been slow to respond. He 
has co-operated in a most whole-hearted fashion with 1lhe Retrenchment 
Committee. But even a layman like me cannot reconcile himself to all 
1,he proposals lor retrenchment which the Iitchcape Committee have made_ 
Some of my' colleagues on the non-official ~  will perhaps be surprised to. 
hear this note of aIsapproval. The question to which I wish to refer is the 
proposal to effect a retrenchment in the' ~  of providing improyed 
8(.comniodation for the Indian sepoy. There were proposals under con-· 
dderation for reconstruotion and improvement of the Lines of the Indian. 
Eepoys. I hava seen several of these barracks and Lines myself on the 
way to Khyber, at Peshawar, at Rawalpindi and other places, and I may 
say that some of us take better ,care of our horses than the Government 
of India takes of the Indian soldier. They live in misEll'able quarters. 
through which the burning rays of the sun or the burning winds or the 
cold of the winter pierces, in huts with thin walls and thinnep roofs open 
to all the inclem.encies of the weather. I know that one of my colleagues 
here suggested that it was a training in endurance for our troops_ Logi-. 
cally it should be carried to the point of having an army of emaciated 
saints, but I do not think that that is a sound pohcy. If you want tv. 
make good use of your soldiers as fighting men you mtlbt keep them in 
good condition; and it is not the way to get the best value for your money 
or the best service you can for the country to expose your soldiers to the· 
inclemencies of the weather, hot or cold, or to make them suffer such 
privations and hardships. The I:b.chcape Committee proposes that you. 
should revert to the old arrangement of hutting grants, a system which 1. 
have no doubt must htlve been obviously unsatisfactory and must have 
been given up on that account. It is somewhat liki! the silIedar system, 
i& the Indian Cavalry which has been abandoned. The system is bound: 
to result in· very unsatisfactory housing conditions. I was rather sorry 
therefore to ~  this recommendation but I reconcile myself to it on the 
ground of hard times, and I do hope that when our finances improve this; 
question of the reconstruction and improvement of the sepoys' lines will 
be one of the first to engage the attention of the Government and to 
receive the sympathy and support of this Assembly. . 

Another matter in which I should like His Excellency to use all his.. 
influence arid bring it to beHr on Headquarters is that of an ~l  
if . not a lenient, adjustment of the capitation charges which- have risen 
to an amount nearly three times what they were before the War. Wf' are· 
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well aware that prices haye risen though duriIlg \,he lust year or so there 
has been a· tendency to a slight fall. But the rise in the capitation grant 
-even to £25, which I believe is the latest provisional rat" adopted is some-
thing which goes very much to swell our non-effective charges, if I ma.y 
perhaps call them so, and goes to swell our military expenditure. It is 
'that which induced my Honourable friend Sir Dinshaw Wa.cha to move 
his proposition for the reconsidera.tion of the Army ama.lgamation scheme 
in the other House; I no not believe that the annulment of the ama.lgama-
tion scheme will effE.lct any greater economy in the recruitment of soldiers. 
While I do not share that view I feel that this question of the capitation 
marges is one which hilS to be hammered at and hammered at till we get 
.an equitable, if not a lenient, adjustment of the charges. I hope that In 
view of the value which England derives from the experience acquired by 
her soldiers in India uuder diverse conditions and the improvement in their 
.:fighting qualities, if not in view of our financial condition, the Imperia.l 
Government will find itself able to take a broader view of the question and 
oeffect a DlOl'e satisfactory settlement, I mean satisfactory to us. 

Sir, I now proceed to make a few observations upon the question of the 
policy of leaving an uncovered deficit. Speaking for myself, I do not like 
this policy of leaving an uncovered deficit, and I do hope that the House 
will not. be inclined to follow the course which it adopted last year as a 
.rough and ready expedient for bringing pressure to bear on Government for 
the purpose of enforcing economy and for the purpose of bringing about 
measures for retrenchment in our expenditure. But there are two ways 
of avoiding thii! policy of deficits. The first way is to avoid a deficit 
.altogether or to minimise it. The other way is to covu the deficit. The 
Finance Minister told us that the recommendations of the lnchcape Com-
mittee had not all been received, that the last instalment was to be " 
received only RftpI the presentation of the budget, and that they had not 
.had time to fully consider a.ll the recommendations. I hope that the interval \ 
that has intervened since the presentation of the budget and will intervene 
before the date when the Finance Bill will come on for consideration will be 
utilized by the Honourable the Finance Minister for the purpose of explor-
jug every possible avenue of retrenchment, every possible direction in 
which it may be feasible to bring the Inchcapc Committee's proposals into 
-effect in the course of 1923-24. This would be the most satisfactory 
method of aV0i<ling the policy 6f uncovered deficits. The next thing is 
that, if there is nn unavoidable deficit, it has to be covered somehow. It 
~ unfortunate that the Finance Minister should in his inexperience of 
~ l  opinion in this country, though I am sure he has been assisted by 
his colleagues in this matter, have thought of resorting to the ~  
of the tax on salt. I hope that the Government will not persist in 
pressing for this form of taxation. In theory a tax upon the necessaries 
of life is objectionable; politically it is most LDwise. I hope therefore the 
-Government will discove! some other expedient. I remember it was said 
by my friend Lhe Honoura.ble Mr. Innes on 8noth'3r occasion that the salt 
~  had l ~ l been looked upon as an ultimate reserve. But there are 
many powers which you have in reserve which you can nev.er think of 
using. Could anybody dream of imposing a salt tax in England, or of 
reviving the window tax or reviving the hearth tax? Of course the British 
:l'arliament is constitutionally omnipotent; it can do anything; there are 
Eany things which we can theoretically do but which are not practical 
.pl.!litics. Well, fLrtunately or unfortunately, the salt tax will have to be 
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looked upon as no longer available -for ~  in the financial scheme 
of this country. There are many things which it is theoretically possible 
tu do, but which are not practicable. To give an analogous ease, though 
not in the sphere of taxation, it is possible for you to reduce the suffrage, 
but you can never think of raising it again. The question is not so 
much whether the salt tax will be such a burden upon the consumer that 
he cannot bear it. It may be or may not be; it is not necessary for me 
lU say whether this one anna per head per annum is going to be the 
last straw upon the camel's back or not; but it is one of the accepted 
axioms of politics in this country that the salt tax is an odious impost, 
and the result ,If a resort to this piece of taxation will be that the Govern-
D ~ will lend a handle to the agitator, and it is not always the wisest 
thing to ignore the agitator. We have sometimes to take account of his. 
doings and their probable reactions on the public. I hope therefore that 
the Governme,nt will not persist in proposing this method of covering their 
deficit. Let them think of something else. It may be said, .. well, we have 
explored other ways, oUr resources are limited, this is the only thing we 
('an do; can you propose anything constructive?' I . confess that in my 
present state of health it is beyond my effort to think of something else. 
Perhaps it is a fault, l.ut I am sorry I cannot huggest anything. But I 
daresay the Finance Minister with all the experienCe he has acquired in 
the Tt:eaaury, and his colleagues With their large administrative experience 
will be more fertile in suggesting expeciiellts-thall it is possible for me to 
do. 

His Excellency the Oommander-in-Ohief: In the I!oltogether excep-
tional circumstances under which this year's budget has been presented 
it is hardly necessary for me to give a detailed exposition of the militarr. 
estimates for 1923-24. The basis on which these estimates have been 
framed is already known to Honourable Members of this House from the-
Report of Lord Inchcape's Retrenchment Committee and from those 
portions 'of the Finance Member's speech of the 1st of March which 
related to military expenditure. I do not propose therefore to deal with 
various individual criticisms and queries which have been made by pre-
vious speakers in this discussion, except to say that the suggestion of 
one Honourable Member that the Commander-in-Chief still has several 
crores of rupees in his pocket ready to take the place of the salt tax is. 
a surmise entirely without a shadow of fO\lDdation. Another Honourable 
Member referred to the pOssibility of reducing the .military budget in tlie-
future to 50 crares, as was envisaged in one of the paragraphs of the 
Inchcape Committee's Report. I should like, however, to emphasize 
the fact, stated in that Report, that the Commander-in-Chief did not 
subscribe to this recommendation-and I may add lhat it is unlikely that 
he' will do so. I am sorry that I was not here this molrning in sufficient time 
to hear the commencement of the speech of my 4Honourable friend sitting 
on the opposite bench (Honourable Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyer), but I 
did hear two suggestions made by him, one in reference to the improve-
ment of the barracks for Indian soldiers, of which he has some know-
letlge, and in which I am in entire agreement with him, the other in 
which he referred to the capitation grant, and again he has my entire 
sympathy, and I quite agree that the present temporary arrangement 
under which the sum has been agreed upon as between the Imperial and 
the Indian Government is not satisfactory, and I shall use my best endea-
vours to bring about a final and equitable arrangement. Now I will con-
tine myself in what I have to Bay to-day to the larger i8sues of this 
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problem, and in the few observations that I propose to make, I will endea-
vour to explain, for the information of this House, the considerations of 
.general policy, military and otherwise, which have rendered possible the 

,economies which are now contemplated. Speaking broadly, the Army 
-estimates of 1923-24 represent the consolidated work of the past year. 
That time has been largely devoted to a searching investigation of the 
possible reductions in military expenditure. This House is aware that 
last summer the Government appointed a Committee under the presi-
dency of my Honourable ll ~  Innes to .examine tli:e ~ of 
reducing the cost of the staff at Army Headquarters. ThiS Q()mmlttee 
was followed by the Braithwaite Committee appointed in the autumn for 
the purpose of recommending economies in the Quarter ~  General's 
Services, and also for the purpose of preparing material for the more com-
prehensive inquiry which Lord Inchcape's Committee was about to under-
take. The Braithwaite Committee included in its numbers Lieutenant-
General Sir Walter Braithwaite, then the Commander-in-Chief of the 
Western Command; Honourable ~  representative of both Houses, 
both this House and the Council of State, and Lieutenant-General Sir 
Walter Campbell, who has just been appointed Quarter ~  General. 
The composition of the Committee in itself is evidence of the thorough-
ness with which the Government were determined to attack the' question 
of retrenchment in the great spending departments of the Army, and I 
should like to taKe this opportunity of acknowledging the great value of 
the work that these important Committees .performed with great skill and • 
.understanding 8Qd in a remarkably short space of time. 

Finally, of course, we have had ~ ~  of Lord Inchcape's 
'Committee in which the proceedings and recommendations of the two 
'preyious Committees have been merged. Now, I must assume that 
Honourable Members of this House have made themselves acquainted 
with £hose portions of the Retrenchment Committee's Report which deal 
with military expenditure. Tliose who have done so will realise that,:the 
reductions proposed are real and substantial, that the whole field of. mili-
.tary expenditure has been thoroughly explored and that a considerable 
reduction in the number of fighting troops, both British and Indian, 
stands in the forefront of the Committee's recommendations. I think I 
have on a previous occasion impressed on this House that no considerable 
reduction in military expenditure in India could be effected without 
'cutting down the number of fighting troops. Last year I told the House 
·that under the conditions then prevailing I could not agree to a reduc-
tion iii the fighting strength of the Army and I gave my reasons for 'hold-
Ing this view. On the present occasion you will find it stated in the 
'Report of the Retrenchment Committee that the reductions in military 
expenditure include redugtions in troops, and that this has been generally 
:accepted by myself. It may be thought by some that my present atti-
tude is inconsistent with that which I felt bound to adopt last year. I 
wish, therefore, to make it quite clear that, in giving my general concyr-
.rence to the R ~ ~  ~ l  I have been .influenced primarily 
by the. ~ l  conslderatl?ns which must have an Important bearing in 
. determmmg the general policy of the Government. The Finance Member 
has. ~  very graphically the J?erils and the dangers of our financial 

l l ~  and I have bee.n greatly Impressed by the paramount need of 
balancmg our ~  thiS year. I further realise that conditions both 
internal and ,external, have much improved during the past tWelve ~  
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;and that we are justified in taking risks which we should have been wrong 
to incur a year ago. At the same time, I do not, and cannot, admit that 
the Army is either too strong or too efficient for the needs of India. The 
.equipment of the Army has not yet reached the standard of completeness 
which this Assembly by a Resolution passed in connection with the Esher 
Committee's Report itself postulated. Again, I do not admit for one 
moment that the military expenditure of the recent past has been 
unnecessarily high, and I should like to refer the Rouse in this connection 
to the observations which the Retrenchment Ccmmittee themselves have 
made on that point. In paragraph 3 of Lord Inchcape's Report the fol-
lowing remarks will be seen: 
.. We ~  the great difficulties with which the military authoritiell in India 

Lave had to contend during the t,ransition period from war to peace conditions, when 
large armies had to be demobilised concurrently with re-organisationa undertaken in 
the light of the lessons of the war. Hostilities with Afghanistan and operatiQDB on 
the frontier intervened whilst demobilisation was in pr()gress and the growing cost. 
.of the Army coupled with the deterioration of the general financial condition of the' 
country have more than once necessitated complete revision of the schemetl proposed 
for the future composition, organisation and distribution of the Army in India." 

I recognise, on the other hand, that India's first necessity' is to achieve a 
.balanced Budget and 'that no substantial advance can be made in other 
departments of the Htate until the financial position has been stabilised. 
There are times when risks must be taken. The reductions which have 
been proposed and to which I have agreed do involve a certain degree of 
risk from an exclusively military point of view, but they' are risks which, 
in my opinion, the Government are justified 'in taking when confronted 
with the financial disaster which an unbalanced Budget would force upon 
this country. I can confidently say with a full .sense of my responsibilit,; 
.as Uommander-in-Chief that the risk is one that, in the circumstances: 
I am prepared to advise the Goveinment of India to accept. The House 
will appreciate and is well aware of the marked improvement that has 
taken place in India during the last ·twelve months both in the external 
and in the internal situation, and I may remind the House of what 1 im-
prllssed upon them last year, namely, that, before I could conscientiously 
recommend a reduction in our military forces, there' must be a definite 
and a permanent cessation of ~ l  civil disorder. A great change for 
the better has taken place and we are in a very difteren.t position now 
.compared with 1921-22, when the Moplah rebellion had only just been 
~ ll  and the Governmeni were faced with possibilities of serious dis-
turbances elsewhere. It will not be necessary for me to detain tlie House 
by any technical commeni on the details of the retrenchment to which 
I have given my general agreement. The facts and proposals which will 
chiefly interest Honourable Members of this Assembly are clearly statea 
in the Retrenchment Committee's Report, and a further discussion of 
them on this oocasion would serve no useful purpose, more particularly 
as it is only the reductions in infantry which have received the approval 
()f His Majesty's Government. 

The proposed reductions in Cavalry and Artillery are still ~

lIideration, and no definite conclusions have yet been arrived at. There 
1s, however, one point of special interest and importance which I would 
wish to emphasise strongly. If the reductions contemplated are carried 
into effect they will leave practically unimpaired the fundamenial orga-
nization of the Army in India. This organization has been introduced 
tlince the War in the light of the lessons learnt dpring the Wat.. In colla-
boration with the Retrenchment Committee I have aimed at a .reduction 
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of a kind which will give the maximum saving of expenditure ~  do fJie 
least possible harm to our military machinery of defence. . I ~ I  the 
preservation of the fundamental structure of the Army m India IS & 
matter of vital concern both to India as a whole and to the representa-
tives of India in this House. n the structure remains, it is always pos-
sible to add to it and to reinforce it in case of emergency. 

I should lik-e to take this opportunity of assuring the House that the 
present organisation of the Army in India is highly efficient and is on& 
of which India may be justly proud., I say this deliberately; ~  I would 
add tha£ the system is the result of the devoted efforts of tlie most effi-
cient body of Staff officers that the Indian Army has probably ever 
possessed at any period of its history-officers who have been trained 
during the War, whose capacity was proved in the War and who ar& 
imbued with the lessons of the War. The passage I have already quoted 
from the Retrenchment Committee's Report indicates very clearly the 
difficulties which they have had to surmount, and the condition of the 
Army in India to-day redounds very greatly to their credit. I have seen 
unmistakeable evidence of it myself recently in the inspections of troops 
both on the parade ground and under training. The standard of efficienoy 
has shown a very marked improvement since I came to India some two 
years ago, and if further evidence were required it is to be found in the 
results which British and Indian trooPII on field service have recen£ly 
achieved in Waziristan. 

In conclusion I would say one further word on Waziristan. Last ye&r' 
I referred to the halo of doubt and uncertainty which obscured the situa-
tion in that part of the Frontier. I hazarded the opinion that the solu-
tion of that diffioult problem lay in the subjugation of the Mahsuns by 
force of arms and the construction of roads through their country. Th1& 
policy has been and is being carried into effect, and there are definite bl-
dications-I cannot say more at the moment-that as .a result the objao. 
of our policy will beaahieved at no very distant date. n a final settle-
ment can thus be effected, and I have every hope that it may, we shall 
be able to withdraw our military forces during the coming autumn, leave 

-the control of the country in the hands of our Frontier Political of1ic8IB 
and thus effect a very considerable saving in our next year's Budget_ 
But in the meantime we shall have built our roads and thus be in a posi-
tion rapidly to support the Scouts and Khasadars and assist the friendly 
section of the tribes in case of trouble. Mr. Bray has already explained 
to you very fully the details of the situation a.nd the general policy of the 
Government. I need therefore say no more, except that in my view there 
is a reasonable hope of peace in- this turbulent oountry .and a considerable 
reduction in our financial commitments. I hope the House will weigh 
carefully the considerations which I have tried very briefly to place before 
thenf and will appreciate the efforts which the Government and their 
~l  have. t.nade at the .first propitious opportunity of reduc-
mg the hurden of military expenditure. We have effected it without 
sacrificing the eBSential requirements of Indian defence; but a limitea 
degree of risk is involved. The improvement in the internal arid exter-
nal conditions of the country is such that in my opinion the Government 
is justified· in &ccepting that. riilk in order to attain financial equilibrium. 
(Oheers.) ~ , -
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:Mr. T. V. Selhagtri Ayyar (Madras: Nominated Non-Official): Sir, 
the Honourable 1!he Finance Member has been congratulated BO often 
tha,lI it is not nece!ilsary to add to the volume of the praise bestowed on 
him. My own, Sir, is rather a personal one. I congratulate him upon 
the anxiety he ~  shown to grapple with a difficult problem, upon the 
'Spirit which has animated him and upon the skill with which he has 
brushed aside many a difficult problem. Sir, this is not the time lor 
bestowing praises when you have only fifteen minutes to deal with the 
whole situation; therefore I shall proceed at once to speak on BOme of lhe 
subjects which I intend placing before the House. 

Before I proceed further, Sir, I must express the disappointment 
which is felt on this side of the House. rEWarding the failure of Govern-
ment to appreciate the endeavours of the non-official Members to set 
right the financ:.e of the country. Sir, last year, notwithstanding ridi-
cule, notwithstanding contempt poured upon us. some of my friends very 
valiantly pleaded for retrenchment, pleaded that the time had come when 
the overhurdenedoffices of the Government should be shred of some of their 
officers. It was in consequence of that plea, I take it, that. the Inchcape 
Committee was appointed, and therefore, Sir, it would have been but fair 
if the Government had recognized the efforts made by us to relieve ihem 
from a very embarrassing situation. No doubt, Sir, we find our reward 
in the Report of the InchcapeCommittee ; but it would have come very 
gracefully from the Government, if they had l'eCognized that we had done 
our best to assist the Government out of a very difficult situation. . 

Sir, what do we fiild in reading the Report of the Inchcape Com-
mittee? That since the year 1913-14 the expenses of manning the various 
establishments have gone up over 100 percent. in almost every depart-

• ment of the State. If you look, Sir, at the military ~  ycJU 
will find that there the expenses have gone up from 1918-14, in 1920-21 
by 120 per cent. In the case of Railways, it is over 90 per cent_ In the 
General Administration it is 90 per cent. In the Civil administrative 
(departments it is 100 per cent. Even 88 regards the Ecclesiastical 
department the expenditure has gone up by 75 per cent. Sir, if time were 
given us iO discuss the Report of the Inchcape Committee, we are con-
fident that we shall be able to show that the cute should eX.:l8ed far beyond 
the 19i crores which the Committee have recommended; because the 

12 N Report shows that there are many avenues -f. effecting re-
noY. t7enohment which have not been touched by·· the Inchcape 

Committee. Before I take leave of the Inchc8De Committee's report, I 
Mould like to point out one thing which the· Committee has done and 
with which I do not think the House will find itseH in agreement, and 
that is as regards the recommendation to cut down expenditure in the 
nation-building departments. As regRrds education and 8S regards some 
of the departments which are absolutely neeessary for the progress of" the 
country, there oUlI;ht .. to he no attempt made to reduce expenditure; lor 
example I am .told that the expenditure l ~ to ~  Hardinl!"e Medical 
College: is to be reduced by a lakh of rupees. I think it would be a moat 
serio'lB thing to do. and I do Dot think the House wt1l l ~  or that 
the country will tolerate the cutting down of expenditure in that depart-
ment. . 

As resrards the military, Bir, I would like to say a feW' words .. Yeater-
dRY we listened to'a ..,ery eloquent-I think it was too elOQuent for this 
House-but a very eloquent speech from the Honourable ~ ::Bray, ana 

B 
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. ~  T. V. Seshagiri ~ 
t.o day we have l,ad a well-balanced and R carefully thought out utterance 
from' His ExcelleJlcy the Commander-in-Chief. If I have followed the 
utterances of these· two responsible officem, and if it is possible for an 
Ill'ffi-chair politiCian to join issue with such great experts, it seems to me, 
Sir, that they do not realise that there is a possibility of cutting down 
eXpenditure beyond those which the Inchcape Committee have recom-
mended. His ~ ll  the Commander-in-Chief read out to us paragraph 
3 of that Report. May I with his permission and with the permission 
of the House draw attention to the 4th paragraph in the same report?' 
This is what the Committee say there: 

"The expenditure which has been incurred in the past may have been inevitable,. 
but the question is whether India can afford to maintain military expenditure on the 
present scale as an ~  against future eventualities. In our opinion the repeated: 
huge deficits of the last few years in spite of the imposition of heavy new taxation 
have made it abundantly clear that India cannot afford this expenditure." 

Sir, nothing can be more moderate, nothing can be more sober thm 
this condemnation of the huge military expenditure which this ~ lD  
is shouldering. In peace time, when everything is normal, it is not neces-
sary to finance this huge military expenditure; at! my friend ~  Rauga-
chariar put ~  expenditure which costs you 50 per cent. of the income 
of the country. I think, Sir, that His Excerency the Commander-in-
Chief and the Government at Home and the Government here should 
devise·means by which a great deal more of this expenditure ca·n be use-
£\llly cut down; I hope His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief will apply 
his mind to further ~  down the expenditure, so that this country 
may not continue to groan under this heavy burden which is sure to· starve 
every other department of the State. 

, Sir, yesterday the Honourable Mr. Bray said that statesmanship abhers a 
vacuum and, if I followed him rightly, he seemed to suggest that it was, 
the intention of the Government to civilise the Afridis. Now, Sir, if 
that is thesetUed policy of the Government·, it is desirable that the· 
Howie and the Government should realise what it would land us in. If 
you are going k· fill up the vacuum, you will have to fill it up by Ulltold 
sums of money and by tlie sacrifice of innumerable lives . 

JIr. DeDJ8 ~  (Foreign Secretary): H I may venture to intemIpt, 
Sir. When I referred t< the filling up of the vacuum I did not refer to 
filling up of the vacuum by a forward policy. I thought I made it perfectly 
clear. 

Mr. T. V. SealIaciri AYJar: The Honourable Mr. Bray says that it ig 
Lot a forward policy that he advocated: but if I heard him rightly, he fimt 
said that there was one kind of forward policy which would go up to the 
borders of Mgha.rustan ; he then said there was another kiwi of forwa.rd policy 
which meant ~ l  the Afridi. I think he said that, if I remember 
aright. Now if you are going to civills6 the Afridi-I mean the Mahsuds-
the result of it will· be that this country will have to bleed white to the 
whitest iimit. I thiJ;l.k you will find that you will have to stal"Ve expenditure 
in every department of the State, if your scheme of civilising the Mahsud 
iH to be taken in hand, and therefore I hope the Government will realise 
that.it is impost¥ble to proceed further in the path of civilising the Mahsud. 
~ ~  ~~ ~  ~  to ~ ~  to cut down military eKpenditure 
In '1ihst dl1'eCtitlD.' ., . I .', .f".. 
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Sir, there is another matter on which I should like to say only a word, 
and that is this: the Inchcape Committee has drawn attention to the fact 
that by bringing in the new Depal'1iment of Railways, there will have to 
be a readjustment of the portfolios in the Government of India. I am 
glad the Inchcape Committee have not recommended the creation of 
another office, because that would be intolerable. I take it that the object 
of that Committee's report is that' the ~ offices should be read-
justed. There may be eight Executive Councillors, not nine. 1£ that is 
going to be undertaken-and I am quite sure it is going to be-I would 
nlhke a suggestion, namely, that some of my Indian friends who are in 
the Executive Council may be trusted to discharge the duties of some of the 
cdministrative posts under the Government of India. I find sitting here 
day after day, the Honourable Mr. Innel, the Honourable Sir Malcolm 
Hailey and the }'inance Member who are growing thin by the heavy work 
they have to do, and I find that my friends, the Honourable Mr. Chatterjee, 
the Honourable the Law Member and the Honourable Mr. Sarma are 
~  fat from want of work; and I think it is time that Government 
so arranges their work that one section may not grow thinner and the other 
fatter. The thinner men should have more rest than they enjoy. That 
is a suggestion which thj& part of the House is anxious should be cOnveyed 
iN the Government and I am quite sure it will be considered. 

There is. one other matter which I should like to touch upon and that 
iE railway policy. Sir, I would like to give tae House some figures. Since 
1858, in consequence of having to pay guaranteed interest, this country 
up to the year 1900 disbursed from the general exchequer something like 
Rii. 77 crores. FroQl 1900 onwards there have been sdrpluBes which 
resulted in giving to the country about Rs. 66 crores-I think my figures 
are correct-and there is still a· d.-ficit of Rs. 11 crores to make up. 
That is to say, the country has had to pay about Rs. 11 crores from the 
general exchequer so far as railways are concerned. Since the year 1921 
nnd 192!,1 the ·inoome has B«ai.n shown a tendency to g« down and the 
result, I believe, is there was a deficit last year and there will also be a 
defioit this year unless some attempt IS made to cut down the expenditure. 
At>. I said the expenses have gone up by more than 90 per cent., and H. 
itJ desirable that a serious attempt should be made to out down that 
Expenditure. In this connection I may draw the attention of ~ 
ment to the faot that.,in other countries some attempt bas been made to 
reduce the rate of third olass passenger fares. In England when they 
found that the income was not up to the mark, what they did was to 
reduce the fares; and I found the other day that in Mysore when they 
found that the income was going down they were going to reduce the 
plllSsenger fares. I hop.:! the Government will do 'something in the same 
direction. After all one must remember, although as was recommended 
by the Inchcape Committee it is desirable that cur railways should bring 
in aD income of 51 per cent. on the capital outlay, that it is a public utility 
department; we have to manage this department in the best interests of 
the people who hsve to travel; that ought not to be forgotten, 'and I dare 
say that if we "keep this in mind and reduce the passenger fares we will 
find that our inoome is lBl'ger than iG is ~ presen'. This is a matter, Sir, 
to which the Honourable Mr. Innes will have to give his attention. One 
other Bubjeot more, Sir-I am not· looking at the clock, but I am looking 
at the .faoe of the Pre8ident, and that is an index that my time is lClmost 
ltp-there is one more matter, Sir; on whieh I should like to say a "ord, 
.... that ~  When the Honourable 'Sir BaailBlackett waf appoiD&ed. 

al 
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[Mr. T. V. Seshagiri Ayyar.] 
to his responsible post, there was a feeling in this oountry that on the 
question of exchange he was going to bring a fresh mind to bear and that 
he would settle the difficulties with which India had been confronted for 
a long time as .. arly as possible. But his speech in introducing the Budget 
has been receivdd with great ~  aU over the country on this 
subject. We IH.lve had what is called a settlement of 28. exchange fot 
a long time. '! hat has been found to be altogether unworkable. Two 

·years ago, Sir, in Bombay it was said that the merchants were not able 
to meet their commit{nents and that they were behaving dishonestly. 
The truth is lih'lt there has been such a fluctuation in the exchange that 
without being I'(duced to bankruptcy it was impossible for these merchants 
to have met the commitments into which they had entered. Commercial 
morality is suifering, the country is suffering and everything is being 
dislocated; a seriowi attempt- must be made to stabilise exchange. I think, 
Sir, . the time is very propitious for undertaking t.hat step, and with the 
ripe experience \\hich Sir Basil Blackett has upon this matter, I hope he 
would take upon himself at the earliest I·ossible opportunity to settle this 
difficult question. 

Sir, I wish t; say aword more generally upon the various recommenda-
. tions of the Inchcape Committee. As l began by saying if one reads the 
report, it would be abundantly clea. that they have not given attention to 
all the possible modes of effeoting retrenchment in the oountry. It is 
fElt on this side of the House that if, in carrying out the recommendations 
vf the Inchcape Committee, some attempt is made to associate the Non-
Official MembeJIB in effecting retrenchment, a great deal more can· be done 
than can be done by the officials themselves. The officials ... (At this stage 
Mr. President rose) Sir, I am sitting down in I) minute. The officials, 
if they are left t( themselves, are likely to feel tender towards their own 
subordinates. But if they are associated with Non-Offioial Members, they 
will find that thm task is made easier and that they will not be subjected 
to the same amount of reproach as they would otherwise be. 

Dr. H. S. Goar (Nagpur Division: Non-Muhammadan): Sir, about two 
years back, when first this Assembly assumed office, it was confronted with 
a.deficit ~  and the Members of t.he AIIRembly then pointed out what 
has since become obvious that the Government's first- duty was to balance 
its ~  We then pointed out that the military eXpenditure of the 
country had far exceeded its paying. capacity. Last year, in the seebnd 
year of ~ Budget, we once more returned to the charge. We pointed out 
that the militaiy expenditure waR excessive and that the appointment of a. 
Retrenchme!l.t Committee was essential for the purpose of restorilig-equili-
brium in the Gove.rnment of India's Budget. Later on, we fol1owedup this 

~  by l ~ a Resolution for tl]e appointment of a Ret·renchmeIit 
Committee and in the teeth of opposition on the part of the Government we 
carried that ResolutIon. The result has been the appointment .of a Retn.'ilch-
ment ColIl.JDittee. My Honourable friend the Finance Member. when he 
speaks of the storm and stress throul!'h which his colleagues' have laboured. 

~ the 1a8t two years, could not have forgotte:p that we were plough-
ing our lonely furrow in the first and in the second vear of the Budget, 
pressing upon the Government the necessitv of balancing their Budget and 
of rewenching their national expenditure. Ours W88 the voice in the 'Wilder-
neBS in the fint year and the secoud year.; and it wu only after we pl'eued 
io the 'Vote 'aJld C8ftied by .our majori$y the .Beaolution on th. appointmea' 

.. " 
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of a Retrenchment Committee that Lord Inchcape's Retrenchment Com-
mittee was l~  My friend Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar is perfectly right 
in saying that my Honourable friend must "be suffering from lapse of memory 
if he has not adverted to what is written large upon the pages of the 
Indian Hansard. But, Sir, when we look at the question from the stand-
point of the tax-payer, what do we find? The military expenditure, which 
stood in 1913-14 at 29'70 crores, had gone up in 1921-22 to 77'87 and in 
1922-23 to 72'29 and in the Budget for the next year, after the reductions 
proposed, it stands at 62 crores. Last year we pointed out that in the 
BrU3Bels Financial Conference it was resolved with the full concurrence of 
the Government of India and the representatives of the India Office that no 
,on could afford to pay more than 20 per cent. of its gross revenues on 
tlie upkeep of the Army, and even 20 per cent. was excessive. Now, 
Sir, if we apply that test, what is the result? The expenditure on the Indian 
Army works out at 44 per cent. of the gross revenue even if the recommenda-
tions of the Inchcape Committee are fully carried out; and it is more than 
double what the Brussels Conference regarded as perilous and leadIng to 
national bankruptcy I have not forgotten, Sir, the gross revenues of the 
Government of India and of the Provinces. If they stand in the neigh-
bourhood of 200 crores, this expenditure would still be far in excess I)f 
what was admitted to be the maximum at the Brussels Conference. Now, 
Sir, His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief has drawn attention to the 
fact that the Army of India cannot be reduced without due regard to effi-
ciency. May I pOint out to His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief that 
immediately after the Mutiny the Army of India was re-organised and fixed 
at 65,000 British and 140,000 Indians and the Army to-day is 71,702 rank, 
902 reserves, a total of 72,622, that is, 7,622 more than what was pro-
posed at the close of the Mutiny, of British troops, and as regards Indiana 
we have 170,968 rank, 15,529 reserves, a total of 186,497, that is, 46,497 
more than what was settled as the maximum in the post-Mutiny re-
organisation. May I point out, Sir, in this connection that those ~  the 
days when we had to take account of what was then characterised as the 
Russian menace, we had to take account of the frontier tribes, and we had 
also to take account of a hostile Afghan nation. We have now a treaty with 
His Majesty the Amir of Afghanistan. Russia is in the military sense no 
longer able to disturb the peace of this country, and so far as the frontier , 
is concerned, the frontier remains to-day what it was in the post-Mutiny 
period. What justification, then, is there for the inorease of- the Army 
from those days to now? Then, Sir, in those days the principle laid down 
for the proportion of White and Indian troops was somewhere in the ratio 
of 1 to 2, and it "as adhered to upon the assumption that the Indian 
troops might again break out into another mutiny, and therefore it was 
necessary to maintam a number of white troops as a counterhlast. But, 
surely, Sir, after we have heard what His Excellency the" Commander-in-
Chief has said of the gallantry and loyalty of the Indian troops tried in the 
arena of war, what justification is there for maintaining that ratio between 
the white aIid brown soldier? His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief 
could not be unaWf're of the fact that the white soldier is the costliest 
soldier in the world. The Inchcape Committee have pointed oui that he 
costs more than Rs. 200 a month, and he is therefore at loost 5l times a8 
costly as the Indian soldier. This House therefore demands to know why 
the British l ~ should not be replaced by the Indian soldier, and why 
the white ~ l  should not by the gradual process of elimination 
be replaced b-q .;n" officers. That I submit is the only mean" of effeoting 
economy in the military expenditure of this country. Frequent references 
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have been made both .by His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief 
and other speakers to passages in. Lord Inqh.cape Committee's report. May 
1, Sir, read one sentence from the very first page of that report. It says: 

.. So long as peace conditions obtain, the firat essential thing is for India to 
balance her budget, and this can only be secured by a ,-ery substantial reduction in 
the militwy estimates. " 

_ .'The question therefore arises-Has there been a very substantial reduction 
.in the military estimates? If Honourable Members will turn to the statis-
tics I have given, they will find that far from there being any substantial 
xeduction in the military estimates, the expenditure is far in exceswf 
what it was a few "ears back. I have informed the House that in 1915:14 
the percentage of expenditure to the total revenue stood at 23·5. In 
1917-18 during the War year our expenditure was 43·14 crores, and Lord 
Meston in his Award fixed 42 crores as the normal military expenditure. 
But a few yeajos later that expenditure had risen from 42 crores to the 
neighbourhood of 72 crores. What justification I ask is there for this 
appalling rise in the military expenditure? Lord Inchcape himself, or 
rather the Lord InGheape Committee virite with reference to military ex-
penditure in the following terms: 

.. Since 1913-14 the fighting efticien:y of the Army has been enormously increased 
by the ~ l  of modern rifles, machine guns, etc., and that a large portion of 
the .A:rmy is maintained for internal safety." 

'I listened, Sir, to a lecture delivered by His Excellency the Commander-
in-Chief and there he pointed out that roughly speaking one-third of the 
'Indian Army was mamtained for the internal security, that another third was 
what are called covering ·troops and the remaining one-third was for frontier 
and other defences. Now, Sir, I beg to ask, why should not this internal 
security force one-third of the Army maintained for the maintenance of 
internal security be replaced by the police. I ask why should the military 
be maintained for the purpose of securing internal peace which is pri-
marily the object of the police? Honourable Members will bear me out 
when I say the mere maintenance of this Army is an incentive to the civil 
authorities to draw upon the military in time and out of time when it ;s 
not necessary for the peace and security of the country that they should be 
drawn upon. It IS the duty of the civilians to maintain peace and order 
in the country and if they require any extraneous assistance they can have 
the armed and unarmed police, but it is not the primary function of any 
army, much less a national army to maintain internal peace and order. 
That I submit is not the function of any army in the world and it should 
not certainly be the primary function of the army in India. If this fact 
is borne in mind, we shall have a very substantial reduction in the military 
expenditure of this country. I have already pointed. out that if the British 
troops are replaced by Indian troops, and if the Army is reduced by one-
third and l~  by police, armed and unarmed, the cost would then 
appro}timate to what this country is able to bear. But when I read in the 
Honourable the Finance Member's speech a reference to .the fact that the 
Army in India must not be altered so as to essentially impair its structure 
and organisation, I felt some doubt. whether the policy of the Govern-
ment of India is not to perpetuate the policy adumbrated at the close of 
the ~ ~ ~  persisted in in. spite. of the ~~  peopl.e:s 
representatives lD thIS country. Turmng, SIr, II~ ~ to the CIvil 
side what ao we find? We find that in almost all the departments the 
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administration COnBumes the bulk of the nation's revenue. Let me give _ 
Honourable Members some startling figures. I shall only trouble the 
House with the figures for the last four years. In Posts and Telegraphs 
in 1920-21 the inco.me was 9·61, expenditure 7·57, profit 2·04, percentage of 
.expenditure 78; in 1921.22 income 9·55, expenditure 8·98, profit diminished 
to ·57. Expenditure rose to 94 per cent. In 1922-28, income 10·28, ex-
penditure 9-58 pro.fit dwinQIed to ·70, expenditure stood at 98 per cent. In 
1923-24 the Budget under discussion, income 1{)-71, expenditure 8·68, 
profit 2·03, percentage of expenditure SO. Now, in this connection what do 
the Inchcape Committee reco.mmend? They reco.mmend a reductio.n o.f 
1·37 out o.f 9-53 crores; net reduction 50 lakhs. Now take another depart-
ment-Customs. In 1921-22 income in crores 84·40, expenditure 65·87 lakhs, 
percentage 19·1. In 1922-23 income 42·80 crores, expenditure 72·74 lakhs, 
percentage 18. In 1923-24 income 45·09 crores, expenditure 77·19 lakha, 
percentage 18. Now take again the Income tax department and the 
figures here are still more startling. In 1921-22 income 18·74 crores, ex-
penditure in lakhs 20·50, percentage 1·0. In ~  inco.me 18·69 cro.res, 
expenditure 47·01, }Iel'centage 2·5 and now look at the next year's figures. 
In 1923-24 inco.me 19·04, expenditure 68·79, ratio 3·3. And no.w take the 
railways the last of all. 

Mr. PreatdeDl: I must warn the Hono.urable Member that he has ex-
hausted his time. 

Dr. lI. S. Gour: I shall finish very soon. I shall give the Ho.no.urable 
Members the figures fo.r railways. I shall o.nly give for 1913-14 and the last 
year's figures, tho.ugh I worked them o.ut for the last 15 years. In 1918-14, 
gross receipts 56·31 crores, expenses 29·35, percentage '52. In 1921-22,. 
gross receipts 81·69, expenses 65·66, percentage. 80. In 1922-23 revised 
receipts 92·7, expenditure 66·33, percentage 72 and next year income 95·57, 
expenditure 6·51, percentage 69-6. I submit, Sir, that this is an excessive 
expenditure upo.n the raising o.f revenue and upon the management o.f the 
commercial departments of the Go.vernment o.f India. Lastly there are the 
·reco.mmendatio.ns o.f the Inchcape Committee. Fo.llo.wing the same train o.f 
reasoning, Ho.nourable Members will find that while the Retrenchment 
Committe") have left the general administration, ludit, Ecclesiastical and 
Po.litical Departments almost untouched, they have attacked these scienti-
fic departments, such as education, medical, publio health, industries and 
the rest. Now the General Administratio.n expenditure in 19'21-2"2 was 
128·48, 

Mr. PreIldenl: I must ask the Hono.urable Member to. draw his 
remarks to" a close. He is still embarking on details. " 

Dr. H. S. Gour: I will take only two or three minutes more. 

Mr. Preatdenl: 1 have given the Honourabla.Member more than two or 
three minutes. 

Dr. lI. S. Gour: I will just point o.ut that while in the general no.n-
laying administrative departments the Inchcape Committee have made no 
substantial reductions, they have practically applied their axe to all ~ 

nation-building departments and cut out education, medical, public health, 
industries and the rest. I ask the House whether this is the right method 
of ~ retrenchment. I have no. doubt that the House will -unani-
mously support the proposal made by my Honourable friend Mr. Seshagiri 
Ayyar. namely, that the cuts should have begun first with ~ no.n-paying 
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departments and not with the nation-building departments such as educa-
tion medicine and public health and I hope that the Honourable the 

~  Member will bear that fact in mind. Finally Sir, while we 
have no doubt to congratulate the Honourable the Finance Member upon 
the lucid presentment of the Budget we cannot disguise the ~  ~  we 
shall not be in a position to impose any addition to the eXIsting salt. 
tax. To use the expression I used in another connection the salt ~  ~ 
Tea judicata. It was sought to be imposed last year and we vetoed 1t. 

:IIr. A. V. V. Aiyar (Financtl Department: Nominated Official) : It may 
be convenient to the House if J at this stage deal with some of the points 
which have been raised by Honourable Members in the course of the dis-
.cussion yesterday and this morning. I know, Sir, that the time of the 
House is very precious to-day and I will make my remarks as brief as 
possible. If I have followed the discussions correctly, there is a general 
satisfaction with the aIJlount of rctrenchm.ent which Government have 
found it possible to effect in nt'xi year's budget. There is, I believe, also 
a general agreement, with th.J possible exception of Mr. Chaudhri, that 
we should not . leave any part of the next year's deficit uncovered. Some 
of the Uonourable Members ho'" ever hold a belief that this can be effected 
by further retrenchments beyond those already made and without additional 
taxation. Speaking on the last point, Sir, several Honourable Members 
yesterday referred to several hldden crores in the budget here and there. 
and one Honourable Member went so far as to suggest that the deficit was 
purposely put in to produce a false alarm. I wish this were the C88e. If 
..:. may say so, ~  I do so with great relij>ect, I rather think that the com-
Jiaratively favourable character of the buaget has produced in the minds of 
Honourable Members a false sense of security. I claim some knowledge of 
the figures in the budget, and I haTe been at some pains since the discus-
sion yesterday to discover some of these crores. I have not so far 
succeeded in discovering even lakhs, not to speak of crores of hidden money. 
I think, Sir, before these crores have been brought to light, it will not be 
safe for the House to act on the assumption that the crores are there. 

Speaking of the Retrenchment Committee's report, I wish to solve two 
points in regard to which doubtE. appear to exist in the minds of Honour-
able Members. The first is that the deficit of 41 crores inserted in the 
budget allows for all the retrenchments which the Government of India 
e;xpect to be able to ~  i!l the course of the next year. These co.n-
Slst of 260 lakhs of reductIOn u:. the budget figures for the next year which 
had already been taken into acoount in the civil budget. A further reduc-
tion of 4 crores which the Goverllment of India entered in lump on the 1st of 
March pending distribution among the Departments and a further reduc-
tion of [}·75 crores in the military budget, a total of 12'35 crores. There-
fore the deficit of 4:,26 crores assumes that the Government of India will 
effect during ~  c0lll!'e of next year all the retrenchment proposed by the 
~ ~  ~lIll  ~  to the extent of the unavoidable delay 
mvolvt·d m bnngmg them mto effect. The second point refers Sir to 
the remark which fell from Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar this morning' that' the 
Retrenchment Committee have left unexplored several avenues of retrench-
m.ent. The Committee, of course, knew their business best, and as my 

~  knows,. they have thro!lghout the report entered ceriain figures 
whlch they thmk ~  ~  go mto the budget for nex., year; and if they 
left out ~ particular Item for subsequent investigation it is because 
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they knew very wet! that they could not be brought into effect in time for-
the next year's budget. . 

Mr. RaDgachariar, Sir, made certain -specific suggestions which he 
thought would secure equilibrium in the budget without additional. taxa-
tion. If I followed him correctly, he suggested a further reductIOn of 
military expenditlU'e, a reduction of Ii crore& on the railways, a ~ 

reduction of 1 crore in civil expenditure and the removal of the raIlway 
annuities from the revenue portion of the accounts. I need not speak 
about military expenditure, because that has been dealt with by His Ex-
cellencv the Commander-in-Chief. As regards railways, I am afraid the 
suggestion is based upon a misapprehension. It is true that the Retrench-
ment Commit"tee proposed a total reduction of 4t crores, but that was on 
the budget figures for the current year. Of that reduction 1'20 crores has-
already been given effect to ill the original budget figures for the next 
year. So, with the lwnp reduction of 8 crores which we now propose, it 
makes a total reduction of 4'20 crores &gainsi; 4'59 crore& proposoo by 
the Committee. The difference is thus 39 lakhs; a very different figure-
from 1'50 crores which Mr. Rangachariar mentioned. 

As regards civil expenditure, Sir, the House will no doubt indicate in 
the course of the discussion of demands next week the particular directions· 
in which they think further reductions possible. But 6S I have already 
said, the figures for which we propose to ask fpr the vote of the House are 
those which have bf}en arrived at after taking into account all the reduc-
tions which the Hetrenchment Committtee propose. If therefore a further 
reduction of 1 crore is to be made it must be made in one of two ways, 
either by further reductions to the extent of 1 crore beyond those pro-
posed by the Committee, or If the House thinks this possible, by bringing 
into effect the greater number of the recommendations of the CommitteE: 
much sooner than Government anticipate it will be possible to do. Speak-
ing frankly, Sir, I think the possibility of any further substantial sr.ving 
in civil expenditure beyond that which has been put into the budget is 
very remote. . 

. There remains, Sir, the suggestion about railway annuities. This 
question was considered last year and since then the House has had an 
opportunity of studying the correspondence with the Secrei;ary of State on 
this question. It was placed on the table of this House in reply to a 
question by Mr. Joshi and it will be found printed in the proceedings of this-
House of the 6th ~ ~  1922. ~ . simple reason why we cannot 
accept that suggestion 18 that these annwtle& are of the nature of sinkina 
funds and sinking funds are recognised to be a legitimate charge against 
cU!r6nt ~  If ~ l  Members will kindly read the Despatches .. 
pnnted lD the proceedmgs I have referred to, they will find ample reason 
,,!hy w.e ~  ~ able to ~  that suggestion. I may put another con. 
slderatlon lD thIS connection before the House. The House will remember-
that the year before last in dealing with the budgeu here we transferred 
the. capital ?utlay on -the Telegraph Department from the revenue to the 

I~ l sectIon of the account.B. Again last year we transferred to the 
~  of revenue the ~  on currency reserve investments; and further 
this year we are puttIng to the credit of revenue the interest on gold 
standard reserve investments. The relief to revenue from these three sources-
totals 5'12 crores &Ild I suggest, Sir, that we have gone sufficientlv far 
already ~ the direction of securing relief to the revenue accq,tll t "by a 
mere mampulation of the figures. 
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A few words, Sir, about the additional taxation proposed next year and 

1 have finished. Speaking of additional taxation I am reminded of the fact 
-that no less than 47 Honourable Members of this House gave notice of a 
Resolution early this Session recommending the imposition of additional 

-taxation in" order to wipe off the provincial contributions. It would be 
interesting, Sir, to watch the attitude of those Honourable ~  when 
the Finance Bill comes up for consideration. If that Resolution was meant 
seriously, the proposal put forward by Government affords the surest way 
of achieving that object. If that _l-'roposal is accepted, it is reasonably 
certain that the contributions ~ ll be wiped off not in six years but in a 
shorter period. On the other hand, if it is not accepted, the remission of 
the provincial contributions must. as a corollary, be deferred to a more 
lemote date. 

Just two more points, Sir, which I wish to mention. Looking at the 
question of taxation from the orthodox point of view which Mr. Ginwala 
~  to us yesterday, I cannot find, Sir, any other single source of 
taxation which will give us the money we want, that is -It crores. We 
will have to put together a number of expedients. Some of them are 
of doubtful expediency. We had instances of this yesterday. One Honour-
able Member proposed an increase in the cotton excise: it was rec.eived 
with murmurs. 'fhere were murmurs again when another Honourable 
Member proposed an increast: in the import duty on cotton goods. Even if 
satisfactory substitutes are found, I will not be surprised if eventually 
-the House finds that it has gone through the form of passing additional 
taxation without giving us the money we want. 

One small point, Sir. :Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar referred to a proposal of 
-the Retrenchment Committee to reduce the contribution to the Hardinge 
Medical College. I may not have read the Report carefully, but I have not 
been able to find anything about it in the Ueport. 

Sir Jlontagu Webb (Bombay: European): Sir, the Honourable 
:Member in presenting his Budget claimed the privilege of a new Member. 
May I join with other Members of this House in saying that we heartily 
welcome him in our midst bringing as he does to the study of the problems 
on which we are engaged, nol. only a fresh Plind to bear upon the Indian 
situation but one fortified and strengthened by personal familiarity with 
the far greater and more puzzling complica.tions of money and fina.nce on 
the Continent of Europe. I must at the outset express my whole-hearted 
admiration for the courage that he has shown in venturing to come to 
India at this particular juncture to help us in putting our monetary pro-

-blems right. Undaunted by a long succession of most appalling deficits 
and also ~  a rupee,-a ~ l  elusive rupee, capable of doing anything 
from a shIlling to two shtlhngs, he nevertheless has addressed himself to 

~ work. of gathering ~ the harvest of the past.-a harvest, as he truly and 
faIrly saId, sown by hIS predecessors, predecessors not only in India but; 
-also, I would ~  at the India Office. ~  results have been very much 
w.hat ~ hlwi l l ~  wherelD ~  revenue expectations have 
dlsappomted us, leavlDg. ~  lD a worse l ~  than we were in a year 
ago, and a Budget contalDlDg the same old noXIous features with which we-
h'1ve become so ~ l  in the past, yet another deficit, and yet another 
PJ oposal for ariditlonal taxation I I should be concealing the truth Sir 
if I did not say at once that the Budget gave us rather a chill directiy ' ~ 
"heard it.' Rut, on going through it, Sir, we find that after all it is not; 
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auch a bad Budget. In fact, I am inclined to think ~  possibly many 
people may think it a very good. Budget. If perhaps It 18 not as good ~ 
BlI of us may desire, at any rate It has many good ~  and I hope .this 
1I0use will pass it, if not exactly in its present form, then peraaps modified 
in some small degree. 

I take it, Sir, that nobody in this House would think of holding the 
Honourable Member personally responsible for the stat& of affairs in 

which we now find our finances. (An Honourable Member: .. Not at all.") 
He very rightly and fairly protested that the two months in which he has 
been in this country were hardly sufficient in which to enable him to prepare 
Ii Budget. Well, Sir, if two months are not sufficient, what are we to say 
of the two or three days only iD which Honourable Members have had to 
:study the five thick volumes of statistics and material supplied with the 
Budget, including the large 300 paged volume of the lnchcape 

- Report? I should like, Sir, at this moment to say that I have endeavoured 
to read through and study the whole of that Report and the first impres-
sion left on my mind is that this is the most valuable document that Gov-
ernment have published for many years past. Apart from the many 
penetrating and illuminating suggestions and comments on the work of the 
various Departments of Government made by the Committee, the fact 
that they have recommended h retrenchment of nineteen and a quarter 
crores in our expenditure is a great thing. If that retrenchment can be 
~  out without seriously (Affecting the ~  of the administra-
tion, then indeed, Sir, will the Inchcape axe have fallen with effect. . I 
think, Sir, that everybody in this House and the whole of the public of 
India should express their gratitude and indebtedness to Lord Inchcape 
and his Committee, all of them leading business men, who have -devoted 
their time and talents to the solution of this problem and laboured so 
strenuously to bring about the desired result. And I think we ought not 
to for:get, Sir, to congratulate pro Gour of this House, who is respoosible 
for putting forward the motion on which this Retrenchment Committee 
was appointed. . 

Now, Sir, -the Honourable the Finance Member said in his Budget 
speech that it was no use cI'ying over spilt milk and that we should not 
.expect him to go back and delve very deeply into the psst. That, Sir, 
is quite true; but I will venture to recall one or two matters in the past 
in order that we may have a better understanding of the position with 
which we are now dealing. First of all, I would reminj the Honourable 
Member that for over two and a half years after the outbreak of war, no 
War Loan was raised in India by the Government of India. Now, what 
was the effect of that omislfton'/ During that period the Government of 
India were paying out money the whole time on behalf of the British tax-
payer without collecting anl money in the form of loans to pay for the 
war. I do not know if it IS everywhere realised in this House that the 
:British tax-payer during the war paid this country very nearly two 
hundred and fifty millions sterbng for services and goods supplied for war 
purposes. Now, the effects of paying out all that money in India without 
'at the same time collecting the money in th(l form of War Loans were two. 
"First of all, we very nearly at one,-time ran out of currency altogether. 
There was one never-to-be-forgotten Saturday in Bombay when the 
Currency Office very nearly suspended specie payments. That situation 
was ll ~ by the. ~  of a large quantity of· paper money, and an 
enormous _ cOlDBge of silver to ~ the currency. The ultim,te result. 
was that. prices in this country were forced up to higher levels' than 
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[Sir ~ ~  
they might otherwise' have reached 
not been carried out. ~ 

had this particular finaIlcial policy 

Now this condition of high prices is most important. For it is high 
1 prices which are the cause of half our difficulties, probably of 

PoX. 75 per cent. of the difficulties with which we are faced at the 
~  day. i was very glad to notice that the Honourable Member made-
a reference, in fact more than one reference, to the level of prices in this. 
country, because the purchasing power of the rupee in India is of far 
greater importance to the great mass of the people of this country than 
the purchasing rower of the rupee out of India; that is to say, in relation 
to the pound sterling. I consider that it is much more important that the 
rupee should ~ lose its purchasing power in India,-that prices should 
Lot so rise, that the necessaries of life are out of the reach of the great 
mass of th.e poor people,-in short, that it is much more important that the-
rupee should be stabilized in India than that it should be stabilized iD 
relation to currencies out of India; although as a matter of fact, most 
attention is usually concentrated upon our foreign exchanges. And in this-
connection, I may say, Sir, that I am fully in accord with the Finance-
Member with regard to our foreign exchanges: Firstly, I agree with him 
that there is no sanctity in any particular rate,-2s., lB. 4d., la. 8d., la. 2d. 
-and, further, that I am in accord with him that the time has not yet. 
come to attempt final stability in our foreign excQanges. I think, that 
If Honourable Members will study the present condition of Europe,-if they 
will study the dependence of our foreign exchanges upon our exports to 
Europe and the 1 finally if they will take into consideration our external, 
sterling debt, they will see very clearly that the moment has not come for 
attempting to stabilize our foreign exchanges. It is quite possible that we-
should fail! In this connection I notice that the Honourable Finance Member 
says that if we were to stabilize exchange at lB. 4d., internal prices would 
have to go up.. I cannot help thinking that that is a slip of the pen (The 
Honourable Sir Basil Blackett: .. No. "), that the Honourable Member in-
tended to say that prices in India would have to go down. The reason is this, 
that prices are already up; prices in India have been 100 per cent. and. 
more above pre-war levels, and what is taking place now is that prices in 
India are gradually but steadily going down. If we could fix the rupee at 
18. 4d., then prices in India would have to go down to pre-war levels. 
The fact that prices are at present over 50 per cent. up, and that the 
probability is that they will not return to pre·war levels for a long time, if 
ever, is a good argument for fixing the rupee, or trying to fix the rupee, 
at lB. 3d. rather than lB. 4d. 

In this connection I should like to say, as there is a good deal of 
discussion in the West of India about the foreign exchanges, that the 
Uilcertainty', I will not say the danger, which is before us at the present 
moment is not that Government may not be able to raise the rupee to two-
shillings; it is not whether lB. 4d. is the most suitable point at which to 
littempt to stabilize the rupee; it is whether Government can prevent the 
runee from slipping back to sUDstanwally below lB. 4d., possibly to one 
shilling. That is the problem; that is the uncertainty; that iB-6ome 
people would say-the danger which is before us. 

Now, Sir, I F. vety glad to see a reference made by the Honourable-
Member to the desirability of r.timulating the investment habi"G in this 
country. That is certainly one of the means by which this cc-,untry can 
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progress in all directions. I can only hope that, holding the views he does, 
.be will. support the Resolution which I have attempted to bring forward 
more th&n once ill favour of Bonus Bonds. Surely, Sir, it is business-like, 
to take ~~ of the universal desire to win a. . prize by issuing Bonds 
in a form whereby some small portion of the interest can be distributed in 
the form of bonuses thus stimulating the investment habit. (A Voice: 
" That is gambling "). 

Now, Sir, I come to the Budget for next ~  I should like to make, 
nrst of all, a few comments on the form in which the Budget has been 
presented. I will commence by saying that I think that it is wrong,-
radically unsound that the accounts of our business undertakings,-the 
accounts of our ·commercial Departments, should be mixed up with the 
accounts of the general administration. I think, 'Sir, that they should be 
entirely separated Not only are the positions ani financial results of our 
State commerchU undertakings greatly obscured by the present way of 
showing the accounts, but the true cost of administration of ithis country 
is magnified out of all proportion to reality. The Honourable Member has 
on this occasion unwittingly added to the distortion by mentioning figures of 
9r088 expenditure instead of net ~ I confess that when I 
heard him say that our expenditure next year 'was estimated at 204 ~  I 
received a terribl.e shock. The expenditure as we have been accustomed 
to speak of it, it! only 130 crores; and if you take out of the Budget the 
expenditure on the Commercial Departments-;-Railways, Posts and Tele-
graphs, Forests, etc. ,-then the actual expense of administering this country 
is only a trifle over one hundred crores, that is to say, about £66 million 
sterling, per annum,--a decidedly small sum for a country of the size, 
wealth and population of India. 

Now, Sir, what are these Commercial Departments. I menti9ned just 
now that they are the Railways, the Posts and Telegraphs, and the Forests. 
May I read to yon what Lord Inchcape's Committee say in their Report 
about the Forest Department :-" The ~  of India are in posses" 
sion of a ~  valuable forest property. We have found it impossible to 
obtain any satisfb.ctory information either in regard to the working or t.he 
financial results of forest operations. We consider it. is essential that 
forests should be managed on' commerical lines"; a.jld. lastly, .. The 
accounts of the Department should also be placed on a commercial basis." 
Now, Sir, exactly the same remark applies to the accounts of our Posts 
and Telegruphs and to the accounts of our Railways. I should like to 
explain, Sir, if I may, what 8 business man means by ~  the accounts 
on a commercial basis. In the business world, where! we are familiar with 
profit and loss accounts and balance sheets, what we want to see is the 
income from our commercial Departments placed on ODe side of a Profit and 
Loss account, anq the expenses of earning that income b'n the other side, . 
the balance being carried to a Balance Sheet wherein on the liability side 
we show our dehts,--'-()ur capital outlay expended in.' acquiring or building 
our railwa.ys, in developing our forests, in erecting our public. buildings, ancj 
on the other side of the Balance Sheet, a list of our assets with the present 
day values of our railways, with their plant, lines, permanent-way, rolling 
stock, lands, buildings, and so forth, ow telephones, our telegraphs, our 
wireless installations and all public buildings connected therewith, our 
stocks of saleable timber, etc. I venture to say that if those accounts. were 
separated from the general Budget,. and the businesses run properly we 
should find not only a handsome surplus in the profit apd loss aCSlount, but 
we should find a still more handsome surplus of assets over liabilities that 
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would add enonnously to the credit of this country:- not only in lJIdia but 
out of India, thus facilitating the raising of further capital. I commend 
this suggestion [Q the consideration of the Honourable Finance Member. 
Now, Sir . . . . ' 

Kr. President: The Honourable Member has exceeded his time. 

Sir Kontagu Webb: I am sorry; there are two or three very important. 
matters to which I should like to draw attention at length but I will 
now compress them into two minutes. First of all, with regard to the 
railways. Lord Inchcape's Committee have advocated a severe cut 
under the heading of Railways. I think this cut will be regarded with 
very great apprehension in many business quarters, especially in the case 
of ~ North Western Railway, which I a.m surprised to see has been 
classed as 'an " cnremunerative "railway. I should like to point out that 
the North Western Railway includes in its system over 1,500 miles of 
stra.tegic lines. . I should also like to poiut out that it is equipped for military 
mobilisation on the North-West Frontier; and further I should like to 
inention that for the last three years the export of wheat from India has 
been prohibited for reasons not concerned with the North-Western Railway, 
but for political and economic reasons which concern all-India. If all 
those matters be taken into consideration, Sir, I think it will be seen at 
once that statistics based on the traffic' of the last three vears and not 
considering the l,500 miles of strategic railways a.re not a reliable or accurate 
basis on which to decide whether that railway is remunerative or un-
remunerative. 

'1'he other matter to which I would like to refer briefly is Military: 
Expenditure. I said just now that if we took out the commercial accounts 
from the general Budget, our expenditure was only about 100 crores. Of 
that 100 crores, 62 crores are to be devoted next year to riliLitary expendi-
ture. Now, at first glance that looks like 62 per cent. But' I would 
remind the Hollse that in ~ l l  the proportion of military expendi-
ture to the whole, the expenditure of all Provincial Governments must 
be taken into conEideration. If that expenditure be taken into consideration, 
then, Sir, our Military Services cost only about-I worked it out at about 
33 per cent. Now thirty-three per cent. is 'certainly higher than we would 
like to see it, but w:e must all remember that conditions in this country are 
very different from what they are in the United Kingdom. Not only have 
we great numbers of illiterate, ill-infonned people to deal with, but also 
great differences in .race, creed and caste that are all liable to develop 
difficulties, so that great proportions of the population are liable to com-
bustion. Then too, we have the North-West Frontier. I think these 
outstanding and unquestionable facts have all to be taken tnto consideration. 

If you will allow me to say so with regard to the deficit on the Budget. 
Sir, I should urge that GGvernment abandon at least a portion of the 
proposed Salt tax" I would suggest in place of it, Sir, to be brief, the 
Fossibillty of & small export tax on petrol. I do not think it would bring in 
very much, but· I am not yet satisfied that it could not be levied to advan-
ta;ge. I ~ l  further ~ a four !lnnas duty on silver. I know some of my 
friends In Bombay do not like the Idea of a return to that 4 annas import 
duty l>ut I wouI,i assure ~ that. if they feel that the four annas duty 
~ likely to depress the sterling value of silver, I would urge that the one 
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rupee note be abolished and that one rupee silver coins be substituted. 
This will mean lin increased demand for silver. The one rupee paper note' 
is quite unsuitable for a tropical country in peace time; I am glad to see' 
in the Inchcape Report that the Controller of Currency says that it is 
more ~  to maintain one rupee notes in circulation than one rupep 
silver coins. Those are a few suggestions; the other is that the proposed 
salt tax be at least halved. ("No, no. ") If the silver duty be imposed and 
a small tax levied on petrol, and savings be made elsewhere, we shall be 
able to balance the Budget; and I submit tO,this House that we MUST' 
balance this Budget. 

lIr • .Jamnadas Dwarkadas (Bombay City: Non-Muhammadan Urban): 
Sir, I am afraid the task of dealing "ith the Budget of this year has been 
rendered more or less easy by the report of the Inchcape Committee. We 
dQ not find, for ~  Member after Member getting up as they got up 
last year and the year before last asking for cuts in this department and 
retrenchment in that department and so on. We find that discussion js. 
focussed on whether it is possible to have a further cut to do away with 
the deficit and on the point whetlftlr the salt tax should be accepted by this 
House or not. We have also the usual criti,cism on military expenditure' 
rendered less forcible, I think, because of the proposals made by the 
Retrenchment Committee.' And so, one finds that the Retrenchment Com-
mittee has certainly carried out an admirable piece of work in submitting 
this report, and I join with those that have ,congratulated not only the 
Inchcape Committee, but this House also for bringing about the state of 
affairs by which it was possible for the Inchcape Committee to present its 
report; and, Sir, this" enthusiastic and inexperienced Legislature," as the' 
Under-Secretary was pleased to characterise it the other day, may well 
congratulate itself that it has helped in the presentation of a document 
which ought to be an eye-opener not to the Legislature but to the .. ~ 
rienced administrators" of the country; and I may ~ digress fQ!' a 
moment and. say to my Lord Winterton what he said to Colonel Wedgewood 
when Colonel Wedgewood. irrelevantly, I am afraid, attacked Mr. Thompson. 
I may say to Lord Winterton in his own language that if he had used these 
words not away in the Parliament of England, but in this B;ouse, in the 
presence of the Members of this House, then, to' use his own "Words, II he' 
would have got something from some of the Members of this House which. 
he would have for a long time remembered." 

Passing on, now, Sir, to the proposals made by the Honourable the 
Finance Member. I join with t.he other Members of the House in offering 
him my congratulations. I do not for a moment admit that it is a Budget 
that in any way ought to make us cheerful, but I do think that he has 
handled the subject in a most admirable manner, if I may say so. Apart 
from that, my reason for congratulating him further is that he has made-
certain admissions in the Budget which endorse the opinion-public opinion 
-expressed in this country for the last few years in their condemnation of 
the policy that was adopted by Government. For instance, I find my 
Honourable friend saying on page 59 of his spech: 

.. Alld the St.te which ill driven to cheat its ~  does not always realise what' 
it is doing alt.ho!lgh its ~  II ~  are adopted at ~  ~ Dot oniT of tile 
wealth and happIness of Its own CItizens, but. also at conslderab!e risk to SOCIal ord!ll" 
within its borden. Much of the present unrest in the world IS due to the way m 
which States iu .all parts of the world have, cheated their creditors by ·1Dl_d 
cllrrency manipulation and the, creation of paper money with no real aaeta behindl 
it· .. •• , -' • 
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.My Honourable friend Sir Montagu Webb was pleased to say that during 
the war Great Britain gave to this country in exchange of services and 
.exports made from this country to the other country 250 million sterling. 
I want to ask my Honourable friend how much that amounted to in rupees. 
Was it in any way the same that we expected to get at the time when on 
the credit of England we exported articles from here or was it rendered 
much less by the currency manipulation adopted at the instance 9f Govern-
ment? I am glad to find that in the very first Budget that my Honourable 
friend the Finance Member has presented he has, although not openly at 
least in the language that he has adopted made an admission of the danger 
.of adopting a policy of currency manipulation in this country. Then my 
Honourable friend has also practically admitted the need of stabilising 
the exchange. I hope the House will not accept the fallacious argument 
.of my Honourable friend Sir Montagu Webb that the time has not come 
when exchange should be stabilised. The time naB come, and the country 
'has been demanding it for the last few years that exchange should be 
stabilised, and unless the exchange is ~  stabilised, no confidence can 
'be placed in the currency policy of the Government by the people, the 
result of that being that the trade of the country and the industrial deve-
Jopment consequently, will always be in a state of depression. I feel, 
therefor-e, that the time has come for stabilising the exchange, and if one 
reads the ~  presented on each side of the case by the Honourable 
-the Finance Member, one would find no difficulty in believing that at 
beart my Honourable friend himself would like to sj;abilise ~  exchange. 
He himself was connected with that Committee in Geneva which recom-
·mendeu. strongly the stabilising of exchange as the first step to be taken. 
H he held that view about EuroJUlan countries in spite of the present 
uncertain state of their currency, I think .the case for India is much molie 
hopeful. 

And the only argument that the Honourable Finance. Member 
has been able to. present against the stabilizing of exchange is that it 
might be of advantage to you not to stabilize the exchange 'because a 
higher excbange may mean a reduction of your debt, and in the ~  

·of your Home' Charges. Now that argument, I am sure, my Honourable 
friend could not have meant seriously because what, after all, is the gain 
·that you would make by a reduction in the payment of your ·debts, and in 
your Home charges, as comnared to the greRt loss t.hat this country, 
the community at large, would incur by' getting smaller prices and a 
much smaller sum of money fur its exports on which the country depends? 
You cannot consider this question from the point of Tiew of gains to the 
·Government. The question has to be considered from the point of view 
of gain or loss to the community, and if there is no doubt whatsoever that 
it would meim a tremendous loss to the community then the need of 
stabilizing the exchange under any circnmstances becomes absolutely 
·obvious. My friend also has pointed out the net-it of bl\laooing the budget, 
and on that I am entirely at one with him. Although the deficit is only 
41-crores, it is ne,cessary that we should not leave it uncovered and here 
-again is an admission from the Honourable Finance Member' for which 
be deserves congratulation. His predecessors did not realise until the 
deficit. went to the extent of 100 crores of rupees, that it was wrong in the 
'interests of this country to allow this dencit to accumulate; The deficit 
was not due to ~  fact always that this Rouse was not prepared to vote 
the neceBl!Mry taxation. Last year may be taken as an exception, but· 
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• the deficit was in most cases due to the failure of the Department to bring 

about correct approximate estimates. In all cases we find that the 
revenue fell short. of the approximate estimate that the Department had 
made, and I am glad that, after five years, when the deficit had reached 
a figure of 100 crores,-it will now be only 4i crores. My Honourable 
friend, who is an able financier, realises the importance of leaving the 
deficit not uncovered, and I think there is great force in that argument. 
Our credit is bound to suffer_if we leave this deficit uncovered and I 
emphasize the need of covering this deficit at any cost. But while I agree 
to that proposition, I may at once tell my Honourable mend that this 
House "will never agree to covering this deficit by raising the tax on salt. 
That proposition I must assert with all the emphasis that it is in my 
power to ·command. Last year r characterised the proposal for the 
enhancement' of. the salt tax as a messenger of revolution in every village 
home. I ask the Government not 'to repeat the mistakes that they have 
in other instances made in the past in the teeth of the opposition of the 
people. I ask this House to reject this proposal and to urge upon the 
Government, if possible, to make further cuts in order that the deficit 
may be avoided, and if that is not possible,. to suggest, with the help of 
Government, alternative proposals for covering the deficit. And in this 
connection I may also state that I am not yet convinced by the argument 
advanced by my Honourable friend Mr. Aiyar that the annuities should 
not be taken to the Capital Account. In a 'Year like this, we would be 
perfectly justified in doing what maqy other countries have done. If we 
could take the interest on the Gold Standard Reserve and the Paper 
Currency Reserve to the Revenue Account, what can prevent us from 
following the practice which other countries have adopted for the paSt 
many years. And ta.lking about the Gold Standard Reserve brings me to 
the importance of urging upon my Honourable friend the Finance Member 
the urgency of locating the Gold Standard Reserve here in this country. 
To-day Honourable Members will find that the interest that the Govern-
ment is able to get on the Gold Standard Reser;ve is 2 per cent. from its 
investments in England, while. the Bank rate here gOes to 8 per cent .. 
and industrial concerns arid agriculturists and traders find it diffioult 
to obtain money, and consequently there is ,bad trade, and the revenues 
fall sh9rt of the estimate, our own money is being invested in England at 
2 per cent. What then can be a, better policy than. locating the Gold 
Standard Reserve here and investing it at 5 or 6 per cent., wif.h this 
advantage to the community,' that the Bank rate will not go up, and 
money will be available to traders and industrial concerns at !I. much 
cheaper rate of interest. And I may also point out that the majority of the 
Babington Smith Committee had, in their recommendation, suggested 
an alteration of the Paper Currency Act with a view to enable the Gov-
ernment to make 5 crores available .to the Imperial Bank at S per cent. 
for advancing to agriculturists when the seasonal demand:,! for moving 
crops came up. Now I may make a suggestion to my Honourable friend the 
Finance Minister, that tliis Paper Currilllcy Act RhouM be fnrl·her mooified 
and that the amount available to the Imperial Bank !'hould be not merely 
5 crores, but 10 to 15. eroreR. to give substantiAl relif'f t.o It!?riculturists 
and nlsoihat it should not be lent out at 8 per cent. to the ImperiAl Bank 

. so AS to lend it out at 10 per cent. against h1lndieB, but it should be lent 
out at " or 6 per cent. so that the agriculturists may not have to pay more' 
than 7 or 8 per cent. Then, Sir. I support Also the proposal made by my 
Honourable friend Mr. Sahani that the time R~ come when ~  should 
adopt in this country 8 Gold Standard and It gold currenoy. Sir, I appen! 

(' 
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to the House not to accept the suggestion to enhance the salt tax; but 
I may also sUggest an alternative if I may. My Honourable friend the 
Finance Member told us that there was BO alternative proposal made by 
any M.ember of the House. Sir, we have not got an able staff at our 
disposal to work out all the figures . . . . 

Dr. H. S. Gour: Have we got any sta:ff at all? 

JIr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas: But if I may venture to make a sugges-
tion, it seems to me that the proposal to raise an export duty on jute 
would not be out of place. The fiscal Commission itself, while it has 
condemned export duties in general, has pointed out that jute, being a 
monopoly in this country, can ~ an export duty, and in times of 
stringency· we would be justified in resorting to a further export duty on 
jute. The argument that if we raise the duty further a substitute may 
be found does not hold water, because the finding of a substitute does not 
depend on the existence of an export duty, but is a matter of scientific 
research. Then, Sir, my Honourable friend :Mr. Ginwala has made a 
general suggestion with regard to taxation. In this connection I may 
also point out that some of us expected that the recommendations made 
by the Fiscal Commission and accepted by the Government here in this 
House might find a place in this year's budget. Perhaps the Honourable 
Finance Member was not to blame; it was too early for him to give effect 
to these proposals this year at any rate. But I think that when the 
Tariff Board has been appointesl-and I hope it will be appointed at a 
very early date-and when the Tariff Board has completed its investiga-
tions in some cases, we shall have a much better system of tariff than 
the present haphazard arbitrary system which is adopted by the Govern-
ment of India. I also agree with my Honourable friend Mr. Ginwala. that 
the time has come to make an examination into the whole question of 
taxation, for it seems to me that the burden of taxation falls unequally 
in this country and there are institutions which, although they deserve to 
be taxed, are being left alone because Government regard certain facts 
as permanently settled. (Dr. Nand La!: .. AIf, for instance?") The 
time has come when those institutions should be made to bear their 
burden of the administration of India. 

With these wards, Sir, I resume my seat. 
The Assembly then adjourned for Lunch till Half Past Two of the 

Clock. 

The Assembly re·assembled after Lunch at Half Past Two of the Clock. 
Mr. President was in the Chair. 

Sir Gordon I'ra8er (Madras: European): Sir, I listened with great inter-
est to the very interesting speech of the Honourable the Finance Minis"ter 
and I would like to congratulate him on placing the position before us in 80 
practical and businesslike a manner. We have to accept the fact that we 
arefa.eed witIh this deficit of 4t crores, The Honourable the Finance 
Ministei, proposes to square this by raising the Salt Tax by Rs. 1-4. May 
1 suggest with all due deference that the new taxation be spread more 
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equallr over the present existing taxation? I am afraid that one's efforts 
to asSlst the Honourable the .Finance Minister in making Budgets are very 
much of an amateurish nature. I ~  feel very great diffidence 
standing up here and making suggestions to }lim. But I .cannot help think-
ing that it would be more- equ.itable to distribute the amount, especially 
as in doing so I am quite sure it would not be inflicting any hardship on 
any particular individuals or commUnities. Also I think we all hope that 
the times ahead will be more prosperous and that the bulk of any taxation 
that may be imposed now will be only ~  I admit at once that 
I cannot find any sound or practical reasons for opposing the imposition of 
this Rs. 1-4 per maund enhanced duty on salt. But we must not forset 
that the whole sentiment of the country is very strongly against it, and 
we must admit that in India sentiment loome. very large and very cften 
it. overshadows hard and material facts. 

Dr ... and Lal: Not always. 

Sir Gordon I'raser: I think personally the feeling against the enhance-
ment of the Salt Tax might perhaps not have been so strong amongst Hon-
'Durable Members if it had not been the only means by which the Honourable 
the Finance Minister proposed to balance his Budget. As 1 said before, it 
would be more equitable to distribute the tax more equally, and it would 
then give all Honourable Members in this House the satisfaction of con-
tributing their share towards the deficit put before us by the Honourable 
the Finance Minister. 

I suggest therefore as a first step that the enhancement of the Salt 
Tax might be reduced to 8 annas instead of Rs. 1-4. This would bring 
the-tax to Rs. 4-12 instead of Rs. 2-8-an enhancement of very little more 
than one anna per maund per head per aDDum, a very small sum indeed. 
Then I would retain the export duty on raw hides ana skins. I have no 
figures available to ascertain what amount this would give us, but I put 
it down at 20 lakhs. I speak subject to correction on this point aa.there 
are no figures before me at all. Then I would suggest as a temporary 
necessity to terminate on the 31st March 1924, just for a period of one 
year and to terminate au£omatioally at the end of the financial year, that 
the Honourable the Finance Minister should impose a temporary surcharge 
of 6 pies in the rupee of tax oollected under' the headings ~  Customs and 
Income-tax. This, with the modified Salt Tax, would give us an amount 
that would enabJe the Honourable the Finance M"mister practically to meet 
his deficit. 

Dr ... and Lal: Income-tax is already two RDnas. 

Sir Gordon I'ruer: Under Customs the ·receipts e:J:!)ectedare 45 crores. 
Six pies in the rupee on that will give us Rs. 1,40,00,000. Under taxes on 
Income, the figure expected is 19 orores. Six pies in the rupee here gives 
us 60 lakhs. I put the raw hides down at 20 lakhs, and then we hllve 
the Salt Tax-8 annu on that would give us Rs. 1,80,00,000. This brings 
the total to 4 Ol'ores against the 4t crores required. I would leave the 
Honourable Finance Member to find the extra quarter orore; possibly 
if 8 annas is considered too low a figure to reduce the salt tax to, we could 
take it ~ 12 annas instead of the original Rs. 1-4. That would increase 
the figure by another 90 lakhs, giving us Rs. 490 lakhs as against Rs. 4t 
-crores required. Now, it may seem a somewhat retrograde step to take 
to suggest an inorease of tae customs duties and inoome-tax, but ~ six 

o 2 
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pies in the Rupee of tax collected is a very smaJI figure indeed, and I cannot 
see that it will hurt anybody. If ~  take goods liable to 5 per cent. 
duty on importation, those goods with the surcharge added would only 
pay 5'15 per cent., goods incurring a duty of 10 per cent. would be paying 
10'3 per cent., and even when we come to the 'luxury tax-a tax against 
which so much has been ~  30 per cent., it would only come to 
30·9 per cent. Then as regards income-tax and super-tax, here again the 
extra tax would be so small that. it would not be felt, and yet at the same 
time these two items would give us half the amount rt;!quired by the 
Honoura.bl"e Finance Minister. If you t.ake a salary of Rs. 500 per mensem 
or Rs. 6,000 per annum, under the present schedule it pays a tax of Rs. 190 
per annum, and if you add a surcharge of six pies per rupee on the tax 
collected, it only means an extra Rs. 5-15, or less than eight annas a 

._ month. ~  again take a salary of Rs. 1,000 a month or Rs. 12,000 per 
annum, the tax on it under the present Act is Rs. 560 per annum; 
the surcharge would only be Rs. 17-8, or 1JIlder Rs. 1-8 per mensem. 
'When we get into the higher incomes liable to super-tax, when 
we take. an income of a 18kh of rupees per annum, under the 
present Act the tax-payer has to pay B.s. 12,500 and the surcharge on 
that would be Rs. ~  means only Rs. 32-8 a month. I think I am right 
in saying that the Honourable the Finance Member has to pay income-tax 

~ and super-tax to the extent of about Rs. 10,000 a year; the increase in his 
case is only Rs. 25 a month. I do not think this is very much; it only 
amounts to a 3 per cent. increase on our present customs duties and 
income-tax. 

Then again it may be contended that this will upset the present methods 
of accountancy; but the collection of this tax would be extremely easy; it 
would not upset the present methods of accountancy in any way at all. 
Take for instance goods imported into this country on which the import 
dutY4Payable is say Rs. 125-14; we cut out the odd annas; on Rs. 125 at six 
pies in the rupee we get 62i annas or Rs. 3-14-6, to be added to the 
original amount calcwated as duty on those goods. I contend tbat my 
ew;gestion would be fairer 'and more equitable than the suggestion to raise 

"the whole sum by a tax on salt alone. All would contribute on the basis 
of the present taxation, and it would not in any way upset the balance of 
taxation as it exists at present. In putting forward this suggestion it must 
be distinctly understood that I only make this suggestion as a temporary 
one, as with the prospects of improved trade in general I am optimistic 
enow;h to think and hope that the extra taxation now suggested would not 
be necessary for more than twelve months. 

I think the Honourable the Finance Minister in "his speech made a 
remark that we must cut our coat according to our cloth. The attitude 
of some Members of this House towards the attempts to provide sufficient 
wherewithal to meet our requirements rather reminds me of a remark 
made by a fellow-commissioner of mine on the Madras Corporation some 
years ago. lIis remark was that we must cut our coat according to our 
body. Now, that is a very nice idea indep.d. If you are going to do that 
you will have to provide sufficient oloth to make the coat fit the body. That 
is what at the present moment Honourable Members of this House are 
rather shying &$. Along with this sw;gestion of the surcharge on customs 
duties and income-tax, I propose that we should allow the duty on raw 
hides and skins to remain as it is at present. I may be wrong in my 
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6smate of what this will bring in because I have not got the figures. I 
have just receive:! a telegram from Madras which reads as follows: 

.. Madras Chamber of Commerce and the South· Inella Skina and Hide Merchants' 
Association (the latter being entirely an Indian Association) ~l  protest against 
the reduction in ell port duty on raw hides an.1 skins and at a Joint meeting held 
to·day it was unanimoualy resolved th:u, no rebate be allowed to Empire countries 
6Ild that export duty at 15 per cent. should apply to all countries. If 'proposal now 
before the Le$islative Assembly be adopted, the tannin& industry of India which 
at present is In a very ~ l condition will be further seriously affected if not 
uippled." 

NoW, in connection with that I would like to refer to a letter from the 
Government of India, Department of. Commerce and Industry, dated the 
13th J un6 1916. dealing with the question of the export of raw hides. 
"The Secretary ~  wrote: 

.. As you are aware for several years before the War this lucrative trade had 
I,assed, at any rate so far as Calcutta was concetned, almost entirely into German 
.bands. On this side firms consisting of Germans or of nlturalised persons of German 
()rigin and with German trade counectionl had formed an effective ring and although 
(lne or two English and other firma h:.!d ~ occasions attempted to enter the trade 
they had been un.ble to break this ring and had p!'actically in all cases abandoned 
.the attempt. In the case of an IndiAn firm, it wotlld appear that before the war a 
determined and partially successful attempt at boycott was carried ont by the German 
ring of !-ide exporters." 

'That WBS the position before the War, and froID figures that I have taken 
out it seems to me that the ~ necessity referred to by the Honourable 
the Finance Member for the removal of this export duty does not exist. 
If we take the export figures of raw hides, for the 9 months ending Decem-
ber 1922 and compare them with t4e figures for 1911, 1912 and 1913, we 
find that Italy end Spain, two of the largest importers into the Continent 
()f raw hides from India, are practically back to pre-war ·figures. Taking the 
(lase of Gennanv, in spite of her present disorganised condition, I see that 
for the nine months ending 1922, the total value of raw hides exported 
from Calcutta v,"as 72 lakhs. If you take it for twelve manths, it is 
-equivalent to Q6 lakhs presuming that exports continue on the same scale. 
Well; the figures before the war, that is the time referred to in this letter 
"from the Government of India, were: 

1911 1,19,00,000 
1911 
1918 

1.23,00,000 
1,64.00.000 • 

So, in spite of the troubles in Germany, she seems likely to secure at an 
~ l  date the same monopoly .n India in connection with this trade that 
'She had before the war. 

Now in puttirg forward this suggestion regarding fihe surcharge, as I said 
before, it may be considered as a retrograde act, but I cannot see myself that 
it is going to hurt anybody, because the amount is so small. It is not a 
-question of a 3 per oent. inorease of the dutv. but it is purely a surcharge 
'Of 3 per cent., or 6 pies in the rupee, on the &mount of tax collected. That 
.is going to give ~ 2 crores. If you take the salt tax at 12 annas, that gives 
'another 2,70,00,000, plus something from hides. If we stick to the 8.annBS 
-only on salt, the total will be reduced· by 00 lakhs, and if it is left at this 

.with the Honourable the Finanoe Member, he may be able, either by 
l.'etreDohmentor by taxation, to find the 20 or 80 lakhs still required to 
balance his budget. - • 
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1Ir. N. I. SamarUl tBombay: Nominated Non-Official): Sir, at this 
late stage of ~ debate, I propose to address IDi'6elf to only one question, 
and it is this. Is it a fact that there is really a deficit of 4 crores and 
25 lakhs? I submit that if the budget figures are recast in accordance 
with the well recognised canon of public finance as' to what is chargeable-
to revenue and what is chargeable to capital, the deficit will ultimately 
result in about 30 lakhs only. The Housa will remember that in the first. 
year of this Assembly, I was instrumental in reducing the deficit by ont) 
crore by pointing out the error of book keeping which the Government 
of India commltted in regard to posts and telegraphs. Well, since then 
that mistake ha'l been rectified. But I do find still that amounts which 

_really ought ~ to be charged to revenue have be·en charged tJo revenue 
in the Budget of the Government of India, for March 1923, at pages 10, 
11, 12 and 13 under the heading" Statement of the Expenditure charged 
tc the revenue of the Central Government, in India and in England. ,. 
Now before I substantiate my criticism, I should like to point out that it 
i6 not right that money spent on durable public works, whether military or 
civil irrigation and so on, should be at all chargeable to revenue. A high 
authority on public finance, Professor B astable , makes the following 
observations on the subject: 

"Abnormal expt;nditure", he ~ l  "frequently occurs in a SOinewhat different 
way, as in the case of durable public works or other improvements . . . ." 

The Honourable Sir BasU BlackeU (Finance Member): Abnormal? 
Mr. N. I. Samarth: Yes, abnormal; because they are not necessarily 

normal. ~ l  roads made in Waziristan from which posterity also 
will benefit have been charged to revenue. Now why should the present 
generation be penalised by this amount being charged to revenue? If the 
Honourable Member will have patience, he will find that the' distinguished 
6uthor says further: 

" It may be a part of State policy tv erect extensive public buildings, to carry out 
a system of fortifications, of railway roads 'or canals, to drain ~  plant waste landa 
to promote colonization or to develop industry that reqUires the aid of its capital. 
Outlay of this kind "-he gou on to lIay-" is in mercantile phraseology chargeable ~ 
capital and not to revenue, and is clearly abnormal. The method almost invariably 
adopted is to meet the abnormal outlay by abuormal receipts, namely, borrowing, or. 
to put thl' point in another way, to turn the extraordinary expense of a given year 
into the ordinary one of interest on debt." 

. II· 
There should be no question about the canon of public finance which 

lwil' has laid down, and I wish to apply it now. I say rightly capital outlay 
·at New Delhi ha.,; not been charged to Revenue. The Honourable the-
Finance Member has expressed some doubt qn the subject. He has said, 
•• Apart from OlL- revenue receipts, we have spent many crores on unpro-
ductive ~  the expenditure .on which is classed as capital expendi-

, ture·. New Delhi is the most obvious example. I can see no justification 
other than sheer necessity for not ~ this expenditure as chargeable 
against revenue and in any case it ought to be repaid out of revenue at an 
early date." 

With all due deference, I venture to question the correctness of the die-
tum of the'Honourable the Finance Member, and my authority is Professor 
Bastable. Now, Sir, I shall apply. this to three items in the Statement 
of Expenditure. At pages 12 and 13,.Honourable Members will find Item 
No. 50 .. Military Works." The Budget estimate for 1923-24 is given" 
8S ~  Now if Honourable Members will tum to the Military 
Budget, page 199, they will find the entry under the head" Military 
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Works ",-Works, Capital Expenditure 1,96,00,000. I submit there is no 
justification for charging this sum to revenue. It must go to capital 
nccount. Now take another entry, No. 41, Civil Works. The Budget 
estimate for 1923·24 under thia head is 1;87,63,000. If you look at the 
Demand for Grants, Demand No. 41, at page 121, it win be found that 
92,82,000 out 'If the total amount is for original works. That is what 
Professor Bastable calls durable public buildings, and which ought not 
to be charged to revenue. Take again a third ~  in the Statement of the 
Expenditure chvged to the Revenue of 'the Central Government, say 
No. 16, the heading of which is Irrigation, etc. Capital Account ~  
to Revenue)-Construction of Irrigation, etc., Works-financed from ordi-
nary reveDlles, total 2,16,000. There .isab80lutely nQ justification for 
charging it to reyenue and swelling thereby the expenditure. I take my 
stand again on Professor Bastable's .principle. Now if these three items 
are totalled together, the total comes to 2,90,98,000. Calculating interest 
<In it at 6 per cent., it will amount to ~  I charge that to revenue, 
snd let these 2,90;98,000 be transferred over to capital account. Then, 

a ou' of the deficit of 4'26 crores if you dE'duct this sum of 
P.II. Rs. 2,73,52,120 you get a d6ficit of Rs. 1,52,46,880. Now, 

another point upon which there was discussion on the last budget occasion 
and which has been referred to by previous speakers, Especially I believe 
by Mr. Jamnad8s, Sir Vithaldaa Thackersey raised the question of the 
railway annuity. The debate will be foun:! at page 2798 of the Legislative 
Assembly Debates, Volume II, Part 3. He observed :-" The second item 
I object is that we are debiting to revenue the ~  lakhs which we pay as 
annuities for the purchase of railways. I can undel'1ltand debiting tQ, 
revenue interest charges, but I cannot understand how we can debit to 
revenue our capital charge, namely, the amount we pay in instalments to 
the shareholders for the purchase of the railways. It is really 'not ,a revenue 
charge but a capital charge-." And if you take an account you will find 
that out of a total of 5 crores 3 lakhs 62 thousand which is the amount 
of the annuities for the purchase of railways, the capital portion of that 
is Rs. '1,21;70,000. There is no reason why the amount should not be 
sent over to the capital account. Well, if you deduct that then from the 
amount of Rs. 1,52,47,880, the balance is Rs. 30,77,880, which alone is 
the real deficit. And surely ways could easily be found in the course of 
the year to meet this 30 lakhs 77 thousand odd rupees. Therefore, there 
i& no real deficit which we have to provide for and, therefore, there is no 
need for addition'll taxation, and consequcr.tly all the discussion as to ways 
and means and the- alternatives is in my humble judgment outside the scope 
really of the present discussion. Of course I saw Mr. Aiyar nodding his 
head ~  I said that the items should not be charged to revenue 
but I }>ave givea my authority for saying why they E'hould be charged to 
capital. I say t.here is no reason why the present generation should be 
penalised and made to pay for the benefits waich posterity will also derive. 
It is a wrong principle, wrong budget framing, wrong book-keeping to have 
these charges inoluded in the expenditure with the result that the expendi-
ture is swollen ond the deficit is increased. I submit therefore that there 
is no case made out for any additional taxation. That, Sir, is my point. 

Now, Sir, I should have liked to finish, but as reference was made bv 
Mr. Bray to Wazirijtan, in which I take some ~  and to which I 
referred at the time of the last budget discuss,ion, I mav be pennitted just 
to make a few observations. Last year I attacked the policy of Govern-
ment in ~  to Waziristan. I said that, whatever the l ~ l reasons 
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may be, ~  the military reasons may be, from the financial point 
of view I oppose it. And throughout my position has been that you cannot 
gv and occupy &nd administer the country, A downright forward policy 
iii out of the question. That was my position, and therefore I asked 
Government to 3bandon that policy. I am glad to say that the enuncia-
tion of the policy which I heard from Mr. Bray ye(,terday means the 
abandonment of that policy. I am not in favour of 'I burn and scuttle 
policy, a poli.cy of sending punitive expeditions and then withdrawing 
nfterwardli., with the result that .yOU leave behind a legacy of tribal hatred . 
and cause tribal emboldenment by thE> weakness of the withdrawing Govern-
ment. That policy also is out of the question; and a I·olicy of eccupation 
and administration, a downright forward move, is also out of the question.-' 
I have been throughout an advocate· of what is called the Sandeman 
pulicy, or 8 policy approximating to the Sandeman policy, namely, con-
trolling the tribes without annexing them, and I am glad that that is the 
policy which I find adumbrated in the speech which Mr. Bray made. I 
feel gratified that my fight has been ultimately successful. "With these 
words, Sir, I will close my remarkR. 

The Honourable :Mr. C. A. Innes (Commerce and Industries Member): 
Sir, it is not usual for the Commerce Member to intervene in this general 
discussion, but Sir Basil Blackett has specially asked me to deal with 
one suggestion which has been made in the course of the debate. It is a 
suggestion which has been freely canvassed in the public press, a suggestion 
which was made with engagmg simplicity by Mr. Spence of Bombay yester-
day and a suggestion which has been repeated by more than one Honourable 
Member. I refer to the suggestion that we should impose an export tax 
upon motor spirit or petrol. Now, Sir, let me state the problem. In 
1917 we passed an Act by which we imposed' an excise duty of 6 annas a 
gallon on all petrol produced in India and an equivalent surcharge on the 
impert duty of all petrol imported in,to India. In accordance ~  our 
usual practice, we allow a drawback of that excise duty on all .petrol ex-
ported from India and that is the cause of the complaint. In India we 
produce 34 million gallons of petrol. Of those 34 million gallons, 14 mil-
lion gallons are consumed in the country and the remaining 20 million 
gallons are exportEd. Now, two complaints are made. In the first 
place it is said that we treat the Indian consumer unfairly; we charge him 
an excise duty of 6 annas a gallon and we let the foreign consumer go free. 
Secondly, we are accused of sacrificing ~ l  a large possible revenue; 
if we imposed an export duty of 6 annas a gallon on the 20 million gallons 
of petrol exported hom India, it is said that we should make 75 lakhs uf 
rupees per annum provided, that is, there is no decrease in exports. Conse-
quently, two suggestions have been made. One is that we should impose 
that tax of 6 annas a gallon on.,all exports of petrol. The other suggestion is 
that we should lighten the load on the Indian consumer by reducing the 
excise duty to 3 annas a gallon and charging that excise duty not only upon 
petrol consumed in the country but also on petrol exported from 
the country. It sounds exceedingly simple, but perhaps the House 
will not be surprised when I say that had it been as simple 
8S all that we would have adopted this expedient long ago. I will first 
{leal with the theoretIcal aspect. I won't take very long with that. Theore-
tically an excjse duty is essentially a duty upon consJmption and that is 
what we intend it to be. We remit that excise duty on petrol exported 
because we-do not wish to place our producers in an unfavourable positioii. 
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~  with producers in other countries. We cannot be sure that our 
- producers can pass on the duty to the foreign consumer and we are never 

quite sQre that the duty will not recoil upon ourselves and upon our own 
producers. That is the theoretical reason 'Why we give a drawback of the 
~  duty on exports. We give that drawback in respect of the cotton 
excise and we give it in respect of this petrol excise duty. ,But, Sir, I 
will take the purely practioal question of what is likely to be' the probable 
effect of imposing this export duty, as I may cell it, of 6 annas a gallon 'on 
·exports of petrol. How much revenue are we going to get out of it and 
what are the other effects goi,ng to be? Those are the points to which I 
1'Ihall a<ldrcss myself and I will ask the House to remember three material 
facts. 1<'irst, the production 'of petrol is a mere incident in the manufac-
ture of kerosene oil. In fact before a use was discovered for petrol in con-
nection' with motor cars and vehicular transport of that kind, the Burma 
Oil Company actually used to bum their petrol. They had no use for it. 
Secondly, only surplus petrol is exported from .India. India's demand for 
petrol ~  fully met, and it is only the surplus above the requirements or India 
that is exported; and thirdly, the exports of petrol from India, or rather from 
Burma, are merely a drop in the world's supply. Most of that petrol, most 
Qf those.20 million gallons, go to the United Kingdom. The United King. 
110m's imports of petrol are 210 million gallons. This llst fact is very im· 
portant indeed. It means that if we impose this expert duty upon petrol, 
the Indian Oil Companies could not pa88 'on that duty to the foreign con-
sumer; the Indian Oil Companies could not raise their price for the forEiIgn 
eonsumer; they would have to sell their petrol at the world's price. Well, 
what would the effect be? The Oil Companies would have to pay that 6 annas 
.a gallon themselves. They would have to pay 75 lakhs of rupees per annum 
themselves, and the inevitable effect would be that the Oil Companies would 
not 12.e able to export petrol from India at all. I do not know what the cost 
of production of petl"Ol in India is. I do not think anybody knows. 

Dr. H. S. Gour: Two aDDaS a gallon. 

'I'll. HODOUrable Kr.· O. A. 1DD88: Then Dr. Gour is wiser than I am; 
all I can tell you is this. We have studied this question with reference to 
the experience in otJ:..er countries. The question of an export duty on. petrol 
from Mexico is a "ery old question, and after long experiments the rate 
of export duty at Mexico has crystallized down to half an anna a gallon. 
In the Dutch East Indies the export duty <m' petrol W8S fixed in August 
1921. There again they fixed it at something like half an anna a gallon, 
and I believe that the future of that tax is very ~  But the most 
instructive history of all is the history of Roumania.. In 1919 Roumania 
imposed an export tax of 20 per cent ad 11aloTem upon mineral oils. ~ 
was the effect? The effect was that they crippled their export trade. In 
the first four months of 1919, 900 tons of kerosene OC represented their ex-
ports. There was another result-- production in Roumania was seriously 
affected: and the rt:sult of Roumanian experience is that the export duty 
on petrol from Roumania is now fixed at the equivalent of one farthing 
per gallon. Now I have given the House the experience of other countries. 
1 have shown tha.t in other countries where they tried this export tax, they 
have not been a.ble to fix the tax at a higher figure than one-half penny 
fer gallon. I think that it will be clear to the House now that it is entirely 
out of the question for us to think of imposing an export tax on petrol ex-
ported from India at anything approaching either 6 annas, 'or even the 
a annas a ga.llon PJOposed by my Honourable friend Mr. Spellce. If we 
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go by the experience of other· countries, the very most that we can -safely 
impose would be a tax of half an anna a gallon. That would yield us & 
revenue of just over 6 lakhs of rupees a year. Then, Sir, there is another 
side to the shield. We cannot take this question of an export tax on petrol 
apart from the question of kerosene oil. Now, whatever may be 
the complaints of the consumer in India and in this House against 
the Burma Oil Companies in respect of .the prices they charge-
for petrol, I do not think that there is anyone here who can 
cavil at the policy adopted by the Burma Oil Company in respect. 
of the price they charge for kerosene oil. They fixed their price fo\, kero-
sene oil, inferior yellow kerosene oil, as far back· as 1905 at the range of 
prices obtaining then. They fixed it at Rs. 2-14 per unit of 8 gallons. 
ex installation at the ports; that was for inferior oil. They maintained 
that price for many years, they are maintaining it still. But, as inevitably 
happens, the demand in India gradually overtook the supply with the result> 
that at the present time the· demand for kerosene oil is something between 
150 to 180 million gallons a year, whereas the amount of kerosene oil pro-
duced in Burma is only 100 million. Now the effect of these factors became-
most evident in the latter days of the war. The Burma Oil Company still sup-. 
plied the inferior oii at Rs. 2-14 a gallon, but it was unable to meet the 
whole o! India's demand, and petrol had to be imported from abroad in 
order to supplement the Burma supplies. For a time the price of these 
imported supplies was governed by the price 'of the Burma oil. But, as: 
the war dragged on, the importing Companies were unable to import kero-
sene at that price. Consequently the Burma Oil Company were unable t() 
make their price of Rs. 2-14 a gallon effective. We all remember in 1917 
and 19'18 what profiteering there went on in kerosene oil; how the Burma. 
Oil Company tried to maintain their price, but how the middlemen, how 
the profiteers, drove the price up. It would have been perfectly simple-
for the Burma Oil Company to raise its price to the level of tne price of' 
the imported oil. It did not do so. With the full cognizance of Govern-
ment, though we had no share in it,- they came to an arrangement with 
the Asiatic Petroleum Company. It was a pooling arrangement. They 
pooled their supplies, and they pooled their prices. It is a complicated 
arrangement" and I am not going into it now, but all I will say is that as It-
result of those pooling arrangements, the price of inferior kerosene oil in 
India at the present time is estimated to be 3 annas a gallon below· the 
world's market price. It is" estimated-I give the figures for what they 
are worth, I I18W them in the report of the annual meeting of the Burma 
Oil Company recently,-it is estimated that India has scored by that arrange-
ment since 1919, 3R cl'Ores of rupees in kerosene oil alone. On the one 
side you have these Oil Companies maintaining a price of kerosene oil three-
annas a gallon below the world's price. They have always got a margin 
up to that. They could raise their price. On the other hand, you have 
this possible export tax. I have shown that if you put a tax of 6 annas: 
a gallon or even 3 annas a gallon on those exports, you get no revenue at 
all; you merely kill the trade, and if you put on a small tax, yoll take this: 
6i lakhs out of the Burma Oil Company and other oil companies, but there 
is nothing in this world to prevent them from recouping themselves by 
increasing the price of 'kerosene oil. Now does this House want the price 
of kerosene oil to be increased in order to get a very small amount of duty 
out of this export tsx on petrol? Sir, Government has been accused 
throughout the couBtry by propaganda spread by the motoring trade, Govern-
ment has been accused of deliberately sacrificing this revenue. I have-
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shown that it is nothing of the kind. The whole matter has been explored, 
and we have come to the deliberate conclusion that the thing is .not worth. 
doing. We should get very little revenue out of it, and we might send up 
the price of ~  oil for the poor man in India. 

JIr. Aahrd o . .Tamall (Bengal: Nominated Non-Official): Sir,' at the 
outset I must congratulate my Honourable friend Sir Basil Bl&ckett for 
the very able and lucid manner in whicbo he presented the ~l State-
ment to us last Thursday. The Budget, Sir, though it shows a deficit of 
Rs. 41 crores, will, I am sure, be better received than has been the case 
in recent years. Sir Basil Blackett very rightly remarks that he is the 
inheritor of the three years' work of my Honourable friend Sir Malcolm 
Hailey. But he has realised from the last two days' discussion that his. 
position is by no means an enviable one. As a commercial man, Sir, 
I would be the first to endorse the necessity of balancing the Budget. 
But the contemplatJed tax on salt which has been proposed by the Hon-. 
ourable Member to attain that object is going to be a very unpopular one 
and not well received. This House last year this time discussp.d at great. 
length this subject and the result of it was that it was rejected. My 
Honourable friend Mr. Samarth has given some suggestions and I agree· 

• with him that some charges have been made to Revenue which should 
go to Capital account. If those suggestions are taken into account, the-
Budget, I daresay, will balance itself. This morning before lunCh when 
I *as sitting here I admired the eloquent speech of my Honourable friend 
Mr. Jamnadas .Dwarkadas until such time as he touched jute. Sir, I 
come from Calcutta and I am very closely associated with that industry. 
I know that at the present moment it is under no healthy conditio:p.s. 
The jute mills are working only 4 days in the week. We are piling up· 
stocks and we are running into large finances. Our buying power all 
depends on foreign countries and everyone knows distinctl;' how very 
much depleted the foreign buying power at the present day is. Under· 
the circumstances, I think if the suggested jute tax is at all levied, it will 
go to hamper the jute trade of Bengal. According to Mr. Samarth's. 
remarks, as the Budget balances itself, Sir, I venture to advocate that 
let us close this last year of this Assembly-India's First Parliament-
without .any fresh taxation- and with a real effort to curtail expenditure 
wherever it may be possible, so that in the next ~  ot 4 ~  we may have-
surpluses going not only to reduce provincial contrioutions but to reduce 
the taxes that have been levied in recent years. In L1oncluding, I would-
like to associate myself with my Honourable friend Sir Basil Blackett in 
expressing our grateful thanks to the Inchcape Committee for their devoted 
work which would not only be of great assistance to this Rouse but of-

l ~l  service to the country at large. 
Xr. Harchandrai Vl8hin.das (Sind: Non-Muhammadan Rural): Sir, 

coming as one does at this very late stage of the debate, one has neces-
sarily to run the risk of slithering down the groove of repetition, although, 
I shall attempt as far as possible to avoid it. Now. I do Dot think I need 
go over the ground of praising the Finance Member or praising the 
Inchcape Committee, because that groimd has already been traversed' 
too ~  I rather think that one faces a danger in praising the Finance 
Member, because if -you praise him he might be spoiled. He has been-
already praised so much that he would not be able to present such a-
felicitous report and speech as he haR done this year. It was a great 
pleasU1"e to me to read tha.t speech from beginning to end and I do not 
want to be deprived of that pleasure for the next year, whicL will be the-
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-case if he gets puffed up by too much praise. The first thing I have to 
remark is that the impression which I first formed as t{) the motive underly-
ing Sir Basil's imposition of 'salt tax may be described as under. 
But first I will make a digression. Mr. Manmohandas Ramji told us 
-yesterday that he could easily detect a defect in the Finance Memb-er's 
Memorandum in that he had ll ~  38·6 crores for the railways, whereas 
·only 30 crores that had been originally sanctioned would be enough, so 
that, this saving, of between 8' and 9 crores he suggested, would be quite 
-enough for doing away with the proposed extra taxation: Then, he went 
further and said that in finding out that defect we were far shrewder than 
the Finance Member had thought us to be. But to my mind the Finance 
Member is far more astute than any of us and for this reason. Here I 
will come to the motive which according to me has actuated the Finance 
Member to impose the Salt Tax. I was under the impression that the 
Finanee Member must have read the whole debate of last year including 
the debate that turned upon the motion of Mr. Joshi on the Finance Bill 
to substitute Rs. 1-4-0 for Rs. 2-8-0 salt duty as it stood in the Bill whieh 
meant that the enhanced duty be not allowed, which motion was carried 
by a large majority. Having read t.he whole of that debate, as he must ; 
have done as a matter of duty, I could not for the life of me understand 
how he came forward with that proposal again this year. But one solu-
tion suggtlsts itself to me. I thought that he was playing a deep game. 
He wanted to elude us and to take us ~ the scent, so that we may not 
howl for the reduction of any existing taxation. It was a kind of strate-
,gic move knowing full well as he did that the salt tax would never be 
accepted by the Assembly. He said to himself that if he did not propose 
some kind of fresh burden to cover some fresh deficit, M('rribers would 
make a 4ue and cry for cutting down some of the taxation that is already 
in force. He has succeeded in that. Nobody has come forward and sug-
:gested the reduction of the present taxation, Therefore, I think that· all 
those Members of the House who have taken the Finance· Member seriously 
about the proposed taxation on salt are mistaken and they ought to 
modify their opinion, because the Finance Member is almost certain that 
.this tax will be thrown out by the Assembly. Now, Sir, I quite agree-
in fact it would be foolish on my part not to agree-with the main prill-
eiple of finance laid down by the Honourable the Finance Member tliat 
'the budget should be' balanced and deficits not left uncovered. I do not 
think there has been a single Member of this House who has had 
the temerity to challenge that maxim. Only it has been point.ed 
'Out by Member after Member that there are ways and means 
of substituting something for the salt tax which win make a 
great leeway. in eliminating the deficit altogether. I need not 
waste the time of the Assembly by repeating the suggestions which have 
been made by several Members, by Sir Gordon Fraser, Sir Montagu Webb, 
Mr. Samarth al'ld other Members, but I can say this much that the House 
will not meet with the slightest difficulty in substituting some other 
source for the salt tax. We the D ~ party. intend, when the 
'proper time comes, i.e., when the Finance Bill and the Dema:Qds for 
Grants are discussed-to put forward proposals in lieu of the salt tax 
which will balance the Budget without the least difficulty. Now, Sir, 
there are one or two points with reference to the Finance Member's 'Speech 
which I waQt to ~  The Honourable the Finance Memher ~  
'Said that we ought not .to be wise after the event so far as the question 
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of exchange is concerned, and that there is no use crying over spilt milk. 
He is referring to the fact that the exchange that was originally fixed has. 
turned out to be a delusion and a snare and that -we did not look ahead. 
at the proper time. But with due submission, Sir, I inquire who are 
the culprits responsible for that mishap? Not we, the public, but the. -
Government. We were not wise after the event. We were '"wise before 
the event. The public went on clamouring to the Government that they 
were adopting'a suicidal policy by fixing the ~  at the high rate of 2 
shillings a rupee while there was a steady tendency of falling exchange. 
And we were not guilty of crying over spilt milk, but rather we were 
telling the man who was deliberately spilling milk not to do so. 
(Laughter.) If there is any blame in the matter, it attaches to the Gov-
ernment. Then, again, Sir Basil Blackett has told us that this is not 
the time for stabilising the exchange, and Sir Montagu Webb- also agreed 
with him. But the reason that Sir Montagu Webb gave rather goes the 
other way. He says there is a great q.anger of exchange going down- • 

-wards and downwards up to even one rupee a shilling. What does that 
show? That shows that you have to stabilise it to avoid all 
kinds of disastrous fluctuations. There should be no fluctuations. 
As Mr. Jamnadas has pointed out, these fluctuations' have been 
the ruin of the country. As l\Ir. Seshagiri Ayyar has pointed 
out, they compromise commercial morality; they create a kind 
of distrust on the part of European merchants who deal with 
Indian merchants. It is not the fault' of the Indian merchants at 
all. The Indian merchants have been crying themselves hoarse from time-
to time that it is this exchange policy of the Government 
that has been responsible for these unfortunate results. Then· 
I say, Sir, that as the ,prophecies of the Indian merchants 
have been true and' the Government prophecies have been falsified, the 

~  prophecies which the Indian public are giving to the Gov<:!rnment 
should be accepted, its own' prophecy should be rejected, and exchange 
should be stabilized. That will make for sound finance in the future. 
Sir, now I will touch only one more subject, although it will be considered 

'to be a very threadbare ·one. There are some points in it in regard to. 
which I may be excused for resorting to repetition, which I have 
myself at the outset of my observations condemned. Sir, I refer to the 
military expel!diture of Government, and the long drawn out wail of the 
public regardiDg it. I know that at the present· juncture, oy the very 
nature of the case, my observations will partake of an academic rather 
than a praetical nature. Still nothing will be lost in pressing the points 
year after year that strike one to bring to the attention of this House. arid 
the Government. His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief,. when he 
came this morning, told us that it was possible for Honourable Members 
to discover: a kind of inconsistency in the assertion he made last year tliat 
it was not possible to reduce the British units or Indian units at all, and 
his concesRion to the Inchcape Committee in that respect this 'time. TJiis 
was a point I had proposed to make, but he forestalled me. He said 
there is no inconsistency because the state of affairs has considerably 
altered, the internal as well as the external conditions having both im-
proved. And therefore it was that He ag-reed to the reduction in forces 
suggested in the Inchcape Committee's Report. Quite right. but all I 
sav is that the concession is rather a grudging and a narrow one. If the 
.internal. conditions of the country and the external conditions have im-
proved 8S we all know they have, I think It much vaster l'edllction shouTd 
have been allowed.than His Excellency is prepared to concede, Then, Sir, 
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Sir Basil Blaokett, the Finanoe Member, showed some kind of impatienoe, 
-quite naturally from his point of view, at Member after Member talking 
of the Inohoape Committee's Report not being acted upon in .the FiBance 
Minister's speech, but what 1 say is this, that not a very valid or ade-
-quate justification has been shown in the Finance Member's speech as to 
why such a very tardy and such a very small and inadequate acceptance 
-of the proposals has been made instead of very liberal reduotions. The 
belief of those who have gone through the Inchcape Report is that many 
1)f the suggestions can be immediately given effect to not to the fullest 
.extent .that they have been made by the Committee, but to a very liberal 
-extent. Now, Sir, 1 will briefly refer to certain pages of the Report where 
these strike me. First of all we come to page 11, paragraph 10, relating 
"to the preseut Command system; 

• •• Arm.y Headquarter8, StaD 01 Commands, etc.-A considerable portion of the 
large increase in expenditure under this heading since 1913-14 is due to the introduc-
'lion of the four-Command system in 1921." 

Then an explanation is given as to how this new system came to be 
introduced and five reasons have been assigned. But 1 have been in-
10rmed from other sources that this four-Command system is entirely 
unnecessary and unnecessarily expensive. If a judicious and economic 
.arrangement were devised, it would be very easy to bring all the four 
Commands within ~  compass of two Commands, because you find that 
so far as my own Province of Sind is concerned, (1 think it comes under 
the Western Command) a great deal of it is merely desert. Likewise 
'you have the Northern and the Eastern Commands. These two could 
be very easily combined, and the Southern and the Western Commands 
could be very easily oombined,and a great deal of saving effected. My 
-estimate is that that saving would come to between four and five lakhs 
·of rupees. Why that should not be done at once I see no reason: Of 
course the Inchcape Committee say they would give it a trial, but I think 
,as it has failed, on the very face of it the trial is merely a waste of money. 

Then proceeding to page 12, paragraph 12: 
.. Army Headquarters-
The t{.tal expenditure for 1922-23 is more t.,han double that of 1913-14 .. 

.a point that has been referred to by Dr. Gour, 
.. although the number of troops ill the fighting services has decreased by 15,517 

and ~l  haa been made for decentralising the control of minor matters to the 
-Command... The establishment of Army Headquarters has increased as follows." 

And they add later: 
.. It is obviously not practicable in the limited time at. our cliaposal to make any 

;ery definite detailed recommendations but we consider ~  the provisiOll for officers 
1I.t Army Headquarters should be reduced to the full extent recommended by the 
.Innes Committee." 

·This suggestion should be carried out. Then. Sir, before I proceed 
further with reference to this Report, I pause for a reflection and that is 

~  It ~  me .that the soldier,. the Army man and the' Army officer 
l~ 1mbu.ed ~  the Idea. that ,!,S. he IS the saviour of the oountry, as he 
:gIves. hIS hfe, all the other CIvIl. ~~  are no good as compared 
to hIm and why should these CIVIlIans grudge him lavish expenditure '! 
When trouble C?mel', external or internal, it is he who would be called 
upon to shsi hIS blood and therefore why should he not be allowed to 
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spend lavishly? This engenders a sense of indifference, irresponsibility and 
Q:verlordship in the military department. Of course, the highest officers 
like the Commander·in·Chief and the Generals and other men with a 
sense of responsibility are not at aU-influenced by that idea. I sincerely 
believe that His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief is always prompted 
by the desire of carrying out the wishes of this Assembly, and of effect.ing 
.as many economies as possible. But the lower ranks, the ordinary soldier 
or man, or small officer has got no sense of fr!.!g'ality at all. He does not 
want to cultivate that. sense; that is not in his nature. Now as an instance 
'Of that I was only recently tola. that in Karachi one motor lorry was employed 
in carrying a few bottles of beer, etc., from Kamari to Karachi, 5 miles. 
(Laughter.) I find that the prevalence of this tendency has received cor-
roboration from the following remark in the I!lchcape Committee's Report. 
On page 15, paragraph 20, they say: 

.. We have ex·amine' the position in regard to mechanical transport and attach a 
~  showing the estimated military requirements and the present stock of vehicles 
-classified at our request," . ' 

Rnd so on, and they continue: 
.. We consider there is· no justification for providing the stock of vehicles which 

.. he military authorities estlma.te is required, and we recommend that, while the 
pl'esent financial condit.ions obtain, the authorised estahlishment of motor vehicles 
including reserves should not exceed 1,600 vehicles, excluding motor cycles. The 
bolding of large excess stocks must necessarily result in increased costs for main-
tenance, garage accommodation, interest on capital, depreciation and personnel, and 
.in addition there is a ·tendency to use the vehicles, if available, for non·essential 
l,urposes. In this connection we examined the records DWintained by one motor 
transport company and fOlUd they were far from satisfactory; the number of vehicles 
"in use was considerably in excess of the requirements, and in many cases tJle daily 
loaded r'llif-age run by individual lorries 'was only 2 to 4 miles with light loads of about 5 
maunds." 

His Excellency the Oommander-in-Ohief: This has already been 
accepted. 

JIr. Harcbandral Vishindas: Then, I am thankful to His Excellency. 

Mr. President: I must ~  the Honourable Memher that his time is 
Exhausted. 

JIr. E. Burdon (Army Secretary): I wish to reply very briefly to certain 
<observations which have been made in the course of this debate on the 
subject of the recommendations of Lord Inchcape's Retrenchment Com-
mittee in regard to military expenditure and the Army estimates for 1923·24. 
1.fy object in doing so is not to embark upon any form. of contention but 
really to give the House cert-ain information ~  I feel sure that Honour-
.able Members would like to have. 

I will deal first with certain remarks made by my Honourable friend 
Mr. Rangachariar. If I remember his speech correctly, he raised two 
'Points of special importance. In the first place he referred to a statement 
in the speech of the Honourable tbe Finance Member made with reference 
to the revised Army estimates for 1922-23. The statement was to the 
effect that the budget for 1922-23 provided 65·10 crores for the established 
'Charges of the ~  whereas, according to the revised estimates, the 
-charges will now amount only to 60t crores; and I think my.Honourable 
friend's point was that it was unjustifiable for Government to frame so 
high an est.imate in the first instance. ~  explanation of "the appRJ:'ent 
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defect in estima.tina is fairly simple. In the budget for 1922-23 we made 
an allowance for : fortuitOus shortage of British troops and other per-
sonnel. The shortage, however, continued much longer _ than wus untici-
pated and much longer than could have been foreseen and the saving on 
this account will exceed the allowance made in the budget by 134 lakhs. 
Again savings secured by the consumption of surplus Btores as opposed to 
new purchases yield .Rs. 65 lakhs more than the budget estimate, ~l  the 
receipts from the sale of surplus stores and surplus lands and bwldmgs 
will be higher by 48 lakhs. '}'here are other :fluctuutions one way and 
another of a. similar fortuitous character and the net result of all those that 
I have mentioned is to give a saving of 290 lakhs of rupees-oll the original 
estimate. Again, the fall in prices to a lower level than could have been 
"anticipated contributes a further sa.ving of Rs. 7Jj lakhs. Fluctuating 
charges in hospitals on the diet of hospital patien. have gone down by 
50 lakhs of rupees owing to a rem.arkable fall in the constant rate of sickness 
amongst soldiers due to favourable seasons and efficient medical adminis-
tration. There has also been a large reduction in Home charges on furlough 
allowances, marriage allowances of British troops and sen transport, due 
largelv to economies and reduction e.f rates effected in the course of the 

,year. "These,'however, have been counterbalanced by an unforeseen increa.s& 
in non-errective charges, the estimating of which in recent years has been 
a matter of great difficulty. I trust that this explanation will set my: 
aonourable friend's mind at rest. The estimates were prepared on the 
,correct basis according to the data then available, foi example, on a forecast. 
o! prices supplied to the military authorities by expert advisers. Further, 
as tlie Honourable Finance Member explained. the savings which it was 
'thus possible to secure by strong control and good administration or from 
fortuitous causes were not allowed to be dissipated on other normal forms 
of expenditure; and I am sure my Honourable friend would not wish tJlat 
the savings had not been realised, or that the savings had been spent. 

The second of my Honourable friend's points was generally to l,W 

effect that, while Lord Inchcape's -Retrenchment Committee nave recom-
mended a total retrenchment of approximately 13 crores (Baa Bahadur T. 
Bangaeharia'h '-' 10'95 crores. "), of approxitaately 14 crores, the estimates 
for 1923-24 disclose a reduction of 5·75 crores only. Here again, there> is 
an explanation which is simple -enough if stated on broad lines. 'I'he 
Retrenchment Committee took as their basic figure the cost of the Army 
in India accoraing to established sanctions unrelieved by any of the for-
tuitouscredits to which I have just referred. These fortuitous credits. 
and fortuitous debits ruso, have affected the military estimates for the 
last two or three vears and thev have, I am afraid, ·tended to make the 
situation as regards military expenditure somewhat obscure at the first 
glance. Now, if the total value of, the retrenchments proposed by tha-
Retrenchment C()mmittee is deducted from this ba.sic figure-.which I ha.ve 
mentioned ann to the result there is Added the amount which is estimated 
as required to cover the terminal charges and the lag mentioned by tlia-
.Honourable Fiance Member, we arrive at the figure of the Army estimates 
for 1923-24-. In the ISll I include here the nonnal charges of the troons 
to he reduced in the' interVII.l before the retrenchments if accel>ted couln 
be fully carried into effect. I will not attempt to give the precise details 
of the Balculation now; the matter is much too intricate, and it is necessary 
that I Rhould be j brief. I witl. however, be g-lad to give my Honourable' 
friend and '8ny other Honourgble Member who desires it ~ statement which 
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will show the exact figures and the exact process of calculation. Generally 
Bl!eaking, Ilfso, ,I think I am right in saying .that my Honourable ~  
l\Jr. Hangachariar, seemed to doubt the reality of the retrenchments In 
military expenditure which it is proposed, subject to iDe agreement of 
Hi!:; Majesty's Government, to adopt. I think there is some justification, 
~ I may say so, for his attitude, because in thl' short time at the disposal 

of Government since the preseiitation of the Retrenchment Committee's 
Report it has not been possible to exhibit· in t.he printed .Army estimates 
.the full consequential details of the acceptance of the recommendations. 
'l'hus, for exainple, we have had to retain in t1ie column showing the 
strength 'of the personnel the figures of 1922-23. It ~ll only be possible 
to correct these completely ",hen the details ·Jf the re4uctions have been 
finallv settled. On the other hand, I imagine that Mr. Rangacharial"'s 
doubts must have been largely dispersed' by the stat.ement which His 
Excellency the 'Commander-in-Chief made this morning, anc!. I hope, there-
fore, he will now look upon the Anny estimates with the eye of faith. I 
can assure him; With reference to certain further remarks that he Ulade, 
that provision has been made for reductions in the staff and establishments 
at Army Headquarters and in subordinate, fonnations, that a radical re-
organization and reduction of the supply services is contemplated, that 
there will be reductions also in the personnel of the Mechanical Transport. 
and the Medical Veterinarv Bnd Remount services, Bnd the Schools of 
Military Training and of the Anny Educatipnal' Corps. . The number of 

~  transport vehicles to be used in peace and thp l ~  to be 
run by them' will be largely curtailed and the cost of feeding animals in 
remount depots ",,·m also be considerably reduced. Certain other Honour-
able Members,' who have spoken in this (leoate, have expressed the view 
that Lord Inchcape'sCommitteehave not gonE.'. far enough in regard to 
retrenchment of military expenditure. They have read out ~  from 
the Committee's Report in which the Committee have said that the existinC' 
burden of military expenditure is more than the country can. afford ann 
must be substantiallv reciueed. Well. Sir, I also have read 
these pa!l8ages but -' I have gone' a tittle further in the book 
and I have read the recommendations which the Committee madt' 
in pursuance of their belief that military expenditure has got to 
be diminished. It is evident from a perusal of the Report that 
the Committee themselves consider that they have gone as far as it is 
poyible to go at the present stage of events. I 8tn sure that no Honour-
able Member of tb1s House will deny the ~  of the distinguished 
gentlemen who cOnstituted the Retrenchment Committee, and I personally 
can vouch for the ruthlessness with which 1ibey attacked the military esti-
mates. I think I appea.red before the Committee myself more l~ 
than any other individual official. 

I think it will be of interest to the House if I summarise one very im-
portant aspect of the Committee's recommendations. The reduction in 
fighting troops which they have proposed 8IDounts to 8,500 British troops 
and 6.000 Indian troops, a total of 14,iiOO. I am sure the House will 
recognise that proportionately the reduction is very considerable. The 
effect of these reductions if they Are carried out to the full will be to alter 
the ratio, which, 8S my Honourable friend Dr. Gour informed the House 
this morning, used to be 1 to 2, to 1 to "2·67. My Honourable. friend Dr. 
Gour has evolved certain suggestions of his own for effecting furtlier 
~  ~ of these was the transfel" of iDternal security duties from 

the Army to the Police. Well,I may explain that the 8;Uggesfton is ODe 

IS 
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which has actually been considered, and it is one which the Army, if the 
decision were left to them, would like very much to adopt, as I can assure 
the House there is nothing the Army hates more than to be called O?t 
for the suppression of civil disturbance. There are, however, certam 
objections to it. The first objection is that it would to a very large extent 
merely amount to robbing Peter to pay Paul. It is true that armed Police 
Battalions, according to the calculations which we have made, 'Would 
probably cost less than a regular Indian Infantry battalion, but there 
would be no very great difference and the charge would, as the House 
will understand, merely be transferred from Central to Provincial estimates. 
There are military reasons of ~  cogency also against the proposal, but 
the House will understand that it is impossible for me to discuss seriously 
on the present occasion a large question of policy of this kind. My Hon-
ourable friend Dr. Gour had also something to say in regard to further 
reductions of British troops. Well, as the House are aware, the Retrench-
ment Committee, who were in a good position to judge of the matter, and 
the Commander-in-Chief do not consider that any larger reduction can 
with safety be made than that which has been proposed. That reduction, 
8S I have shown, is considerable. There is one other distinguished 
authority whose support I think I may claim for the view that greater 
reductions should not be embarked upon at this stage. I am referring 
to my Honourable friend Sir Sivaswamy Aiyer. He told the House this 
morning that he does not altogether share the opinion of the Honourable 
Sir Dinshaw Wacha on the subject of the abolition of the amalgamation 
scheme. I think I may assume that by this he means that India must 
for the present continue to rely in some measure upon the services of the 
British Army. My Honourable friend Sir Sivaswamy Aiyer has an in-
timate acquaintance with the whole matter. I need hardly remind the 
House that it is not so very long ago that he was a Member of the Com-
mittee which dealt with the military requirements of India. My Honour-
able friend Sir Sivaswamy Aiyer, in the course of his speech this morning, 
mentioned two matters ., which he desired to draw the particular atten-
tion of His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief; His Excellency being 
detained in another place did not hear. tliese particular observations and 
was therefore unable to reply to them. I feel sure, however, that I can 
promise my Honourable friend on behalf of His Excellency the Command-
er-in-Chief, that the qU,estion of admitting Indian officers to departments 
of the Army as distinguished from the combatant formations, will be care-
fully examined, and also that His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief 
will do everything in his power to secure a favourable decision on those 
Resolutions which were passed in this House in conneCtion with the Esher 
Committee's Report and which are still under consideration either by the 
Government of India or by the Secretary of State. 

Khan ~ Abdur ltahIm IDwI • (North-West Frontier Province: 
Nominated Non-Official): Sir, yesterday I must say that I was thankful 
to this Honourable l~  that the view ~ those ~ l  gentle-
men who used to be ~ l  on the FrontIer questIon was most fav-
ourable; but it is' very painful to me to see that my learned friend Dr. 
Nand Lal, who always speaks with a full voice and from a full heart is 
just as obstinate !pld as far astray as ever. I will appeal to him and I 
will just offer some observations to him in particular and to other Honour-
able Membe1"8 in general to, be more charitable towards our Province. 
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Sir, I will take the situation on the North-West Frontier from three 
aspects. and deal with it. Firstly, from the aspect of the people who are 
living there; secondly, from the aspect of tQ,e Civil officers, and lastly but 
not least, from the aspect of the Military officers in order to show that we 
don't deserve his remarks. I must say that we have $II 
been treated very badly and we have all been criticised very 
disgracefully. My Honourable friend Mr. Bray yesterday and His 
Excellency the Commander-in-Chief to-day made a full statement concern-
ing the Waziristan question, 'which prevents me from enlarging on the 
same. I would like just to describe before this learned Assembly the charac-
teristics of the people with whom we have to deal in order to show that the 
close border policy is rightly adopted by the Government. . 

War is at every door and warlike virtues behind every door, under a 
brute there is a free man and a man with a heart. They abound in cour-
age and ready for sacrifice. Amid their perilous mode of life and tlie 
perpetual appeal to arms there exists no sentiment much warmer than 
iriendship nor any virtue stronger than heroism. To him who losell every-
thing vengeance is left and if the conquered can enjoy this, he will find 
himself happy and will sleep softly even under his chains. Every clan 
forms a league of which all the members are .. brothers of the sword." 
They are united together by the strong ties of community of race, of 
language and community of common interest; and consider it their sacred 
duty to defend one another. They are imbued with the noble spirit to 
lay down their lives for the sake of their fellow tribesmen. They value 
neither their own lives nor the lives of others. As a horse kicks instead 
of speakmg, they pull .out their knives instead of explanation. Strife for 
strife's sake such is their pleasure; when caged in by melancholy or violent 
sensations they are bent on a fighting blOQd-spilling life. In tl)eir eyes 
the world is warfare and heroism the greatest excellence. It is not strange 
to see them seek their happiness in battle and their beauty in death. 
Such is the life of those with whom the Government is engaged in an 
endless struggle. Their country is baITeIl and yields no produce, so the 
occupation would have been mere waste of money and loss of valuahle 
lives without any return. 

Now, Sir, I will prove to the Honourable gentlemen that since the last 
few yea1'S our duty as citiz'ens of that Province we performed beyond expec-
tation. We have always been ready to co-operate witH the Oivil officers, 
-and always ready to respond to the call of the Military' officers. We have 
been spending money out of our own pockets for our safety wmch fund 
'Ought to have been provided by the Government as it is the duty of our 
Government to safeguard the person and property of' every citizen. We 
are entitled to claim that from our Government, and 1 am assured this 
Assembly will support me in urging this point. Sir, we buy our own 

rifles and pay for them; we buy our own an:imunition and pay 
40 P.II. for them; and you know very well, Sir, 'that for every rifle we 

buy a chowkidar must be maintained; and when occasion arises we resi-
-dents aid the constabulary and the police. In'spite of this, my Honour-
able friend is not satisfied. He will always call out .. Murder after 
murder; dacoity after dacoity." I would request him to go there and 
'Settle there and see with his own eyes the state of affairs there . . . 

Dr. Band Lal: I rise to give an explanation, Sir, because my name 
"bas been referred .to. The Honourable Khan Bahadur Abdur Rahim seems 
to be imbued with the offioial view as the Honourable Mr. Bray· was . 

D 2 
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Mr. President: The Honourable Member from the North-West Fron-
tier Province may be left to give his own explanation. I understood the-
Honourable Member was going to give a personal explanation. 

Dr. Band Lal: I explain that I approached the subject, connected with 
the North-West Frontier Province, with reference to the standpoint of" 
the tax-payers and in the interest of law and order. I did not attack any 
individual officer. 

Mr. President;: I cannot allow the Honourable Member to deliver 
another speech. If the Honourable Member thinks he has been misre-
presented he is entitled to give a personal explanation; he is not entitled 
110 add a long foot-note to his own speech; 

tir. Band Lal: Sir, I was never obstinate in my views, nor unfair!. I 
was just in my remarks and I may emphasise the soundness and correct-
ness of my remarks. The criticism which has been levelled against me is-
altogether unfounded. 

Khan Bahadur Abdur Rahim Khan: Well, Sir, 1 am glad that the 
Honourable gentleman gave vent to his feeling; I think it must have been 
a great relief to him. What I am saying is the fact, the naked fact, and 
none can deny it; and it can be corroborated by the statements in official 
papers. Now, the . Honourable gentleman knows very well that last 
session a statement was made that so many rifles were distributed. Whai 
does this show? Those who keep these rifles do so .not only for the sake 
of the safety of their own person and property, but for guarding those 
passes of which we are the door-keepers, these passes had always been anc1 
are and will be a source of trouble to India. I would bring to your notice, 
Sir, that when disturbances arise our legitimate demands are ignored 
and no constructive work is done. I· would specially refer to the. city of 
Dera Ismail Khan for instance; that :city is in danger; I have been 
approaching each and every official and told him .. For God's sake, do 
attend to it." The people are crying at the top of their voice and sending 
representations and deputations to the ~  Commissioner and to every 
available officer everywhere, but up to now no practical step is ·taken to 
satisfy those people. We have been doing our work and duty as good citizens 
Ilnd co-operating with all officers concerned, still the Honourable gentle-
man is not satisfied, he can now see what fundS are spent on us. I say 
this for this reason, that the Honourable gentleman should go there anel 
he should see things for himself. 

Di. Band ~ Again a 'personal explanation, Sir. I have been to the 
frontier province and I have seen with my own eyes a number of places 
of importance and interest in this direction. 

Khan Bahadu: Abdur Bahim Jthan: That is only tor a day. 
Dr. Band Lal: For many days altogether, 80 far as I can recollect. 
Khan Bahadur AbdUl RahIm BlJ.an: Well, I am glad that he has been 

there many days; unfortunately he has not been to that part . . . . 
Dr. Nand ~  I have been to that part too. . . 

. Khan Bahadu! Abdur Rahim Khan: Take the case of my friend, Mr. 
Samarth; take the case of our Leader, Mr. Rangacharilir. Thev at least. 
have realised the difficulties of the officers there and they have "supported 
their views. I am glad that this close border policy is adopted and settled 
to the entire satisfaction gf the public, the forward policy if followed no 
construciive work will·be done in India for ages and ages to come. 
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I will draw your attention now, Sir, to the officers working under. Sir 
.John Maffey, they are all doing their best. I cannot help mentioning 
<>De or two namro because they have been doing extraordinarily good work. 
For instance;·1 cave much pleasure in mentioning Major Parsons, who hal! 
just been S'aved from death; he got wounded while he was flying in an 
aeroplane, and I have just heard from him that he has got a stiff elbow for 
which he will have to go to England. We would be lacking in gratitude if 
we ignore the services and sacrifices of this gentleman. Then again I 
'would mention the Deputy Commissioner of Bannu, Major Garstin, who 
,has been so successful particularly against the outlaws ~  in the last two 
months I think he has beaten the record in arresting outlaws and killing 
them. I would also recall to memory those ofticera who have beeD'doing 
.good work on the constabulary and sacrificing their lives. 

Now, Sir, when these officers are doing such good work and when 
.the residents of that Province are doing their duty, I think it is very 
undesirable and very bad policy to crit!-cise them. If we had any Rense of 
gratitude I think we should feel the . greatest sympathy with them as good 
.citizens; What I would. plead here and what I want to do for my fellow-
.citizens is that each fit man should be' provided with a rifle. It should be 
the duty of Government totgive us rifles; it should be the duty of Govern-
ment to provide us with ammunition; it should be the duty of Government 
to provide us with these things and' our officera with the necessary. funds 
to deal with the border tribes and then you will' see what we will do aDd 
what the saving will be. The close border policy is the only effective and 
least expensive policy, which must be followed and stuck to. 

JIr. X. Ahmed: That is not a questi,on arising under the Budget. 

lD1&n Bahadur Abdur Bahim Dan: I am sorry; if you do not know 
these things you need not mention them. I have been watching what sacri-
fices have ~  made and. what dangers have been braved by these military 
-officers, they require no comment as they speak for themselves. Some 
gentlemen say that the money spent there is a waste. I was reading some 
'time back that there was a serious complaint that the English people do 
not take so mu·):"! interest in Indian affairs as they take in football. I think 
we are justified in uying that these Honourable gentlemen do not take 
so much intere'lt in our North-West Frontier Province as is taken in a 
small boarding house by people playing ping-pong. They simply criticise 
it and that is all their interest. They should realise what was the condition 
after the third Afghan War. If you had not got an Army what would have 
been the condiuon of the frontier? If you did not have an army, you 
could not have established this cantonment at Razmak and in other places 
without great sacrifice and loss of men and money. No doubt the expendi-
ture is there. But if you claim to have the pride of havfug a big country 
like India of course you must have an Army. I haye been reading some 
literature some time back, . somewhere a philosopher described beauty as 
Royalty without force but never read anywhere that there can be an 
Empire without forces. Perhaps my friend, Dr. Gour, wants to have an 
Empire without forces. I quite agree with him that there should be 
l'etrenchment in the Army. But when we see His Excellency the Com-
mander-in-Chief gracefully giving in where he thinks that he should give in, 
it will not be proper on our part to oppose him and criticise him. He is 
without doubt an expert in these matters and he always looks at it from 
the Indian point of view, therefore his opinion should be ~  and 
accepted. I must say that I like that there . should be retrenchnient, but it 

/ 
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shcfuId be reasonable and essential. In that way, if you want to have a 
saving, do away with the anny altogether. Then there will be a saving. 
Do not have an army and see what will happen. So I say this; we must 
criticise these things in a good spirit but not in a way which may not be 
an honour and credit to our courtesy, intelligence and judgment. With 
these remarks, Sir, I would appeal to Dr. Nand Lal that he should be more 
generous towards our province and that he should take an interest in our 

, province with the spirit of doing us good and not with the spirit of always 
criticising us. With these remarks I will resume my seat and not waste 
the time of this House any further. 

Dr • .. and Lal: I shall be failing in my duty if I shall shirk the respon-
sibility of echoing the voice of the people in general and of doing my duty 
conscientiously. 

Ilr. B. 1(. JIlara (OriSS& Division: ~  Sir, I do not 
think really the congratulations or the curses of Honourable Members OD 
this side affect the Honourable ~  on the Treasury Benches. They 
are doing their tiuty that appertains to their office; we have to do also a 
certain duty as representing the people. If we go through the whole 
budget we find, Sir, that it is practically a b,.(get for the maintenance of 
the administration. As ~  out by Dr. Gour, the whole money that 
you find is to ·be spent upon the administration and administration alone_ 
Sir, when the tax-payer pays his hard-earned money, he expects also some 
benefit. What benefit does this budget provide for the tax-payer? Sir. 
the only benefit that the tax-payer can ever get is from the improvement of 
industries and a)O-.riculturc or from irrigation and such other works and 
projects by ~ the people really get the benefit that they desire. I am 
sorry if I do not swim with the current and with other Honourable Members 
in talking about retrenchment, in certain directions especially. Sir, I 
find really that 8 very vcry poor provision has been made in the budget 
for what are called nation-building Departments.. India is an agricultural 
country, and it is known that most of the Government revenue, about 31 
crores, is realized from the land. But what actually are we spending for the 
improvement of Agriculture? I see from the Budget Demand, No. 32 
J think, that a very small sum has been asked for for the improvement of this 
Department. For Agriculture they have asked for 7 lakhs, and for industry 
<inly Rs. 44,000. Sir, every one knows the abject condition of IndiaD 
industry. I shall ask you just toO turn for a moment and look at the 
articles on your desk, the ink bottle, the pen, the writing paper, the 
blotting pad; look at all those things and you will find that they are of 
foreign manufacture. Can you point out anything of Indian make? Is 
not such a vast country entitled to provide those things the trade in which 
is dominated bJ foreign countries? I will ask the Honourable Members 
also just to look round at the clothes they wear. Of what make is the 
cloth? All is foreign, Sir. Everything is of foreign manufacture, the thread 
with which their clothes are stitched and the needle which has been used 
for the purpose, all are of foreign make; nothing is made in India. (A 
Voice: .. What about yourself?") I am also one of you, not from outside_ 
I wish to point out really the wretched condition of Indian industry. I 
think that any amount spent on improving Indian industry will not be 
objected to by ant Member of this House and will not be spent uselessly. 

As regards agriculture also we find a very small surn of money budgetted 
for. I speak sUbfect to correction, but from a Year l300k I have ascertained 
that in a .eountry like Ireland, of which, Sir, you are well aware of the size . . 
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and which also from your travels in India you know to be but a fraction of the 
s.ize of India, I found that in the year 1916-17 the Board of Agriculture in 
Ireland demanded £76,177 for the improvement of agriculture. They provide 
there for all ~ of agricultural education·; they conduct scientific research 
in agriculture, and they also provide for lectures on agnculture, horticulture. 
book-keeping, butter-making, and so fdrih. But what is being done in India 
on those lines to improve agricultural conditions or industry? Ireland is 
:1>erhap8 less th..m one-twentieth the size of British India, yet we only are 
asked for Rs. 44,000 for industry. I submit, Sir, this expenditure on 
Indian industry is really farcical. Perhaps some Members may say that 
it is a provincial subject. Sir, we all know what the con'(ution of provincial 
finance is. The Ministers are everywhere crying themselves hoarse for 
money. We take provincial contributions; we take the income-tax; the 
Central Government takes in many other ways the income of the provinces. 
They have nothing and those Deparlments are starving. I submit, Sir. 
that more money ought to be spent on Indian industry and agriculture. 

Sir, I do no.t wish to travel over the same grounds which other Members 
have covered in regard to the expenditure, especially on railways and on 
the military. Strictly speaking, the working expenses of .railways have 
increased abnonnally. -In the budget of 1913-14 you will find that the 
expenses amounted to 49'26 crcres; the estimate for 1922·23 amounts to 
94·72 crores. I do not think that that increase is at all justifiable. Honour-
able Members will see that the same figures .have been used, 4 ~  9, but 
the 4 and 9 have been reversed and 94 makes a vast difference. I find from 
the replies given to some qUf;stions which I put that the railway staffs 
have been greatly increased. I do not see what the justification is for 
increasing the staffs by 30 or 40 per cent. on some lines, as far as I have 
been able to gather. 1 cannot understand why the staff should be increased 
when they are working the same length of line and the same 'number of 
stations. Probably the reason was to provide employment for war-returned 
men. That seems to be the only object. An increase might reasonably 
have been expected on account of the increased price of coal and other 
commodities but not on account of staff. 

As regards the military, there is no doubt that we do not know whether 
we are living in peace or war. Certainly during the war, in a time of 
emergency, demands on account of military expenditure have to be met 
anyhow. But the war ceased in 1918; five years have since nearly passed, 
but still we are living in war oonditions. I fail to see why. Sir, as regards 
Waziristan and the Mahsud countrv it is admitted on all hands that it is 
not at all a productive country j aiso the Honourable Mr. Bray has- said 
that Government have no intention of occupying it. If so, why should 
we waste so much of our money upon it? It is dilscribed as a rugged. 
hilly country, but I think so far as our money is ~  it is a bottom-
less pit. You can pour in any amount and there will be no result. Before 
&0 many of our soldiers were not .located there, and the people of the 
J:rovince managed. very well for a long time, the people for whom my 
friend, Mr. Abdur Rahim, has. pleaded 80 vehemently. But now for 
three or four years the province has been kept filled with troops, because 
the frontier tribes are coming and making raids and committing dacoities 
and so forth. Are our brave soldiers to be kept there to arrest those 
dacoits ? ~  is the duty of chaukidars or ~ the police. The duty of 
our soldiers. IS to fight. Are those people waglDg war against us? They 
are not doing .anything of the kind, and why should our brave soldiers be 
wasted there SImply to catch dacoits and r9;iders. I have read ill the papers 
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that even in the broad streets of Calcutta dacoities are committed, and also 
in the streets f)f London; but - no soldiers are kept there to catch the 
dacoits. I believe that the people could very well deal with1ihe situation 
themselves. It is only the Arms A,ct, Sir, which brings all this trouble 
upon those people. 11 they are exempted from the operation of the· Arms 
Act they can very well defend themselves against the dacoits. What is 
the good of keeping !,ol,diers if a dacoit comes ~ midnight·!IDd if he ~ll 
shoot me and carry away my··property? . What wIll the soldiers do? SIr, 
really, if we are ~  from the Arms Act, if we, Indians, are provided 
with our own arms, I think we can defend ourselves, and, Sir, there will 
be no need· for our soldiers to defend us and there will be no need for 
so much money being spent. Iwori't detain the House much longer. I 
will only saysometbing, Sir, about the taxation. It was my unpleasant 
duty last year to oppoSe taxation yehemently, and also I think nothing 
has been changed, or no case has been made out, why these poor men should 
be taxed., Sir, of course, some people say, these poor men are smoking-
cigarettes, also that the rich men are spending money on motors and on 
petrol. But granting all that, so far as human nature goes, there must 
be some waste, but ~  is no reason why there should be this taxation of 
the poor. There is one thing. If stich a Government as this deals in 
crores and crores of rupees, it will not be respectable for a Government 
like thiS to go to these poor people. Sir, if you are in need, perhaps 
if you are' failing in busmess, you can. approach your respectable Banker 
or you can approach some respectable friend to accommodate you in your 
difficulties, but, Sir, I ask you, if you go to your own cliaukidar or to your 
own mehtar and say, • give me something,' what· would be the result? 
1 think it would be against your own sentiment, and what will those 
people be thinking '1 'l'hey would think that this Government has gone' 
bankrupt, this Government has no prestige, they are asking us for even a 
pie, what is their worth? Sir, it will create a very bad impression amongst 
the poorer classes of the people; they will say, •• Government is doing 
nothing; the Honourable Members are only sitting there to get us taxed." 
That will be the feeling no doubt. With these WOMS, Sir, I oppose the 
salt tax . 

. Khan Bahadm ~  H1lIIaiD Khan (Tirhut Division: Muhammadan): 
Sir, I would not have nsen to make any general remarks to-day at this 
late hour but for certain observations made by some Honourable Members. 
My Honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas, Sir, has indirectly 
referred to the permanent settlement. Sir, the permanent settlemen't 
wss 'made at the time of Lord Cornwallis; and to do away with the 
permanent settlement or to make any change with regard to that now 
would be disastrous. and suicidal. The Zamiildars have hitherto been 
loyal to the core, and any attempt to do away with the permanent settle-
ment would be looked upon by them as a breach of faith. Industrialists 
have no idea whatsoever of the services rendered by Zamindars in this 
country. A reference was made to these services by His Excellency the 
Viceroy in his speech the other day-and any attempt on the part of 
capitalists ami industrialists to do away with the permanent settlement is 
to be dpprecated. . 

Now I ~~  ~  make nome remarks with regard to the military budget. 
In my oplDlon It would be most unfair and ungrateful to criticise the 
military expenditure after the speech of His Excellency· the Commander-
in-Chief, and after his having graciously accepted the position and reduced 
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"the expenditure, and you will find in the, Retrenchment Comn;littee's 
.Report; that they come to the conclusion· atld recommend that ' military 
-expenditnre after a few years be brought down to a sum not exceeding 
Rs. 50 ~ l  Situated as IndiS is,-and you cannot compare India to 
countries in Europe,-it is urgently necessary that the. strength and effi-
ciency of the Axmy is maintained with a view to stop aggression from 
beyond and to suppress insurrectioQ within; and in these circumstances, 
if His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief has been able to, accept the 
reductions, we ought to be thankful and grateful to him, and not to criti-
. -cise him; and I think it would be very ungrateful on the part of the 
.Honourable Members not knowing much about the military affairs to do so. 
Now; Sir, I come to the present question. 'l'he question before the 
House is whether we are to accept the enhanced tax on salt, or whether 
we ~  allow the deficit budget to remain unbalanced. I must say 
1 ani' against any enhancement of the duty on salt on two grounds, econo-
mic as well as political. Politically, I say, Sir, the muses are now adapting 
themselves to the changed conditions crea.ted by the increased taxation of 
last year, and an increased tax on salt would I am sure spread further dis-
content amongst the already discontented people. Unrest amongst them 
is gradually subsiding and further taxation.. is apt·to add fuel to 
the fire.' giving as a matter of course an opportunity to the agitators to 
@:ploit the excited feelings of the masses-a contingency which in my 
()pinion should be· avoided. Now the question is, whether the Budget 
should be allowed to remain as it is. But 9t the same time I must say 
that I will ,be the last person to agree to an unbalanced budget, with an 
uncovered deficit of nearly 4i cror.es, and I fully agree with the Honour-
.able the Finance Member that it would be .a most unsound financial policy 
to leave the deficit in a Budget uncovered. How is this deficit tabe met? 
In my. opinion the deficit can be· met by further cuts from the Demands 
-than have hitherto been made. as well as from an export duty un petrol 
.and an import duty on silver; and I may also suggeSt that if it would be 
g>ossible, something may be done in connec\1on with stores. I have 
'Seen .the Retrenchment Committee's Report, and I find in paragraph 7, 
page 292, of theR-Repori, the Retrenchment Committee say-and I may 
add that the adoption of the Committee's recommendation would bring in 
:a decent amount. The quotation is: 
.. Wea'so desire to draw attention t., the magnitude of the &tocb of stores held 

by JD8IIy uepartmeots, aB shown in the following statement: "  . 

Army 
Marine • 
Military Workl-
Mobm .... ion .toree 
Ordinary atoree 

~ 
lMobfllll&f.ion atoNl 
Ordinary.tONl 

1'oet Olftce .  •  • 
JDdo-Xuropean Tl!'legrapbs 
Mathematical Inatrnmmt OIllCOl 
Railway. . 
Railway IUltitnlle 

lour. 

Value of IIfxlreII held on 
Mareh lilt, 19SB. or, 
nearest date. 

Rs. 

10,14,71,000 
76,11,000 

87.69,000 
86 .. '1.000 

64,09,000 
1.68,40,000 
U7,OOO 
11,00,000 
1l,'IJ,OOO 

M,68,OO,OOO 
6,aJ,OOO 
---
&8,99.u,ooo . 
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The country cannot, in our opinion, afford ~ lock-np of capital. which this hnge-

:;DIll represents, apart from the consequent expendIture on the ~  engaged 
on the maintenance of the stores, the buildings for their accommod.tlon and ~  
inevitable loss from depreciation. We recommend that 1m early and progressIve-
reduction be effected in ~  large holdings." 

I cannot say, Sir, as to how much can be deducted from these ~ 
but taking all these things into consideration, I think that reductions can 
be made; ahd I oppose the salt tax and I suggest the other duties. 

Mr. X. Ahmed (Rajshahi Division: Muhammadan Rural): Sir, as a: 
non-official Member elected by the people of this country I shall have to. 
ofter certain criticisms on behalf of the people for the benefit of the country 
in general. The Honourable the Finance Member in his introductory 
speech has said many things, but, Sir, if I level any attack on the Honour-
able the Finance Member and the Government both here and in l ~ 
1 hope my Honourable friend, the Leader of the House, 

(Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar at this stage took the Chair.) 
and the Governmmt Members will kindly pardon me. In deal-
ing with the discussion on the subject of the Budget, Sir, I 
shall have to "begin by saying that I heartily congratulate the-
Honourable Sir Basil Blackett, the Finance Member, who has. 
been able within the short compass of time to- get by heart the full 15 
pages of the Gazette of India, dated 1st March, 1923, and I hope he 

• must have digested them in full and realised that he is the inheritor of 
the fruits of the hard labour of the Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey. Sir ~ 
e.mong all the ~  of the coming Budget, the military expenditure has 
again taken the major portion of the whole revenue of the country. The 
Honourable the Finance Member at the outset expressed the congra-
tulation for securing the appointment of the so-called strong and able 
Retrenchment Committee presided over by Lord Inchcape who has been-" 
described as a fore-runner in the whole show in the matter of retrench-
ment. On the morning of the 1st March, before the commencement or 
the business of this House, I was taken in confidence by some of my 
distinguished colleagues -to consider whether it would have been desirable 
or advisable at that stage, Sir, to move for an adjournment of the intro-
duction of the Budget. The country is aware, Sir, that the Members or 
the" Inchcape .Committee were nominated by the Government, neither on 
the principles of representative character, nor was this House, which is 
the Parliament of the COWltry, taken into confidence by the Government 
in the matter of making nominations. I daresay, Sir, that this; 
Assembly is well aware that the number of interpellations and the volley 
of supplementary questions on my starred questions, have been put and 
fired at, at the last Session at Simla, but the Government was too slow 
to move in the matter, . and the voice of the people of this country remained 
a voice in the wilderness. The voluminous report of the Retrenchment 
Committee has hardly "done any good so far as this Budget is concerned. I 
take this opportunity to congratulate one of the most able and energetic-
Members of the Committee, the Honourable Mr. Purshotamdas Thakur-
das, who has taken great pains in writing supplementary notes on various 
subjects. 

Now, with regard to the military expenditure which has made this 
country insolvent, the less I talk of the present Government the better, 
bpcause the cOlmtry understands and the Government, I believe, realises 
ill full. that there 1s no other country which has a worse top-heavy admin-
istration tItan India, owing to its extraordinary, all-absorbing, drastic and 
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hlood-sucking military expenditure, it will remain a dark spot in the history 
of the British Administration of Ir>dia. One of my Honourable friends, 0._ 
nominated Member of the Assembly, had said a few days ago-I think it 
was my Honourable friend the Khan Bahadur of tha North-West Frontier-
Province, who is not in the Assembly now-that India is a God-forsaken 
country; that is why the people are poor and helpless. But, Sir, I find 
India caDDot he without a God; moreover, the people are religious and. 
dt·voted to the Gods and Goddesses. The Brusseltf International Economic. 
Conference, about which my Honourable friend, Dr. Gour, has also made a 
reference, have also passed a Resolution recommending all nations not to· 
spend more than 20 per cent. oi their revenue on the military expenditure. 
Even in EnglantJ, Sir, the militarj expenditure comes to about 16 per 
cent. and the Dominions and Canada tlpend much less. Our expenditure· 
comes to about 60 per cent. (A Voice: • Forty per cent. ') Make it 58-. 
per cent. at tile utmost, Sir. It. is surprising, Sir, that out of the total. 
expenditure in India only 4 per cent. IS spent on education and only 
f per cent. on fll&itation. The Assembly will be horrified to hear that in 
Bengal there huv'! been more deaths in some districts than births for want. 
of sa!litation. After 150 years of ~  rule the peofle of I ~ have 
remaIned backward for want of education and thousands are dyIng of 
sh:rvation every day. 

Sir, the Honourable Mr. Denys Bray, the Foreign Secretary, in his_ 
impressive l~  attracted the attention ·of the Honourable Members.. 
of the Assembly by the remark that in Waziristan this reckless and 
would-be insolvent Government has already spent twenty crores of rupees. 
We have not J<>t a clearly defined policy in respect to Wa.ziristan which 
has been the sinJrpot of the Indian re:venue. The Foreign Secretary, ~ 
s{>eaking the other <lay, said that • 'human nature cannot tolerate a vacuum'''' 
v· hen he was ocsoribing the Frontier situation by the Durand 'line which. 
is sitllated between Afghanistan and British India-not India but British 
India. Sir, thero have been ~lD comments over this phrase, because 
it was denied ov the Honourable the Foreign Secretary. My Honourable 
friend, Mr. ~  Ayyar, quite rightly pointed it out and 1ihose were the-
'p.i •• ima verba of my H6nourable friend, Dr. Gour, who also commented. 
')u them. 'fhis reminds me of a story Sil, where a child was crying for-
the moon in the lap of its mother not realising the immense ' vacuum ' 
that is left between the earth !lIld the moon. L"ord Inchcape WhO has_ 
achieved a brilliant success amongst the interested Eur()peans in India in 
thtl sphere of commerce and industry and who has now become the prize 
boy of the Government of India has gon'::! to Waziristan, I think on the· 
night before last after the Retrenchment Commit1iee's Report was placed 
before us, to measure the same" vacuum.' There started the introduc-
tion of the ~  on the 1st of March. May we not say. Sir, that there· 
i.; thus seen a similar • vacuum' in the Retrenchment Committee's report 
i!S well? Let ~ acoept the close border polioy and hold our Frontier-
secure leaving ~  tribal country a.lOne. It is a potent faot, Sir, that the-
-sHvices of our Army have been utilised abroad in South Africa and FraBCo-
in the past. I do not think. Sir, that the elected Members of the Assembly 
will approve of the action. Our poor people, the payers of the revenue, 
cannot bear the burden of such military expenditure any longer. The, 
SLUner the non-votable system is wipe,d out from the budget the better wiU' 
it be for the cauntry and the Government. Sir, doubling the tax on 
salt is a drastic measure adopted by the Government and it will be better-
if this most outrageous habit of recommending every year a .salt tax be 
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<'hanged. About 97 'per cent. of cur population is poor aJ1d this measure 
will take the ta.,t ~ from the food of our people and thereby lead to manifold 
erussuch 8S malt:uia, cholera, kala azar, etc.: etc. Salt is also n. food of 
the animals that plough the land and it is also used as manure, and by 
increasing the salt tax, the growth' and fertility of our soil will be affected 
and diminished. I am surprised that the Finlul('.e Member, without 
appreciating the real situation, has taken !' leap in the dark by introducing 
this measure which will hurt and finally kill the major portion of our popu-
lation. I am' SUl'6 he will realise nothing from them afte;r they are dead 
and gone. The' • present system of 'taxation will bring the wreck and 
ruination of the country. He Will make the country not only insolvent, 
but she will be so much bankrupt that the Honourable the Finance Member 
will not be able tc. raise any loan from abroad on the payment of any higher 
l ~  of interest. The charm of the. Government of India Act will no more 
bE able to enforce any payment of high rates of taxes saying that the 
military expenditure is noti-votable. Great .chaos and darkness will await 
the country and the crushing military expenditure will be, responsible for 
it. The Honourable Sir Basil Blackett has referred to our pulling together 

. with the hope of quickly getting the boat out of the vicious circle which is 
threatening to drag India down on the rock of insolvency, but Sfr, as I have 
pointed out, sb.a'l we join the H ~l  Finance Member in pulling 
,<-gether the de:d bodies and cSJ::cases of our people to take them to the 
burial ground for the.ir cremation or is tliere. still a ray of hope in the mind 
<Jf- the :Finance .Member that . 

lIr. Ohairman: Will the Honourable Member bring his remarks to a 
elose? 

lIIr. X. Ahmed: .. that he will be able to realise large sums of money 
to be paid out oi the Indian reveDue on the non-votable ~  system. 
With these few words, Sir, 1 protest very strongly against the military 
-expenditure and thd enhancement of taxes on salt. 1 support, Sir, the 
budget as far as Posts and Telegraphs are concerend because, Sir, they 
ale the messenbers of .the poor people of this. co1intry and we cannot get 
~  without their help, though my Honourable friend, Dr. Gour, has opposed 
it very vehemently. I suppose the taxes, on petrol 

Mr. -Chairman! ~ HonoUrable Member must bring his remarks to 
:a close. 

lIr. X. Ahmed:' Sir, only a second. Many Honourable Members of 
-this House have taken part in supporting. a proposal to levy a tax on the 
oE'Xport of petrol. tc. foreign countries. I fully agree as it is an extraordinary 
thing that the petrol raised in this country is exported to foreign countries 
:find sold there r.lUch oheaper than we get it here in this country . . . . 

Mr. Ohairman: The Honoura'>le Member must stop there . 
.-r. N ••• .Joshi (Nominated: Labour Interests): Sir, at this late stage 

:I shall not take thl time of the House at great length. I shall content 
'Illysel£ by making a few brief remarks on some of the points of this hope-
'inspiring budget. Sir, in spite of the explanation given by my Honourable 
friend, Mr. Ayyar, I am not quite convinced that there is no room for 
'retrenchment ill, this budget. 'rhe Retrenchment Committee have pro-
-posed certain figurles for retrenchment for the year 1923-24. The Govern-
ment Members have interviewed the Retrenchment Committee and they 
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have certainly explained to them in which items retrenchment was. 
not possible this year, and after receiving this explanation of 
the Government Members, the Retrenchment Committee have re-
commended that in the civil estimates' there should be a reduc-
tion of 9 crorea of rupees. Government have proposed only a. 
reduction of 6! crores, so there is still a. margin of 21 crores. 
Mr. Ayyar asks for the CJ"ores which some Members said were hidden in the 
budget. I will show him some of them. Sir, there are about a dozen 
departments of the Government of India which altogether show an increased 
expenditure of about 1 crore and 40 lakhs, whereas in these very depart-
ments the Retrenc..hment Committee ask for a retrenchment of 
1,20 lakhs. My Honourable friend, Mr. Ayyar, will say, yes 
the Government of India is going to make a retrenchment. They may 
make a retrenchment of 1,40 lakhs and bring down expenditwe to the nor-
mal level, but that is not retrenchment. ,You only keep the expenditure 
of these departments at the l~ l at which it stood last year. Therefore 
at least 1,40 lakhs are hidden in the figures which Gcwernment have pre-
Bented to this H ~ Then Sir, if the Governinent consider that there are 
some items suggested by the Retrenchm8llt' Committee which they cannot 
aooept, so every one of us has got some fault to find with the Retrenchment 
Committee. I myself do not .approve of ,the ~  of the 
Retrenchment Committee recommending the abolition of the Labour Bureau 
and also the l ~  ,of the leave rules of -the workers of the Government 
Printing PJ'esses. Eut we all agree on one point, that there should be a 
total retrenchment of 19l crores of rupees. Let Government also agree 
with that proposal; let them show that they have made a retrenchment of 
that total recommended by the Committee and then the House will be satis-
fied, but it is neceBSary for them to satisfy the House on this ~  

Then my Honourable friend, Mr. Ayyar, again persisted that the annuities 
Should not' be charged to capital alid he said the annuities ar& 
a sinking fund. But my Honourable friend ought to know that 
there is a separate item for sinking fund in the· railway accounts. Why 
l'hould there he two items for sinking fund in the railway accounts'l' 
Moreover, the House must see that there is a great ,danger in wiping out 
capital as is being done by charging the annuities to the revenue. If you; 
wipe out capital, there will be the incentive for the railway 
management to keep, down working, expenses. It is not there-
fore a wise policy to, wipe out capital of railways, especially 80 
as the Goverm:nent is thinking of separating railway accounts from 
those of general· revenues. The railway expenses have grown 
tremendously, as will be seen clearly from the Retrenchment Committee's. 
Report. Sir, talking of railways, I want to protest. against the action of 
Government in not accepting my suggestion that the establishment roll 
of the railways Should be supplied to the MembeJ"8 of this Assembly. I 
asked the Government whether the, would supply the establishment rolls., 
They said no; but on what ground? On the ground that the printing of the 
establishment roll will cost a good deal of money. I was told on the same 
occasion that Government prints the establishment roll for the use of the 
office. If they print the establishmpnt roll for the use of the office, the 
printing of an I\ddit'onal 100 or 200 copies will not cost more than Rs. 100 
or Rs. 200. I therefore strongly protest against the action' of the Railway 
Board in not supplying the establishment rolls to the Members of this 
Assembly. Without having sufficient details we cannot really .. criticise the 
railway budget at all. 
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Then, Sir, I want to make one additional remark. The Government of 

India have placed before us certain information about the steps they have 
"taken to improve the lot of the third class railway passengers, but I am not 
:satisfied with the scrappy information which they have given in their mem-
-orandum, We want a clear statement from the Government of India as.. 
-to what they have done to improve the condition of third class railway 
:passengers and we want them to compare the amounts spent on improving 
"the second class and first class railway facilities with the amounts spent 
-on improving the railway facilities for third class railway passengers as well 
-the revenue obtained from these classes of passengers. 

Then, Sir, there is still lurking in the ~  a tendency which we have 
been seeing on the part of the Government of India to go on increasing their 
~  expenditure. I have already explained how expenditure is still increas-
ing in certain departments and especially so in the Political Department. 
Sir, in spite of the. eloquent speech of my Honourable friend, Mr. Bray, I 
.am not satisfied that the expenditure on the Political Department should 
-have gone up by 38 lakhs, whereas the Retrenchment Committee has asked 
lor a retrenchment of 45 lakhs. 

Sir, I shall only say one word as regards the new taxation, and it is this 
"that if Government consider that the poor people in his country are not suffi-
-ciently taxed, let tbem make an inquiry as my Honourable friend, Mr. 
Ginwala, has suggested to us. If, after inquiry, it is found that the poor 
people in this country are not suffi..ciently taxed, let them be taxed, but let 
not Government shirk the inquiry. Let them see too what is the incidence of 
taxation on the poor people and what is that incidence of taxation 
on the rich peopie. Sir, I was greatly surprised at the remarks which 
"two of my English friends in this House made about the taxation of im-
ported foodstuffs. While these. two English gentlemen oppose the taxes 
-on imported foodstuffs, they have supported the salt tax. They oppose 
"the first tax on the ground that it was a tax· on food. Do they ~ know that 
'2alt is an article of food? (A Voice:" Yes.") Why do they support the 
:l8alt tax then? I was very sorry that these two gentlemen should have 
iShown a racial bias in this matter. With these words, I resume my seat. 

Bali WaJlhuddin (Cities of the United Proviqces: Muhammadan Urba.n): 
Sir, nothing but a deep sense of duty compels me on this occasion to stand 
"Up and express my Gpinion on the budget and the new taxation, proposed by 
my friend, the Honouraple Finance Member. It has. been a very 
"tedious tale to hear of deficits every year, and we are, of course, sick of it. 
However, it is our fate, and we must hear it with due resignation. But 
bow to satisfy the people, who are already overburdened with multifarious 
"taxations, and consequently uneasy and dissatisfied, is to be weighed well 
before a further step is taken to impose a freSh one. India is thre8'tened 
with insolvency and loss of trust in the eyes of the world, and in order to 
avoid the appalling humiliations and foreboding disaster, we are told, the 
new taxation is inevitable, and that new taxation can take no other form thAn 
"that of an increased duty on salt. I may be pardoned if I remark that my 
Honourable friend, while referring to the old records of the last two years 
nas overlooked the study of the opinion almost unanimously held by this 
House, regarding the self· same question of salt taxation. Was not the 
18ame proposal made last year? Are the conditions changed since then? 
.Are we ounJelves changed in any way? Why I What also should then be 
expected from us this time? Whatever may be the calamity to be faced, 
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we must not forget our duty. Loyal to the Crown, 88 we are, we cannot 
be less faithful to our own motherland. The aim of every good Govern-
ment is to seek the welfare of the people governed by it, and it is our duty 
to guide it to the right path, when it is going astray. We know that the 
~  must be met somehow. We realise the necessity of finding means 
to achieve the end. But we likewise know that there are a hundred and one 
ways other thaD to cut the throats of the poor people. Every one of us 
lmows that the proposed taxations will solely fallon the heads of the poor 
people. For it is they who consume salt mostly. Well-to-do people may 
indulge in luxuries l ut the suffering multitude who can hardly earn three 
annas a day have as their only luxury salt. Salt is the only savoury in 
their food. If the Government deprives them of this luxury even, it does 
not favourably acquit itself in the eyes of the people, whose destinies are 
given in its hands. 

Now the- question is, if this new ,tax is to be imposed upon the poor 
man's luxury, will it serve the purpose of its imposition? I think not. In the 
days of Lord Curzon this tax was raised to Rs. 2-8 88 now proposed, and 
people began to refrain from consuming salt and its total consumption W88 
reduced to a considerable limit. Will not the same result follow now? Will 
not then the reduction in the amount of consumption tell upon the income 
and will not then it become unnecessary to keep it any longer? What will 
it bring? Nothing but discontent and suspicion. Agitation will again 
find a foothold in the country and the peace' and tranquillity of the people 
will be disturbed once &gain. It will be another great shook to the founda-
tions of the Reformed Scheme at a time when the convulsions produced by 
the speeches of the e:r-Premier and the present Secretary of State for 
India have hardly subsided, and also non-eo-operation is not dead but is 
thinking of joining its forces to wreck the Reformed Councils. 

If deficits are tu be met with by taxation, let it be imposed upon 
those who can pay it. Let it fall upon the luxuries of the rich rather than 
upon the direct necessities of the poor. Let the suffering multitudes be left 
undisturbed. If taxes are to be levied, let them have some moral force 
behind them. Let them be ~ by some noble considerations other 
than mere money making. If taxes on liquors and other intoxicants are 
levied, will they not serve the purpose? Will they not fall on those who can 
pay? Will they not have the hearty thanks and the support of the nation 
;aloDg with the blessings of Almighty God? 

If we raise a tariff wall against the foreign manufactured goods, will it 
not bring a big income as well as help the Home industries? So, why 
not do that and why tread under loot the poor who are alreadv below the 
poverty margin in all the civilized countries of the world and who can afford 

no other seasoning tc their meals other than this devoted salt? 
Ii P.lI. For a long time, salt has been an eyesore to the Government but 

it is beyond comprehension how it came to be 110. Time after time the 
Government have raised this particular tax and i' was found again and 
:again that they had to retrace their steps.- Perhapli' they had a notion that 
-this tax can be easily collected, falls on all. and so is lightly felt. But alas. 
-past experience tells a different tale. It has proved beyond any doubt that 
'it falls on one class, is keenly felt throughout the country and is strongly 
IOpposed by the Press, on the Platform, and in the Councils. 

1Ir. B. VeDbapatiraju· (Ganjamcum Vizagapatam: Non-Muham-
madan Rural): Sir, I rise to congratulate the Honourable the Finance 
Miaiat.er Det for hiB masterly and. lucid exposition of the budget,. not for 
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his grasp of principles, not for his mastery of details but because ~  has 
the sturdy independence to call a spade a spade. He ~  stated, S.11', for-
the first time in the face of the Government that thell' progress m the 
administration of this country during all these years has not been moral 
or material progress of the land but a rake's progress. When some three 
years ago I stated that the several departments of the Government of 
India were suffering from squander-mania, the then Finance Minister, 
Sir Malcolm Hailey, said "No, every Department is doing its best to. 
economise their expenditure." But fortunately things have happened 
differently. We have Lord Inchcape's Committee which has now pre-
seIlJ;e"d its report. Any knowing man who 1"eads that report between the-
lines cannot help criticising the Government of India for their malad-
ministration of all these years. The figures which they give show the 
way in which public money, the money of the poor man, has been wasted 
year in, year out, by the Government who have always used plausible 
language but without saying anything definite except that the time was. 
not yet come when they could reduce the expenditure. Now, Sir, both 
the Government of India, and I am grateful to acknowledge, His Excel-
lenoy the Commander-in-Chief have admitted that they agree with these 
conclusions to reduce expenditure. Now, I· would like to ask, Sir, why 
there is this necessity to.reduoe expenditure in the year 1923-1924 which 
our friends on the Treasury Bench ignored last year when there was a 
deficit of 27 orores? H anything, the neoessity was greater in the previo.us 
year. Was there never any neoessity from the year 1917-1918 until 
now? They have failed to disoharge their duty in reducing their expen-
diture and thus saving the poor. Why should they have taxed the country 
nearly fifty crores extra which they should repent of having done? 

Now, Sir,it is not the fault of the Assembly, it is the fault of the 
Government, if we have failed to balanoe the Budget. 'l'he new Finano& 
Minister, with all his ability and eloquence wanted us to believe that the-
world would come to an end if we do not cover the balance. May I res-
pectfully tell him, here we have the Commander-in-Chief who has gener-
ally accepted the recommendations of the Inchoape Committee, in spite 
of-I say it with all due respect to Mr. V. V. Iyer who is an authority on 

. aocounts,-that he is juggling with- words, when he stated that the Gov-
ernment has praotically given effect to· the reoommendations in the Budget. 
Why should not the Finanoe Minister prepare the Budget in accordance 
to the recommendations of Lord Inchcape Committee to avoid all deficit 
The Honourable Mr. Burdon has admitted that 14,000 people in the tight-
ing services recommended by the Inchcape Committee for reduction was 
not given effect to in the Budget, and the Commander-in-Chief stated tliat 
he agreed to that proposal. Let alone the removal of the units of cav8Jry 
and artillery, with reference to the fighting strength, there was a recom-
mendation for 14,000 people to be reduced. What would be the cost of' 
reduoing 14,000 people, and the followers and others? It would have 
amounted to more than 4 crores and odd. Woula not that 
have been enough to cover the deficit? It is true the Finance 
Minister has told us they are ~  ~  with the Secre-
tary of State on the subject. Then why should we now provide for it in 
covering this deficit. Let them press it on the Secretary of State nnd' 
say we' cannot get on here. The one excuse the Secretary of State haR 
hitherto had allll\ong is that the man on the spot. the ~  
who is ~ l  i.or the 86fety of the country, does not', agree to it. Now' 
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His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief has stated on the floor of this 
House that he has agreed to the proposal. Where is the difficulty now? 
Why should the Secretary of State not respect the word of the man on 
the spot. If the Commander-in-Chief now thinks that it is safe to reduce 
the strength and take the risk then the saving effected thereby may be used 
in the direction of covering this paltry 41 ci'ores--paltry when cm:npared to 
the deficits we have had to face in past years. May I invite the attention of 
the Finance Minister with his thorough mastery of all these things, to 
what we have done decade after decade in the matter of expenditure? 
Several of my friends here have stated the facts with reference to the last 
decade and I may tell him, though perhaps he is already aware, that we 
have lbcreased our expenditure in a manner startling and quite in keeping 
with the policy adopted in the previous years. In the decades to which 
I refer we ~  

In tbt' year 1883-E4 
.. 1693-94-

.. .. 1903.()4, • 
.. 19l1::-14 • 
" 1923-240. 

Crors. 
41'66 
51'S7 
73 
SJ·80 

lin 

And how have we increased the military expenditure during the said five 
decades that I ~ mentioned. From 18 to '20 orores and then it jumped 
to 26, and then 31 and now 6:d crores; and that is the figure he suggests 
we should accept. Now my suggestion is that as has been pointed out 
by Dr. Gour we have exceeded very much more than 20 per cent. of the 
whole revenue of India. Is it not then the duty of the FinaDoe Minister 
to safeguard our interests and to Sl.'e that under no circumstances we 
spend more than what is absolutely necessary. Does he not know that 
every Province is groaning under its burden and every Provincial Budget 
shows a deircit. The Finance Minister spoke as if he doubted that the 
deficits in the Provinces mav not be real, and he stated that some Member 
reported to him that the deficits were kept up while they could easily 
cover their deficit. The same plea may be adopted in our case, and 'we 
may also doubt whether the Finance Minister could noir cover up the 
deficit if he had a mind. I shall only refer him to ceitainfigurea in other 
parts of the Budget. You find various recommendations made by the 
Inchcape Committee were not given effect to in the estimates. I have 
referred to the reduotion on the military estimates, and I may mention, 
Sir, with reference to the Railways' working expenses, what was recom-
mended by the Inchcape Committee was not taken in the Budget but a 
very much higher figure was given. I might also mention, Sir, that tliey 
have not only mentioned the reductipn in the strength of the fighting 
iorce, but they have also suggested that 20 per cent. should be reduced 
from the war strength in order to brtng it to peace s6rength. Il'hat was 
not done. We are still waiting for the reduction in the cavalry and other 
regiments; we have got an assurance that the capitation rate could very 
well be reduced. If tliat could be reduced, was it not, the duty of the 
Secretary of State, who wanted that we should know our own duty, that 
he should 'have ,recoyered this ~  not only now, but long before, in-
stead of foregomg income which he ought to have realised on tJiat 

~  Unfortunately, we have discmssed the matter of State and 
company management of railways, and deciden State management not 
because we were enamoured of State management, Lut because ~  found 
that; Company managenient was worse and therefore we preferred bad to 

B 
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worse. I would ask the Finance Member to find out what was the .work-
ing expeDl,e of the. railways when the. ~ l  Board was established. 
Till then ,our working expenses were limited to 46 or 48 per cent. of 
gross receipts during the years from ~  to 1905, then when ~  got the 
Railway I}oard the expenses went up ill ~  to 50 per cent., In lOO? ~ 
f!7 per cent., in 1W/:l to 02 per cent., ill 1910 to a[) per .cent. ana m 
1911 to 56 per <lent. and in 1913-14 to 51·79 per cent. and 1D 1921-22 to 
76.22 per cent. Hince these guardians were aPJ>0inted and expected to 
watch our interests we find the expenses growmg. Perhaps there may 
be some reason or other and it may be said •• Oh, circumstances were 
beyond our control," but all the same it does not bring any satisflction 
to the poor tax-J18yer. When it was stated that the Railways were being 
treated as a commercial concern, they ought to remember how much of 
the poor man's money was invested; we have been spending without 
acknowledgment 300 croras from the revenues of this country besides thp 
money borrowed. That was not taken account of. I would also invite 
your attention, Sir, to the growth in this compensation for thefts com-
mitted 'in the railways. Do you know how far it has grown? In 1916. It 
was 18 lakhs, but in 1921-22 it was 116 lakhs. lue we to tolerate that 
these thefts should be committed and we should be made to pay 116 
lakhs compensation? Is this the good management under the company? 
Now, whatever may be the contractual relations it looks odd that the 
person who is the major partner who has paid 91 10th' of. the cl10pital has 
to suffer loss of 926 lakhs whereas the surplus profits are paia to the 
companies ,to the extent of 106 crores; at a time when this amount was 
not sufficient to pay the interest on the capital the surplus profit,S arc 
being paid. 'They say that we entered into the contracts and we have 
to fulfil them. The Indian would never say not to do that; he is ready 
to fulfil all his contracts, but he says .. Who are those persons who 
entered into such one-sided bargains' whereby we have to lose crores and 
the other persons take huge profits?" That, Sir, is what is called Com· 
pany management. 

It is urged in this House that when -salt tax was discussed the poor 
man was not at all taxed., Even Sir Malcolm Hailey last time committed 
that mistake when he said that the poor man did not contribute towards 
the central revenues besides salt tax. He is no doubt a great authority, 
but may I remind him of an equally great authority, Sir Edward Law 
who stated that out of thp whole customs duty 25 per cent. was paid bv 
the poor man and not by the, rich millionaires. If our leader;, Mr. 
Seshagiri, Ayyar, had had time he would have stated that it is the, unani-
mous opinion of the House ,that the salt tax is an oppressive tax and will 
never be tolerated if we have any power to vote for it; and so far as W-fJ 
have the power we ~ ll certainly ~  it; and now it is for the Finance 
Minister to consider how best to retrench qr provide ~  

A tax -on ~ l has been suggested, against which Mr. Innes has 
given certain reasons. It is for you to judge whether those reasons 
should stand in the way of preventing the imposition of export duty on 
petrol which ~ll bring in ~  7S lakhs of ~  There are other things 
also to be consld!'red. But It; It not worth wlule for the House to considl!r, Bl-I 

we have adopted a policy of ~ for our .country, should we not pre-
vent 1. or nearly it'd of the salt that.IB Imported ~ ~ the ~  by imposing 
same Import, duty to help the galt lDdustry? Is .It Imoosslble for 811cb 'f! vast 
coun:try like India to produce 'sufficient salt to provide for the 815 millions 
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of her people? That aspect might perhaps be taken; into ~  .. tion. 
because the Government has got the power of controlling the pnce. They 
could as well adopt that import duty without increasing the pPice of the 
salt and without restricting the production in India and ~  the 
minor salt owners to bring in large grounds 'under salt pans; it DUght also 
help the Governments in various provinces to bring in vast lands UIlder 
oultivation so that it could he done to alleviate the poor people and prevent 
the unneceSsary introduction of foreign salt, because it is imported ~
out any cost; it is loaded as ballast in these ships and they are dumped 
on our shores and we are unable to compete with it because it comes in 
without any extra duty. I do not think -any other country would have 
tolerated such an injustice of allowing foreign salt which does not pay any 
exoess duty to come into 01Jllio land whereas the production of salt in the 
country was restricted. directly or indirectly . I mention one more poin'. 
Sir. If an import duty on salt is levied and necessary steps taken not 
to increase the prices here we would get 159 lakhs because there will 
be .... 

The Honourable SJr Bull Blacke": I rise to a point .(If order. The 
Honourable Member has talked for the last five minutes about imposing 
an import duty on salt as if it were a new recommendation. There is 
an import duty on salt and it is proposed to increase it. 

Mr. B. Venbtapatlraju: Perhaps the Finance Minister did not under-
stand me. I know perfectly wen when I am talking of the salt duty on 
imported salt to be increased that it is being imposed on imported salt; 
I am perfectly -cognisant of that fact. What I say is .. Do not !ax what 
is manufactured in my country to an equal extent with imporl,ed sait but 
tax it in such a mAnner, not AS a meaSure of providing revenue fGr the> 
Finance Member. but as a protection to 'improve the manufacture of salt 
in this oountry, so that it would suffice and India need not depend 'upon 
foreign imported salt." Now if we refer to .  .  .  . 

JI,r. Preatden': I. must tell the Honourable Member that he h .. 
exceeded his time. 

Mr. B. VeDkatapatir&ju:-Just a minute, Sir; we can realise on jute, 
if we impose 5 per cent., about 2 crores; on motor spirit we can raise 
about 75 lakhs and on imported salt 1501akhs; all this together will 
cover the de6cit; but I might say that it is not" the duty of tht> House to 
cover the deficit; it is the duty of the Finance Kember to reduce the 
expenditure; . and if he had accepted the proposals of the Inchcape Com-
mittee he could have done it. 

The Honourable SJr Basil Black.": Sir, before I proceed to deal with 
the debate as a whole I think it is neoe&aary that I, should make a few 
remarks about the last speech. We have tried ,,"Porv hard to explain to 
the House that the estimates before the House nre based on the ~ll 
~  that the R;etrellchment ~  re<:ommendatiolls are accepted 
m full and put mto force at the f'arbest pOSSlblf' date. The ideR l ~ 
that there are extra. ~  up our sleeve ~ we cnn produce ~  putting 
these recommendatIOns mto force at an earher date, or tba.t it is onh· 
11ec88sary' to antedate them in order to get more out of them. But. ~  

BOurse, that is ari impossibility. The suggestion that the budgpt ~  
, loan be balanced by making use of the rE"commendations of the,. Retrench-
~ meJ,lt Committel;! to a greatf,r ~  ~  l ~  has done is ~ l 
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impossibility. The deficit is there after making full Use of those retrench-
ments and making allowance only for the fact that it is impossible lor us 
tc. antedate them or to bring them into force to-day. Perhaps it would 
be useful if I read· one or two remarks made by the Retrenchment Com-
mittee themselves on this question of the date on which the recommenda-
tions should come into force. On the military services, llage 58, they 
say: 

". If our recommendatio!ls are accepted, and, if they could aD be brought into 
etJect at once, the military budget for 1923-24 could lit> reduced to Rs. 571 crores, 
but we recognise thkt it will take some time for the wh()le of these savings to 
materialise. . . . . The Finance DePartment in framing their estimates will require 
to make an allowance for terminal chal'ges and fet lile expenditure which must neces· 
sarily be incurred during the period reQuired to give full effect to the ~  which 
we recommend. 'Ve are Dot in possession of the data necelosary for frammg such an 
estimate..·· 

We have framed such an estimate and it is on that basis that we presented 
the military budget of 62 crores. The same applies in regard to the civil 
expenditure. At the end of their report the Inchcape Commit.tee say: 

.. We recognil\C that it will not be possihle to secure in the ensuing year the 
complete reductions proposed, as under the rules notice must be given to surplus 
establishments. large reorganisations cannot be effected immediately. and· large terminal 
}layments will be necessary ir. some clllles. It will also be necessary to make provision 
iorincrements to establishments on time· scale salaries. We recognise, also, as stated 
in paragraph ;3 of our general conclusions on the Military Services . . . . 

(which I have just read) 
........ that some of the reductions proposed represent reductions in stockll ·of stores 

and are therefore non·reCurring. Even &llowing for those factors, however, we believe 
that our recommendations, if carried out, will go far towards solving the problem of 
restoring India's finauces to a secure hasis." 

The effect of the recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee, 
Sir, has been estimated as far as possible by the Government, so far 
as their effect on the year 1923-24 is concerned, and it is on that basis 
that we have arrived at the estimates for 1923-24, which show as against 
the expected revenue a deficit of 4·26 crores. Our problem still remains, 
h;ow to cover that deficit. The specches, of which there have been 40, I 
have listened to in the course of the lasll two days have all been very 

~  and ·instructive. I have to thank, I think, every Member for 
a very kind personal reference to myself. Let meat this stage al80 inci-
dentally make good an omission which has been remarked on in my speech 
last. Thursday. It was, Sir, far from my thought to deny to this House 
its fUll. share of the credit of securing the appointment of the Retrench-
ment Committee. If I did not make a specific reference to that in my 
r.peech, I must make the same excuse e.s was made by my friend, Mr. 
SeshagiriAyyar, for cutting short his compliments, there was not time; 
I did not want to spend tOO much time on other than essential matter. 
All the speeches have been interesting too from the point of view that 
almost without exception-and this is a matter upon which I congra-
~  the H ~  and. myself-almost without exception it has been recog-

nIsed .that ~I  defiCIt cannot be left uncovered. It is an unpleasant 
(I.ecesBlty ,,:hlCh we have to face. Mr. Shahani who opened the discus-
sIon recognIsed. ~  ,,:e could not leave the deficit uncovered; Mr. Spence 
who followed l l~  m the ~ to cover the deficit. Right through 
every speech I thmk It was recogmBed that the deficit must be covered and 
inore thaI1 one Member appealed to me to ~  in consultation witb 
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the House, the possibility of avoiding the salt tax,' and the whole ~  our 
discussions really come back to that--lJOw ~  can cover the defiCit a!ld 
&.void the salt tax. As I have already explalUed, try 88 hard 88 we will, 
we are honestly convinced that there is no possibility of a further ~ 
tion in expenditure in 1923-24. I am not prepared to say that all po8s1ble 
reductions for all time have beer: made, but for 1928-24, I think the House 
should take it from me that there is going ~ be very great ~ ~ . in 
carrying ~  effect the reductions which ~ have ~~ ~  . respon81bllity 
of includmg lD the budget figures. There IS no po8s1bdlty m 1923-24 of 
reducina our estimates ,of expt:nditure below the figures we have taken. 
~  :nd aaain in their deep anxiety to avoid the deficit Membel'B have 
h:rked ~  the last speaker did, to hopeful expectations that some-
thing more may be got out of the Retrenchment Committee's proposals. 
But they' are only doing what the Govemment of India had done before. 
1 think if you were to wander round the various Departments to-day and 
ask them what had happened to some favourite project, they would all 
repeat a couplet which we knew aa children, that ii, those of us brought up 
in England: 

•• The ship went down with a shiver and a shock 
'Fore God it is the Inchcape Bock." 

I do not think there is any hope of further reductions; they have all gone 
down; all the extravagances and a great many desirable items have 
gone down on _ the Inchcape rock. I ventUJ'ed to prophesy in my speech 
last week that all the Members would manage to disagree with me on 
some point or. another, and I think I have been justified. Quite apart 
from the salt duty, individual retrenchments suggested have been criticised. 
The most common fonn which that criticism took, though not the only one, 
was a criticism that the so-called nation-building departments had suffered 
most. Now, I do not think that that is really a fair criticism.. Under the 
federal system under which India works to-day, Education, Public Health, 
Irrigation as well 88 Land Revenue are provincial subjects. All that the 
l ~  Committee has done in regard to these subjects is in one or two 
cases to recommend a certain· amount of reduction in the provision made 
in the Central Government's estimates, and their justification for doing 
that is nearly always something in this fonn. At page 120, the Com-
mittee say: • In view of the essential modification of the position of 
the Centml Government ViB-a-'ViB the provinces under the Reforms Scheme 
in respect of education and medical administration, which are now trans-
ferred subjects, over which the Government of India exercise a ver" limited 
control, we do not considt.·r that there is any justification for the i-etention 
of the 'Educational Commissioner.' Indeed any economies that are sug-
gested by the Retrenchment Committee in that direction are small ones. 

~ they scarcely touch the problem of the nation· building expenditure to 
~l  referetlce has been made. I do not think therefore that it is quite 
falr to make that sort of criticism of the Retrenchment Committee. I 
would like to add just one other observation, We have not yet effected 
th.ose reductions. I)art of the actual giving of effect to these reductions 
Will take place next week when we are ~~  the Demand Grants. 
Now I refer again to my speech last week; I said that I never heard of any 
~  except one which was universally popular. I think that it 
IS necesilary when we come to that. to keep our minds on the Budaet as a 
whole and realize that if one of us dislikes one particular bit of ~
ment very much, another Member probably regards another bit Qf retrench-

~ 1i8 equally wiQked, and we have got to take the good with th{l bad i 
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it; order to get the reductions which are essential, some o.f 1l!' have. got to 
accept reductions which rathtlr go to our heart. It 1S. 1mposs1ble to 
characterize all reductions as mere cutting ·down of expenditure; ~  of 
them are undoubtedly the cutting down of what may ~  ~  as 
desirable· expenditure. But for the time being the pOBlt1on 18 .that '!Ie 
cannot afford it; and I do hope that when we eome to the actual discuss10n 
of. the reduction.s, we shall keep the broad fact. that. we cannot .afford ~ 
lJenditure, in our minds· rather than the more obVlous factor lD dealing 
With detail that it is a very desirable bit of expenditure. 

There was a very famous cartoon during the war which pictured a 
soldier who afterwards came· to be known as old Bill standing jn a shell 
hole with twoohhers-there were shells falling all around him, and he was 
looking particularly uncomfortable, and he was saying, • if you know of 
·8 better hole than this, then take me to it.' Now that is the position of 
the Government in regard to this question of the salt tax. If any of 
you know a better hole than this, take me to it. But I have listened with 
great interest to the suggestions that hAve been ~  from one quarter or 
another. Bombay wants an export tax on jute-it has even been suggested 
by some non-Bombay Member, that we should increase the cotton excise 
duty. (A Voice: .. Not seriously. ") One very interesting suggestion was 
entirely new to me; I think that I may honestly say th!1ot it was not the 
only one that was new to me; the Government of India spent a great deal 
of time in reaching the unfortunat.e conclusion that it knew no better h.ole 
than this. It was a suggestion made by Sir Gordon Fraser; he only partly 
e.scaped the hole because he was going to retain a portion of the salt tax, 
the rest he was going to cover by an increase of half an anna in the rupee 
in the re'Venue from customs and income-tax. That was a novel sugges-
tion, and the Government will be very ready to examine it, but it has 
obvious difficulties on the face of it. I should not care to be the Customs 
Collector who was collecting 1/32nd additiona.l on each inyoice that he had 
to make out; it is a very awkward fraction to work, to say the least of it, 
but it is a suggestion that I should like to have the opportunity of following 
up a little ftfrther. Vanous other taxes have been suggested which we had 
already very carefully considered. Mr. Innes h.as already explained 
the unfruitful and dangerous character of an export duty on petrol. The 
tax .on silver is a hardy annual. It would bring in something like a crore 
or a little more; therefore it would not itself cover any large portion of 
the deficit. But it is a tax to ~  there are many objections, and I am 
I!ot sure that the House would desire me to repeat what has been said 
almost annually as to the theoretical and practical objections to that tax. 
But it is obviously not anything more than a partial solution, )lor do I 
think it is a desirable solution. The only point I think in which it differs 
from nearly all the other suggestions of new taxes that have been made 
is this, that it is the only one which does not (lost the poor man more than 
the salt tax. Now the Government of India when it came to suggesting 
the salt tax, a:ttd I must speak for myself, the new Finance Member was 
not unaware of the history of this salt .duty-'-they did not propose it 
lightly; they did not propose it for the fun of proposing it, as was suggested 
by somebody. They 'proposed it because it was the expedient which seemed 
to them to be the one which would do the leSllt damage to the countrv 
and w?uld ~  easily ~  the deficit: Now people have been fairly 
~  lD speakink· about It. I do not thmk a.nybody, beyond saying that 
J1 was a ~ op the poor man, has speJlt .very much time in showing its 
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economic ill effects. A great many people have referred to the ,fact that 
it is politically objectionable; it is really the sentiment here rather than a 
fact that has to be combated. I do not deny, that it is a very difficult 
position; but, after all, that is the position., It is a tax ~  would cost,-
what is it, 3 8DDas a year per head? It cannot, be elauned by anybody 
who just repeats that to himself that it is going seriously to upset the ~
tion of even the poorest. Three annas pet: head per 1"" (A V 0ICfJ : 
.. 51 annas.") 

1Ir. lamnadu Dwarkadas,: 15 anuas for a family. 

'!"he Jlcmodiable SJr Baail BlackeU: That, is, less than ~  per 
family per annum. I venture to say that the suggestion for an increased 
customs duty on cotton or aD increased excise duty on cotton, both of which 
have been made and neither of which would in themselves bring in such 
a large revenue VR salt, would cost the poorest man more per head thaQ 
salt. The last speaker mentioned that 25 per cent. of the customs duties 
are paid by the poor man. It is not for the fun of suggesting a tax which 
everybody knew .in advance would be a very difficult one that this tax has 
been suggested, but because Government is honestly convinced that from. the 
economic point of view it is the t.ux which is the least objectionable-all toes 
l're objectionable taxes-to India economically, socially and in eveI'Y. respect, 
and that it is, nothing but the atmosphere of sentiment, and I may add the 
real political difficulty in which Ml'mbers of 1Ihis House will find. themsekes 
that causes the objection which has been nearly unanimously expressed 
lD this House to the salt tax. I felt bound to make that defence of the salt 
tax, and I do not think that I have said anything that Honourable Members 
will take objection to. But we, arc still faced with the position,-if we 
don't have the'saH tax, what other taX can we have? The Government of 
India's suggestion was, and is, that we should increase the salt tax. We 
are prepared, as we have been asked to do by more than one Member of the 
Hous'e, to examine in consultation with the House any other expedient that 
really is available for getting rid of the deficit, but we did and we do put 
forward as the it'sst ~ l  method of raising taxation to cover the 
deficit, the proposed increase lD the salt tax. One other means of covering the 
u.eficit has been put forward and that is that we should somehow or other so 
alter our account.!! that either the deficit disappears or is reduoed to small 
proportions.· Mr. Samarth misquoted or at any rate misinterpreted Bast-
able in trying to prove that the Budget as it stands c;)ntains items which 
should not be charged aga.inst the annual revenue; and he went further 
even than that. He took such items as expenditure on Military Works, 
lhegreater part of ",hiob represents, I believe, repairs (Mr. N. M. Sam,artA: 
.. No; I did not bay that. My amount does not iDolude that.") I apologise 
then if he did not take that figure; it seemed to me that he did. Now. I 
do hope that the House will Dot be led away into by-paths in which deficits 
will suddenly reappear as surpluses. It is so easy to manipulate accounts. 
Rut what.is the position at the end of the year supposing you say that this 
or that building is a capital. expenditUl't" this or that expenditure on iniga-, 
tion which will not yieW any revenue,-most of. which indeed involves 
expenditure in the future years? Once you have got & building, 'Y01l 
have got to maintain and repair it. You say it is a ospital charge and there-
fore you are not going toO obarge it to Revenue. It is not part of the 
re.enue of the year. Supposing 4 crores are spent in that way in the year;, 
at the and ~  the year your unproduotive debt is 4 crores highet, you have 
got to find iuterest. You have indeed got an additional aB8et which may 
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possibly be 8 costly one. There is the cost of keeping it up. This 
particular question of military works being charged to Capital formed 
the c;ubject of a long controversy in England in the Nineties up to about 
1906, and 80 far as England is concerned, it was definitely decided that that 
should be stopped. In 1906, when Mr. Asquith became the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer l.is first action was to insist that this method of pretending 
that your expenditure was not against Revenue but was against Capital 
should be stoppod. It was simply piling up debt. The other suggestion 
that Mr. Samari;h made-and others made-was that that portion of the 
annuity ~ •. the railways budget which represents sinking flwd should not 
be charged against Revenue. Sinking fund-real sinking fund-can only 
come out of Revenue. You can call it sinking fund; and you can borrow 
it. But that simply means you borrow in one form in order to payoff 
in another form. That is not a sinking fund. That is merely movement of -
Capital. There are arguments certainly when you are in a tight place for 
temporarily suspending sinking fund. .• Raid on the sinking fund " is 
a common phrase or it was 80 before the war in England. But it is only a 
confession of weakness. And anybody who studies the Indian Budget of 
the present year will come to the conclusion that 80 far from there being 
too much plOvision for reduction of unproductive debt, one of the problems 
we have got to face when things are a little better is some increase in the 
provision we make for preventing our unproductive debt in time of peace 
growing up against us. I have made no suggestion of that sort this year, 
and although I made a passing reference to the fact that nearly two crores 
of our expenditure this year and a certain amount in previous years has been 
spent for purely unproductive purposes,-although it may be an asset, the 
building of a large new Capital is certainly going to increase the cost. 
Expenditure will have to be incurred in keeping it up. I made a reference 
to the fact that this unproductive expenditure was at present being charged 
to Capital I did not suggest that we should cover it in this year. But 
if we are ~  such sinking fund as there is inside our present revenue 
out of it, we ought at the same time undoubtedly to bring into the charges 
against Revenue the unproductive charges which are at present charged to 
Capital, and if we did that the deficit would, I am afraid, be increased and 
not decreased. We come back, therefore, to the position that there is a 
deficit of 41 crores, and, with due respect, the suggestion which holds the 
field for covering that deficit is an increase in the duty on salt .. 

The House will rrobably desire me to deal with one or two of the other 
subjects which were raised by Honourable Members in the course of the 
discussion. The mQst important of which I have a note here are questions 
of railway FoHcy, the general question of the incidence of taxation and the 
question of exchange. Now, one of the unsatIsfactory features undoubtedly 
of this year's Budget is that the cut of 3 crores which we have made in 
the railway budget represents a postponement of necessary renewals and 
repairs. We made the same mistake,-it is again a question ofJ>eing wise 
after the event. Most of us would have made it if we had been in charge 
of the finanOO8 of India at the time. During the_ar when there were large 
surpluses--apparent surpluses--on the railways, they were used to avoid 
increases of taxation, although now looking back we can see that these 
surpluses represented mainly the fact that owing to the war the railways of 
this country were not being repaired and renewed to the extent that was 
necessary, ,. because materials oould not be obtained for the purpoae. The 
result was that after the war we had to take on a very heavy programJDe 
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of renewals and repairs to make good what had been left undone during 
the previous years. .It is pOBBible, and there, are ,some passages in the 
report of the Retrenchment Committee whioh suggest it, that some of the 
expenditure on renewals and repainJ was not so well thought out· as might 
have been; but it is undoubtedly undesirable that we should avoid a deficit 
or show a surplus t.:mply by postponing charges for repairs and renewal .. 
which belong to this year to the next year or the yeflr after next. Still the 
cut we have made tl,is year will probably be jus.tifierl but it is obviously not 
a cut which you can repeat, unfortunately. It would be thoroughly un-
sound finance that wt- should be inventing surpluses, simply by not spending 
money on keeping our railways up to the mark. . 

Mr. Ginwala made a very interesting speech in which he discussed the-
whole subject of the incidence of taxation and the same subject has come-
up incidentally in a great many other speeches. Of course,. 
one of the difliculties here is that we are living 1lllder II. federal system. 
There is nt present Il fairly clear demarcation between what are subjects for 
provincial taxation and what are subjects for Imperial taxation, taxation by 
the Central Government. The suggestion, for example, of. the death duties r 

"'hich was made by Mr. Ginwala, is a subject which might very usefully 
be explored for the purposes of improving the position of the provincia! 
Budgets. But it is not going to help us to cover our Budget. The same 
difficulty of the Provincial veT8tU Imperial claims on the taxable subject& 
of India arises in co.mection witJ:i the suggestion of raising income tax upon 

~  from agricultural lands. It is a maiter obviously of great interest. 
But that suggestion was answered by a gentleman sitting behind me this 
afternoon who claimed that it would be a breach of faith if the permanent 
settlement was touched. Then' is therefore the difficulty both of the-
permanent settlement question and of the claims of the Provincial Govern-
ments standing between us and the possibility of making any use in the-
budget we now have before us of the suggestions which Mr. Ginwala's very 
interesting speech would lead us towards. 

I now come to the question of exchange. There has been a fairly eveD 
division of opinion as between those who partly agreed ",ith me that the-
time ·had 'not yet come for the fixation of the exchal!ge, and thOStl who 
expressed considerable disappointment. The expectations of one Member 
were so great and be was so flattering to myself that he expected that, on 
landing at Bombay, I had only to say •• let the exchange be fixed •• and 1\ 
was fixed. But that is not the way things happen unfortunatel:,·. W 8-
08D say that we are ,going to fix exchange, .but unless we do tM right thing 
and have sufficient resources and apply them in the right way, exchange 
won't .remain fixed in spite of our stateruen$s. Sir Montagu Webb agreed 
with lIly general conclusion ~  the time had not yct. oome, but he went on. 
to disagree fairly generally with the reat of what I had said on that subject_ 
I think the point that he made was that the level of prices to-day is such that. 
the exchange. if fixed at the moment, oqght to be at I instead off. and 
might even have to be lower. That is a reading of the level of prices with 
whioh one may not entirely agree. It is 8 queSQOD of very careful study 
of not very satisfactory data, namely, the index numbers, but my reading 
of the position WI\8 that, comparing the index numbers of wholesale prices 
here with those in England and America, and making allowance for the fact 
that you would expect, owing to the large increase in import duties the,.t has 
been imposed in India lietween 1918 and the present day, the iQdex number 
ill India to be higher relatiVely to the English number t1laD. if.it".had not 
been for tho. import duties,' it seemed to me that, ~ by tile prioe 

• 
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l~ l  in the two countries, there were a good many prices here 

·which had not yet accommodated themselves to the fall ~ 
has taken place in the exchange value of the rupee all the way from 
:23. 8d. to la. 4d. or lower. Therefore if you were going 
to fix exchange ~  lB. 4d. now you would probably have to look 
:for a further nse in prices. The subiect is a difficult one 
to discuss on the spur of the moment like this. There is a reference 
which Sir Montagu Webb made about the fall in prices to pre-war levels that 
1 should like to deal with. Pl1ces in England have not fallen to pre· war level; 
Shey are something like 160 to 170 as compared with 100 before the" war.· 
Now it is quite uncertain whether prices may not be in for a rise rather 
than a fall. If America finds the large quantity of gold which she has iD. 
her federal reserve hystem too large to deal with in o1;her ways, she may be 
driven to build new ~ upon that reserve of gold, and· no one can foretell, 
.hut it is quite a possibility that there.may be a considerable rise in American 
prices. When sterling is at par sterling would almost inevitably have to 
follow suit. Then India would again be faced with the problem whether 
.she wants to keep prices more or less stable or whether she wants to 
keep the rupee more or less stable; just the same problem that she had in 
1914. And considering the social difficulties which changing levels ot prices 
.cause in a country like India it is quite possible that it would be much 
more to India's advantage to let the external value of the rupee alter rather 
than to let the internal value of the rupee alter and internal prices go up. 
All this may sound as if the Government of India 'Was very anxious to mani-
pulate the exchange, but it is not really a. question of manipulating the ex-
.change, it is a question of dealing with a problem which in the era of in-
:stability which has followed after the war has taxed the ingenuity of every 
4)()untry.. In a sense the exchange of every country has to be manipulated 
in these days; you cannot simply go to a gold level. No one knows what 
would be the consequences in the world if that were rashly attempted by 
any country. The value of gold is one among the many commodities the 
price of which in thE-se days is changing rapidly and you do not get stability 
-of prices by simply being OB a gold level. However I have wandered rather 
deeply already into a subject on which I did not want to spend time, and 1 
will return now to a few words as to the budget for 1928-24. 

I ventured to make an appeal to the House when I spoke last week for 
a long, strong pull together. If we balance our budget this year I helieve 
we have verf good hopes for next year,but we cannot take any risks. We 
have had two good monsoons; we cannot be sure that there will be a third 
good monsoon, and if there is not a third good monsoon, there is Dot the l ~ 
doubt that our estimates of revenue in this year's figures are optimistic. 
We cannot foresee what would be the position a year hence, but we can 
be quite sure that it will make an enormous difference to our position whether 
we. succeed this year in balancing our budget, restoring our credit thereby 
possibly enabling ourselves to borrow at lower rates, or. whether we go on 
with one more year of Micawberism, hoping for the best, hoping that some-
thing will t • .ll"D up. The House agreed right through that that was im-
possibility and I end· on the note that I began, the salt tax remains the 
-only suggestion which really holds the fieldJ and in the opinion of the Gov-
ernment of India the best suggestion for dealing with the situation. 

I 

1Ir. B •. ¥. 8amarUa: I have just one word to ask. I understand the 
Honourable Finance Member to say that I misquoted Bastable. 
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'!'he lloDourable SIr BuU Blackelt: I I tried to withdraw the word 
... misquoted." I meant misinterpreted. 

JIr. H. ]I. Samarlh: You said .. misquoted." 

The Honourable Sjr Basil Blacketl: I think I said II misquoted " and 
... misinterpreted " but I meamt the latter. 

JIr. H ••• &amarlh: As to misinterpretAtion, Sir, the Honourable the 
Finanoe Member may have his interpretation; I have mine. The paBB&ge 
-quoted speaks for itself. 

The Assembly then adjourned till Eleven of the Clock on Thursday. the 
8th March, 1928. 
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